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1.0 Introduction
This section introduces us to the ToySim project and its related objectives, all of
which will be itemised and explained in general terms.
In the coming sections we will once again examine these objectives, in more
technical terms, and attempt to satisfy them within the scheme of the project.

1.1 What is ToySim?
The ToySim project was so-named so as to induce a sense of irony. That is,
this project represents the culmination of seven months of intense
programming and testing, resulting in a package that is not a mere 'toy', but a
real-world useable software suite.
Put simply, the ToySim project consists of two main components:
• A PC-compatible computer, and
• A programmable robot arm. (specifically, the RTX robot arm)

The objective of the Toy Sim project is to create an environment capable of
simulating the movement, and behaviour, of a robotic arm and, moreover,
make it available to students for the purpose of program development and
debugging.
The project's ultimate aim is to be able to allow a student to visualise a
robotic environment in three dimensions and then to interact in the said '3D'
environment, dispensing with the need for an actual hardware robot, that
being replaced by a software robot.

1.2 Overview of objectives
Following is a list of objectives first mtroduced with the original project
proposal, extended to cover the completed project.
It should be noted that the objectives list is targeted to an audience with a
modicum amount of computer literacy, and so introduces terms which will
not.be covered until later in this document. For completeness-sake these terms
will be tentatively explained along with the objectives.
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1.2.1 Objective 1 - A graph_i_ca_l_d_is_.p_la_.y.....___ _ _ _ _ _ __

The user interface should be easy to interpret and, ideally, be
graphically oriented.
The graphical display should be a 30 environment (ie. J Dimensional
environment), allowing the display of 30 objects in true 30 space. It
should have the capability of translation, rotation, scaling, and
animation within the 30 space, and should also show where the user
is, within the 30 space, at any time, preferably using the easily
recognisable (X,Y,Z) cartesian coordinate format.
Facilitating the ease of perception, solid-modelling should be used for
30 rendering, with the possibility of texture-mapping, should the target
computer's resources, and speed, allow.
The following diagram represents the desired cartesian coordinate 30
system desired for the project ...

z

Figure 1.2.1

_ .......__ _ y

XY2Axis.

W p\.lnr:

X
The coordinate system consists of three axes, each orthogonal to each
other, labelled X axis, Y axis and Z axis respectively. Traditionally,
any point within this 30 space can be accessed via a unique coordinate
based on these three axes, (X,Y,Z), \vhich represent displacements
from the origin along the respective axis; the origin being the point at
which the three axes intersect.
Movement along any of the three axes is termed translation, and can
be in either the positive direction or negative direction. Rotation can
occur about any individual axis or about a combination of axes, by
rotating a point in the positive or negative direction perpendicular to
the axis in question. Altering the size of an object is termed scaling,
and can also be performed in any combination of axes, and in the
positive and negative directions.
Loosely speaking, an object consists of a collection of points each
linked to the other in order to construct a defined shape, or surface.
Once a surface has been defined within the constraints of an object, it
can be 30 rendered, where the internals (ie. the area enclosed by the
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surface) are shaded to a pre-defined colour. Where a picture (bitmap)
is used i,,stead of a colour, the process is termed texture.-mapping;
texture-m~pping allows for a more realistic view of the environment in
question.

1.2.2 Objective 2 - Immediate motion

The user should have the ability to manipulate the simulated robot in
an 'immediate' fashion, so as to be able to program it and see the
results immediately following. This will allow the user to enter into
debug sessions and experiment with 'what-if scenarios.
Ideally, the interface should appear to the user as an information-rich
graphical display, and allow the user to specify where they wanl the
robot to go. Following this theme should be a module whose specific
purpose is to translate the information and perform the movements in
the graphical space, with appropriate feedback to the user.
1.2.3 Objective 3 - Indirect motion

The user should have the ability to manipulate the simulated robot in
an 'indirect' fashion, so as to be able to program it and see the results
immediately following. This may seem to be identical to objective 2,
but its uniqueness is in the subtle difference that to satisfy the previous
objective the user need not have a formal program procedure, whereas
this is required to satisfy objective 3.
Again, an information-rich graphical user interface should appear and
be a transparent interface between a user designed program and the
simulator, acting on the commands received, \vithin the graphical
space.
This indirect module should be unobtrusive and not affect the user's
program in any way. (ie. it would be ideal if the same program that ran
with the hardware robot ran with the simulator, without alteration or
recompilation).
1.2.4 Objective 4 - Robot specifications

Ideally, the simulator should be as device-independent as possible,
allowing for the future injection of extra modules, for purposes such as
simulating different types of robots, and for more manipulation tools.
To this end the simulator should be configurable, allowing a number of
different robots to be implemented by simply #),widing a new set of
design rules and 3D object modules~ design rules are a set of rules
r.;>
•• '

I
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that the simulator will use in order to precisely mimic the behaviour of
the device in question.
For the purpose of this project this module would be constrained to one
robot (the RTX robot), but the framework should still be present for
future advancements.

1.2.5 Objective 5 - Robot control

The simulator should be able to use the information entered by the
user, either indirectly or immediately, to control the robot arm. For this
we require the construction of a robot control system, to interpret the
commands and translate them to robot-specific procedures.
The control module should form the most difficult part of the project,
with such topics to be covered as path generation, force, acceleration,
etc. This module should be tied in quite tightly with the Robot
Specifications module, as most of the parameters will be very robot
specific.

1.3 The RTX robot arm

Thus far in this introduction we have mentioned the word 'RTX' and the
phrase 'robot arm' a number of times, without actually elaborating on the
terms.
The RTX robot arm is a stationary robot constructed by Universal Machine
Intelligence Limited (UMI), operating out of London, England. Figure 1.3,
below, is a diagrammatical representation of the RTX robot arm.

·:

','·

,,,,''
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The following sub-sections will help to explain, in simple tenns, the
background needed to understand the later sections. Most of the following
information can be found in some fonn or another in the manual supplied with
the RTX robot, entitled Introducing RTX. ©1986 Universal Machine
Intelligence Limited.

It should be noted that we have included the set of cartesian axes (X,Y,Z),
which we will be referring to throughout this document, and which was
introduced earlier in this introduction.

1.3.1 Introducing the RTX

The RTX robot, put simply, is a robot arm attached to a stationary base
with the ability to be programmed and, henceforth, controlled from an
external source, such as a personal computer.
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The connection from the RTX to something like a personal computer
is achieved through the utilisation of an RS232 serial cable link.
RS232 communications require knowledge in the field of serial (or
COM) port programming and protocols, and will be covered in later
sectfons. It is sufficient, for now, to just realise the implications of
such a link.
As a package, the RTX robot is accompanied with a suite of
programming tools to allow users to program its internal registers and,
hence, manipulate the robot arm. These tools appez.r as a set of
programming libraries focussing on the PC-compatible languages,
PASCAL, FORTH and C. (PC-compatihility cm1 be taket.' to mean any
personal computer compatible wilh IBM@'-~ original XT model of the
1980 's or, more recently, any personal computer capable of
supporting Windows'M 95).

~.3.2 RTX components

Referring back to Figure J.3 we can notice that the RTX consists of
seven (7) interdependent parts, or links; the point at which one link
connects to another link is tenned a joint.
The RTX robot can exist in one of two states: the initialized psition
and the non-initialized position. The descriptions of the components
rely on the robot being in its initialized position. This position is that
demonstrated by the robot in Figure /.3.
The links that go into m"king up the RTX robot arm are:
Gripper - The gripper is constructed from two 'jaws', fitted
with free-moving tips on the ends, to allow for subtle changes
in shapes of objects to be grabbed. ft contains a servo assembly
allowing control of position, force and speed; the two jaws are
mounted on a threaded rod which is driven by a motor, which
rotates in one direction to open the jaws, and in the opposite
direction to close the jaws. This is translation along the Y axis.
Wrist- The wrist unit contains two motors entitled wrist I and
wrist 2, allowing for motions such as pitch and roll; pitch refers
to rotation about the Y axis, while roll refers to rotation about
the X axis. These two motors are inter-reliant, in that altering
the state of one will affect the state of the other. This can be
seen from the formula to calculate pitch and roll. ..

I
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Pitch= wrist1 + wrist2 * k

2
quation 1.3.2
Wrist Equation.

Roll= wrist1 - wrist2 * k
2

(k = converter constant)
Lower arm - At the end of the lower ann is a motor called the
yaw motor. The yaw motor allows the wrist and gripper units
to be rotated about the Z axis.
Upper arm - At the end of the upper ann is a motor called the
elbow motor. This motor is used to rotate the lower arm, wrist
and gripper units about the Z axis.
Shoulder - The shoulder unit consists of a motor used to
rotate the upper am1, lower arm, wrist and gripper units about
the Z axis.
ZED (or column) - This consists of an arrangement of pulleys
to allow the up and down movement of the entire assembly;
that being the shoulder, upper arm, lower arm, wrist and
gripper units. This is translation along the Z axis.
Base - The base is, by its very nature, the base of all

operations. Normally, the base is taken to be cartesian
coordinate (0,0,0).

1.3.3 RTX coding

In total, the RTX robot arm utilises seven precision motors to perform
all its tasks. These motors are fitted with two-phase optical increment
encoders, which allow software to reliably know how far each motor
has moved, and in what direction.
The value of the encoders at any time is stored in an internal register,
which can be viewed and/or changed through software; this forms the
basis of all programming operations on the robot. The values
associated with the encoders are tenned encoder counts, and appear
in an initialized RTX robot with the following values ...
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motor
zed

shoulder

able 1.3.3

encoder counts
-375
0

elbow

Initial Encoder
Counts.

wrist yaw
wrist1
wrist2
gripper

0
0
0

0
0

On their own, these values mean very little to the programmer, but by
the use of a conversion table, can be converted to real-world
measurements, in degrees and millimetres. The conversions are ...

Table 1.3.3.1

Counts By Unit.

motor

displacement

encoder counts

zed
shoulder
elbow
yaw
wrist1
wrist2
gripper

1 millimetre

3.74953
29.2227
14.6113
9.73994
13.4862
13.4862

1 degree
1 degree
1 degree
1 degree
1 degree
1 millimetre

(0,0584 'count)+(10.7' 10-6'count2)

Therefore, from the initialized position, the RTX robot has the
following range of movement. ..

Table 1.3.3.2

Encoder Range.

axis

encoder count range

'real' range

zed
shoulder
elbow
yaw
pitch
roll
gripper

O>X>-3554
2630> X>-2630
2206> X>-2630
1071>X>-1071
w1+w2=108> X>-2642
w1-w2=4882> X>-3560
1200>X>-30

948 mm
3554
180 degrees 5260
331 degrees 4836
220 degrees 2142
102 degrees 2750
313 degrees 8442
90mm
1200

counts

As a peculiarity of the RTX robot, we must add the value of the elbowdivided-by-three to either side of the inequality for the yaw encoder
count range, to compensate for the fact that the yaw motor will always
attempt to keep the back of the wrist pointing to the line (0,0,Z).
Another peculiarity of the robot is in the way it utilizes two (2)
Inte 11 igent Peripheral (IP) boards to contra I the rn otors; IPO and 1P 1. At
any time the current IP can be either of the two, so a potential
programmer must take that into account when beginning a project. All
of the above motors are control led by IP I , with the exception of 'wrist
pitch' and 'wrist roll'.
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z
Figure 1.3.3
Motors.

The range of registers for each motor, which can be read and/or written
are:

able 1.3.3.3
RTX Registers.

Register

Purpose

ERROR

Difference between CURRENT
POSITION and position robot is
currently at.

CURRENT POSITION

The position of the arm at time of
request.

ERROR LIMIT

Defines how far the motor can lag
behind the position demanded.

NEW POSITION

The position to be moved to.

SPEED

Speed of motor movement

KP, Kl, KO

Constant control parameters.

OEADB,\ND

A small range in which the RTX robot
will assume it has reached the
desired position.

OFFSET

Bias added to compensate for friction
in starting the motor moving.

MAX FORCE

Maximum force applied by motor.

CURRENT FORCE

The current force applied by motor.

ACCEL TIME

Time needed for motor to accelerate
to the desired speed.
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USER RAM

(EMPTY). Available for use.

USER 10

Send signals to spare pins.

ACTUAL POSITION

The actual position of the robot.

1.3.4 RTX program level

Regardless of the programming language used to program the RTX
robot, there are a number of procedures which remain constant. These
arc identified by the following keywords, together with a short
description stating their purpose; the descriptions are kept as short as
possible, as they will be further explained in later sections.

Table 1.3.4
RTX Keywords.

r ' '

, , •.: ,:

,• .:,.

,. ' , ·~ ••• '

.'. ·.; '. ·,·.,·: ..';·,···

Keyword

Brief description

ARM_RESTART

Resets all parameters, and
performs an immediate stop.

ARM_INIT_COMMS

Initialises communications from
robot to computer.

ARM_DEFINE_ORIGIN

Make present position the home
position.

ARM_VERSION

Return library version and
revision numbers.

ARM_SET_MODE

Alter the current motor mode.

ARM_READ

Read an internal RTX registc ·.

ARM_WRITE

Write to an internal RTX register.

ARM_GO

Set one or more motors moving.

ARM_INTERPOLATE

Move each motor by an
increment passed from an array.

ARM_GENERAL_STATUS

Check current status of robot.

ARM_MOTOR_STATUS

Check current status of motor.

ARM_STOP

Emergency stop.

ARM_RAW_COMMAND

Send a raw command to robot.

Sech'on /. () - Page I4

ARM_RAW_RESPONSE

Receive a raw response from
robot.
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2.0 Resource Literature
Having introduced the objectives we arc now left with the task of searching for
relevant infonnation for either ideas or, perhaps, find that there already exists ·an
application that meets our requirements.
When searching for resources the internet always makes a good starting jXlint. Many
universities listed on the internet are undertaking some kind of robotics course, with
many of those undertaking robot simulation projects.
A selection of robot simulator programs, together with brief explanations follow.

2.1 Current simulator packages
•

From the University of Jllinois comes an industrial robot simulator (no
title).
This simulator is described by the author as a General Purpose
Simulator for Robot Manipulator Kinematics and
Visualisation
The simulator is aimed more precisely at addressing the concept of
neural network control methods, although it docs allow the
visualisation of the robot in 30 space. This simulator is desif:,l'Jled
primarily as a socket device, whereby a number of simulators are
running simultaneously and communicating with each other.

•

From Luiz Felipe Rudge Encamacao comes a robot simulator entitled
Simuladar de Robo.

This simulator runs under Windows'" 3.1 and Windows"' 95 and
consists of a two window interface, with one window (main window)
displaying the different camera views and allowing commands to be
sent to the robot and the other window tells the robot how to catch
objects. This simulator is really a visual tool for controlling a robot on
screen, as it grabs and moves on-screen objects.

•

Another simulator is a commercial simulator called Workspace.
As the author says, WORKSPACE is a software package which
will create and simulate robot programmes in the native
language of the robot.
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This simulator package can be regarded as a high-end package,
allowing the full range of 3D video displays and even allows the user
to design their own robots, by using the built-in CAD tools.
One problem is the fact that the user's program must be run from
inside the simulator and cannot be transferred to something like DOS.
Also, the cost is not mentioned, but we can gather a very steep price!

•

The next simulator we will be looking at is a robot simulator developed at
Melbourne University, Australia, by Andrew Conway and Craig

Dillon
This simulator is a graphical robot simulator that attempts discrete

time simulation of an arbitrary linked robot arm, with full
kinematics and dynamics. There is a discrete-time
controller and a standard C interface so that users can
create and test different controller algorithms.
As the authors then go on to say, The robot simulator currently

only works on SGI machines, and in a no-graphics mode on
other machines.

•

Yet another robot simulator is the one called EASY-ROB, by Stefan

Anton.
This simulator is another commercial package comprising or a robot
simulation tool, with 3D graphics and animations.
Like the Workspace simulator, this package allows the user to create
simple objects to be manipulated by the robot on-screen. Also, allows
world manipulation, such as zooming and translations, etc.
Again, the author has conveniently left out the cost of the package.
Through research it was found that the lowest priced robot simulator
started at approximately $500US, for the entry level software and a
little less for upgrades.

2.2 Development J:lccaccc"ka"g"'e"s'-------------Having had quite a bit of .experience in programming in the Windows"' 95
environment and its companion graphics library Direct)(' .., this will be the
only development package we \viii look into.
It may be said that this is narrow-minded, but in the growing area of games
and high-end multimedia development based around the Windows..... 95
.-{ '·'.':"V.t"::,:·:t/7~1 '. ·,/;';;:-:•~,-. t•. ,'.'•.'_; \;,
., .

....

,,.,__

'"

, '

-
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architecture, most software houses use DirectX'" to pcrfonn their graphics
functions. A simple look at the back of computer game boxes will reveal this
fact.
Talking about computer games is not as irrelevant as it may sound, as more
and more often nowadays, computer game manufacturers are the driving force
behind computer hardware advancement. Always trying to get the very best
perfonnance, software houses arc more often than not at the very edge of
extracting performance. Therefore, it can be seen as a sign of great confidence
in the DircctX'M package that these software houses continue with it
Another good point of DircctX'" is that it is actively supported by Microsoft,.
{current version is 5.0) and is freely available, with any code produced with it,
even the example programs supplied with DirectX'", being royalty-free!
DirectX'" requires the use of C++ to program in.

2.3 Pros and cons

Rather disappointingly, none of the robot simulator packages that we looked
into could perform the objectives we set for ourselves. Most packages were
too robot-specific or not powerful enough.
The closest package to our objectives was the Workspace package, but it also
suffers from the fact that programs must be developed inside its interface and
also executed from there. Grouped together with its inevitable high cost and it
becomes a very poor choice for the struggling student.
Another factor is that none or the sofhvare simulators have the ability of
simulating a user program that can be executed from their program or, the
very same program, from thc rohot. That is, one of our objectives was to have
a system whereby the same program that was ,vritten for the simulator could
run on the real robot without recompilation, thus allowing the users to
continue programming in PASCAL.
At this stage it seems the only way to fully realise our objectives, as is often
the case, is to design our own simulator.
My background in Windows'M 95, DirectX'" and C++ programming is
definitely an advantage and it is this choice that we should be focussing our
attentions on .

. .,' , r ,' •.• , ,, ~ :

:/.;.;.. .:
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3.0 Compendium
In this section we begin to discuss the objectives presented earlier, in the introduction.
We begin with a brief introduction into 3D theory and follow up with a look into
various facets of the project objectives.
Refreshing our memories, the project objectives are:
• A graphical display
• Immediate motion
• Indirect motion
• Robot specifications
• Robot control

We can envisage the required objectives as an hierarchy of modules, which can be
arranged in a fashion represented by the following diagram.
·\ Graphlcar dis play

Figure 3.0
Our objectives.

.. ·] Robot ~ontrol

!·

I· .
Indirect

Immediate ·
motion

motion

Robot

spee iffca lions

As we can see from Figure 3.0 the graphical display can be interpreted as the final
result we are attempting to reach. Ultimately, all modules directly or indirectly
perform solely for the purpose of creating and translating information, such that it can
be displayed to the user.
Adhering to the mission objectives we can see how the following statements hold true
for Figure 3. 0.
Immediate motion - This module allows the user to manipulate the

robot in realtime, involving two-way communication \Vith the robot
control module and, from there, displaying the updated robot and, from
the immediate motion module, displaying the various display
parameters, such as panning, banking, etc.
This module also involves two-way
communication with the robot control module, allowing the user's
Indirect

motion
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program to control the motion of the robot, which the robot control
module promptly displays, with the indirect motion module displaying
the updated robot registers.
Robot specifications - This module introduces the design rules for
the robot and so is tied in quite tightly with the robot control module,
which acts only on these rules.
Robot control - This module is the centre of all robot operations, so

for the robot to be displayed it must have first passed through the robot
control module.
Graphical display - The module which represents the end of all

operations. It's position at the top of the diagram symbolise~ how all
our efforts ultimately end in a display of some kind.
Figure 3.0 shows how the arrows arc only one-sided towards the graphical display
module. Therefore we can, in theory, omit the graphical display module altogether.
This conflicts with our above arguments in which we have said that the graphical
display module is the ultimate result of all operations. We will, therefore, disregard
this situation, as it is application specific and can't be tested in the context of this
project.
This section serves to form a basis for the later sections in which we actually begin to
code the solution. Descriptions are to be as general as allowable, to pennit crossplatfonn implementations of the methods, but still require some knowledge of matrix
math and general computer data-types.

3.1 Theory in 30

Before we can begin to code the solulion we must have a strong knowledge
base in which to work with. As the project centres almost entirely on the
ability to display and manipulate 3-dimensional graphics in 3-dimensional
space, it is useful to take a glimpse at what this actually means; we will be
introducing and discussing the theory necessary to produce a functional 3
dimensional manipulation library, for robot manipulation, which involves
ideas already introduced and new concepts, such as transfonnations and
mvcrscs.
Earlier in this document we introduced the concept of the cartesian axes,
(X,Y,Z), for the purpose of defining translation, rotation and scaling. We
will now take a look at what these actually mean .

. , .. ~ .. ··: • ' ·=:... ·;~ ,· .
......... J

-·
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3.1.1 The carte3fan coordinate system
Firstly, we must introduce the concept of the frame. A frame can be
defined as a set of four (4) vectors defining the position and orientation
of a point, or set of points, in free space.
The concept of the frame arises from the fact that each point in space
can be defined entirely by the coordinate pair of position and
orientation. We will be discussing the position axis (X, Y, Z) and the
rotation axis {H, P, B), which we have not met yet, but can be
tentatively defined as (Heading, Pitch 1 Bank), or alternatively (Y,
P, R), which is (Yaw, Pitch, Roll).
Each frame consists of a cartesian axis existing in free space as its own
entity, to which the frame's included points arc referenced to. This can
be better explained by the following diagram:

z

{A}

'/

• (x', y', z')

I
i

i

Figure 3.1.1
Cartesian Axis.

}-----"-• y

,/'

/
I''

X
In Figure 3.1. / the cartesian axis belongs to the frame A, denoted by
{A}. There exists a point in /A} which can be referenced by a unique
coordinate, (x', y', z'), and defines the position of the point with
respect to {A} . Th is, however, does not describe the orientation of the
point; that is, we do not know how the point is rotated about any axis.
For example, if there was a box positioned at (x', y', z'), how do we
know how the box is oriented? The following diagrams illustrates this
example:

z

{A}
Figure 3.1.1.1
Frame{A}.

,)-==-v
X

/
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z
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{A}
igure 3.1.1.2
Frame {A}
Rotated -30°.

1

.

F Y

I'

X
Figure 3.1.1.l and Figure 3.1.1.2 both represent the same position of
the box in question, however, they have different orientation~ that is,
the box in Figure 3.1.l.2 has been rotated about the point (x', y', z') by
-30 degrees.

By introducing the coordinates yaw, pitch and roll we are able to
distinguish between the two boxes. As a convention, we can describe
yaw (heading) as rotation about the Z axis, pitch as rotation about the
Y axis, and roll (banking) as rotation about the X axis. (Throughout
this document we will be alternately referring to yaw and heading, and
roll and banking. Please note that these terms are interchangeable, and
refer to the same property). These axes are described diagrammatically
below:
Figure 3.1.1.3
Yaw.

z

{A}

j

I

,r

y

X

Figure 3.1.1.4 .
Pitch.

z
t

{A}

I'

/

A- -Y

X

Figure 3.1.1.5
Roll.

{A}

z4

X

Figure 3.1.1.3 refers to yaw, Figure 3.1.1.4 refers to pitch and Figure
3.1.1.5 refers to roll. These axes, together with the (X, Y, Z) axes
allow, what is called, 6 degrees of freedom.
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3.1.2 Translation in 30

As meniionc<l carlic1 in this document, translation refers to motion
along a single axis, or multiple axes. The following diagram illustrates
the process of translation.

z
'

z

'.

{A})

Figure 3.1.1.6
30 Translation.

p

{B})

..

p

;

Bn.J__

Ap
A

/

'(

lln/

I'

X,
(!'lie A ,\Jm1hol denotes a unit vector)

The focus of our attention in Figure 3. /. /.(i is the point P, which can
be interpreted as either a 30 translation from frame A, or a 3D
translation from frame B. That is, the position of point P can be viewed
as the translation from frame B to point P, which is represented by the
vector Bp, or the translation from frame A to point P, which is
represented by the vector Ap. This is what is regarded as mapping,
and allows the position of a point, relative to one frame, to be
calculated relative to another frame.
For example, Figure 3.1. l.6 shows a point P, with position vector Bp,
relative to frame B, and we wish to know P's position relative to frame
A. We therefore construct another vector Apeo, which is the position of
fr11me H relative 10 frnme /\ Consequently, the resultant vector Ap
represents the vector sum of Bp ann Apeo.
Equation 3.1.2
30 Translation.

That is,

Ap = Bp + Apeo

3.1.3 Rotation in 30

The following diagram represents the rotation of a frame B, relative to
a frame A by some arbitrary angle (a1, 32, 33), where 31 is the yaw, a2
is lhc pitch, and 33 is the roll.
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z
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Figure 3.1.1.7
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JD Rotation.
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lrwe take the point P, then its orientation is governed by the vector Ap,
relative to frame A, and lhe vector Bp, relative to frame B. The two
frames arc again constructed here for the purpose or mapping, and so
given frame 13, and the vector Bp, we can, by mapping, find the vector
Ap. It should be noted that both frame A and frame B share a common
origin, with Ap and Bp occurring collincarly.
Using vector methods we can construct the vector Ap by lirst finding
its component vectors , which follow the X, Y and Z axes. These
vectors arc labelled Ap1e, Apy and Apz, and arc calculated by performing
a vector dot product between the unit vectors of A, in frame B, and the
resultant vector Bp.
Equation 3.1.3
X Component.

That is,

Equation 3.1.3.1
Y Component.

Equation 3.1.3.2
Z Component.

(X', Y', Z') arc unit vectors.

Therefore, we can extract the rotation matrix AeR
'Equation 3.1.3.3
Rotation Matrix.

That is,

=

. .. where M1 is the transpose of M.
Finally, we end up with the result for Ap being,
Equation 3.1.3.4
30 Rotation.

. ..... ~ .•• • . ·~: ·.: 1:..
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3.1.4 Scaling in 3D

Scaling in 3 dimensions is accomplished by simply multiplying the
position vector by some constant.
'!'hat is, if we have a point P at (X, Y, Z) and we introduce a scaling
factor k, then the resultant vector is k(X 1 Y, Z) ...
Equation 3.1.4
30 Scaling.

... or,

(X', Y', Z') = (kX, kV, kZ)

3.1.5 Transformations in JD

When it comes to plotting a 3 dimensional movement (change in
position or orientation) we require a method to efficiently and
concisely perform the task. For this we employ the method of 30
trans format ions.
A JD movement can be viewed as a string of single movements

multiplied in sequence, to result in the total movement; any movement
in 30 space can be seen to be made up of individual translations and
rotations, and arc represented by the transfonn matrix.
The transform matrix takes the general form of:

Equation 3.1.5
Transform Matrix.

, and can be customised for either translation, rotation, or both. The
·sub-vector' bounded by r11 to r33 is known as the rotation matrix,
R, while the q vector is the translation.
When we are only interested in translation the transform matrix takes
the form,

11

lo

Equation 3.1.5.1
Translation Matrix.

lo

lo

0
1
0
0

0

q:

0

1

q:1
ql

0

1I

, where (qx, Qy, qz) represents the translation in 3 dimensions.
The transform matrices for rotations about X, Y and Z are:

~-~
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1
0
0
0

Equation 3.1.5.2
Rotation About X.

0
0
cosfr -sinesinfr cosfr
0
0

0
0
0

1

Rotation about X

cose0
-sinfr
0

(Equation 3.1.5.3
(Rotation About Y.

0

1
0
0

sine0
cosfr
0

0
0
0

1

l?olalion about Y

co~dsin&
0
0

Equation 3.1.5.4
Rotation About Z.

-sine- 0
cosfr 0
1
0
0
0

01

0
0

1

Rotation about 7.

, where the angle Orepresents the amount to rotate about the axis.
A complete transformation involves the matrix multiplication of one,
or a number, of matrices, in reverse order. For example, to rotate about
the Z axis some angle and then translate along the X axis some
distance, we would first multiply our position vector by the translation
matrix and !hen by the rotation matrix, to get the desired end matrix.

3.1.6 Inverting transforms

Sometimes we may wish to go backwards and find a point's position
and orientation after a transfonnation has taken place. That is, if we
have transfonned a point from frame A to frame B, we end up with a
transformation of B with respect to A, A9 T. To find the matrix of A
with respect to B, 8 AT, we just invert the transform.
To find the inverse of the transform it is simply a matter of
constructing the inverse transfonn matrix and multiplying it with the
original transform matrix.
Therefore, the inverse transform matrix becomes,

-.~/.\ ~: ./·;· 1/--~= .1_~:;:~; . .··n-rr~.lt/·:.; _
:

.. - .. ··
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Equation 3.1.6
Inverse Transform.

0

0

0

1

, where R is the rotation matrix, defined earlier.
Now, this is as far as we need to go in our look into 3D theory, for as we will
sec in a later section there arc a number of graphic programming libraries to
do most of the tedious work and are available for a number of different
programming languages.

3.2 The graphical display

-~+-+-~---·-----

When we refer to a graphical display we arc, of course, referring to a
computer screen, which is made up of a large array of dots, or pixels. We have
to keep this in mind when thinking about 30 objects. because in mathematics
any 3D object is constructed of points, lines and polygons, which can be
expressed as mathematical expressions, while in computer tenns the
mathematical expression must first be converted into an array of dots and then
plotted to screen.
Globally, we can look at the graphical display module as its o\vn entity
encompassing the following functions:
1. Initialising the display
2. Setting the screen resolution and colour mode
3. Setting the render q:uality
4. Loading in the world objects
5. Loading in the world textures
6. Loading in the composite effects
7. Creating the scene
8. Rendering the scene
9. Translating an object
10. Rotating an object
11. Scaling an object

This list of functions can also be viewed as a function hierarchy,
diagrammatically represented as follows ...
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11 n itialize

displayjtnllypnfr>I (1)

l

!Screen lr""r ""'"1 (2)
resolution

'

colour mode

render quality

fair poinr 111

Figure 3.2
Display Hierarchy.
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I
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[Jttt
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Notice that there are a number of enlry and exit points; each entry point has at
least one corresponding exit point, designated by a unique number. The logic
behind this structure is as follov,·s ...
Entry/Exit 1 : This is the initialisation function, which requires that
all steps be taken in order to ensure a completely initialised display.
Entry/Exit 2 : This allows the user to alter, at a later date, the screen

resolution, colour mode and render quality . without having to
completely initialise the screen, and thus being able to keep the current
screen contents intact.
Entry/Exit 3 : This exists so that any object in the scene can be

rendered to the :Screen at some constant frame rate. It is required that
the rest of the objects remain unchanged, to maintain consistency and
so it would be ridiculous to initialise the scene after every frame.
Entry/Exit 4 : Allows the updating of the various coordinates for any

object, without having to initialise, or render the scene. This permits
the updating of the object coordinates in a more analog fashion and
only plotting to the screen at some predefined time interval.
We will now take a look at the functions, above, by hierarchy.
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3.2.1 Screen
SCREEN
,,/

Figure 3.2.1
Screen Hierarchy.

,, /

/

./

/

resolution

'~~.
colour mode

render quality

Resolution - The resolution refers to the number of pixels (dots) that
can be displayed on the screen. This becomes an important factor in
determining how accurate the representation of the 30 object is to
become. That is, the higher the resolution the more accurate the
display of the object. However, the higher the resolution, the greater
the number of pixels and, hence, the greater the processing power
needed to plot the object onto screen; resulting in a decrease in system
performance (slower screen updates).
Colour mode - Creating a JD scene requires not only the setting of
the screen resolution, but also the number of colours involved; that is,
the colour mode(!). Like resolution, the greater the number of colours,
the more realistic the object will look on screen. Unlike resolution,
however, altering the number of colours will not make the object more
accurate, only appear more accurate.

For simple displays a small number of colours is needed,. but for
adding effects, such as lighting and shading effects, more colours are
required to construct the necessary palette.
Render quality - The render quality is not directly linked to the

previous two, as its property ·is not dependent on the number of dots or
colours on screen, but rather the amount of detail to be displayed. Four
common render modes are:
Wireframe - This displays the 30 object as a collection of
interlinked lines and represents the simplest fonn of the 3D
object. This is because JD objects occur naturally as a
combination of lines and only appear solid because we have
explicitly coloured between the lines.
Solid - Solid objects can be interpreted as wireframe objects

which have been filled with a certain colour. In the
construction of the object certain bounding lines (lines that join
to form a polygon) can be named as surfaces, with each surface
having the capability of having a different colour.
Shaded - These are solid JD objects with a gradient palette.
That is, by using lighting effects we can shade the· object to
,~'=.~_,•u:;.~/:__~. ;~,t')\.\~1·.'.~·.':".
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appear as if it has shadows or to make the perspective appear
more realistic.
Texture mapped - These are similar to solid objects, except
that instead of filling with a colour, a predefined bitmap is
plotted over the bounded polygon. Combining texture mapping
with shading effects results in the most realistic appearing 30
objects.

3.2.2 Load

LOAD
' ''·.

Figure 3.2.2
Load Hierarchy.

obje~ts

textures

composites

Objects - We require a function to be able to read the representation

of a 3D object off disk and convert it to a set of 3D coordinates. As a
consequence, we must decide early on on the fonnat of the object file
we will be reading. A number of file formats exist and are usually
connected very closely to the software company that designed it. For
example, .JDS and .MAX files belong to the -w'\IAutodesk programs
•)(•30Studio and ®JDStudio Max.
Textures - The textures arc usually closely linked to the actual 30
object files, and require loading at the same time the object is being
loaded. These can appear as raw bitmaps (no encoding) or as coded
bitmaps. They can also occur as a set of lowering-in-resolution
bitmaps, which allows faster displaying when scaling the object.

Compositing refers to the procedure of overlaying an
object over another object or one or more stationary bitmaps. Here, we
are referring to overlaying an object over a stationary bitmap. This
serves only to make the appearance of the display more pleasing and
serves no functional purpose.
Composites

M
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3.2.3 Scene
SCENE

/1
I \I

I

Figure 3.2.3
Scene Hierarchy.
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•
•
create render
Create - Creating a scene involves a number of tasks to be perfonned.

These tasks involve setting up the various lights in the scene,
initialising the objects, displaying the background bitmaps, initialising
all the object parameters, and so forth. Generally, this function serves
to prepare everything such that the render function needs only to plot.
Render-This function is the workhorse of the whole module, with its

sole purpose of simply plotting all of the objects, bitmaps, textures,
lights, etc to screen. The render function requires the most CPU time
and so if optimising is to take place this would be the perfect starting
point.

3.2.4 Object
OBJECT
!

Figure 3.2.4
Object Hierarchy.

,.1\

.

/
~-

translate

rotate

.

scale

Translate - This function should allow the alteration of a specific
object's position, preferably in the format (X, Y, Z). No rendering
should take place; this follows on for rotate and scale.
Rotate - This function should allow the specified object to be rotated
about a specific axis by some given angle.
Scale - This function should allow the specified object to be scaled
along one or more axes.

3.3 Immediate motion
Immediate motion., as defined earlier, refers to the situation whereby the user
of the final application has the ability to manipulate the simulated robot in
realtime, immediately. This leads us to the problem of knowing the position
·:~: ',:"':. ·z- ~ ·.·--·~· .- '. ':': '· .'' ..
.••.

+'

1·,,,. :';·/,

.. ,,
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and orientation of any object at any time. Consequently, we must construct a
data structure capable of holding all the possible values each object may have.
For the first time we now introduce the concept of the multi-object robot.
What this means is that in the construction of the simulated robot we are left
with the predicament of deciding how many objects we need to completely
define the robot. As a rule, we could say that we need as many objects as there
are links. So, for the RTX robot we would require seven objects. If we focus
in on the gripper we notice that it is actually two links at a common joint, so
we actually require eight (8) objects.
As we define these links, and subsequent objects, we also need to define the
joints. We need to know to which object any object is connected to, for
performing tasks such as moving the arm . In other words, if we require to
move the shoulder down we first alter the Z value corresponding to the
shoulder; what we must keep in mind is that attached to the shoulder is the
upperarm, and to that the lower arm, and to that the wrist, etc. So, as we can
see, altering one object affects the rest of the objects. Hence, we require
something along the lines of a recursive procedure to follow a list of linked
objects and update them as necessary.
We can visualise the link objects via the following diagram,

Wrist

Gripper
Figure 3.3
RTX link objects.

Column

Taking each joint in tum we can deduce that the joint,
•

column is stationary,

•

shoulder is affected by translation in Z,
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•

upperarm is affected by translation· m Z and rotation
about Z,
/owerarm is affected by translation in Zand rotation about
Z,
wrist is affected by translation in Z and rotation about Z,
gripper is affected by translation in Z, rotation about Z,
rotation about X and rotation about Y.
grip1 and grip2 are affected by translation in X, Y or Z.

•
•
•
•

We can see that all the possible transformations are used, as a whole; that is,
translation along all axes and rotation about all axes. Therefore, we must
design a data structure with stornge for each object's (X, Y, Z) coordinate,
pitch, bank & yaw values and scaling factors, in X, Y and Z.

Also, we can note that each object is dependent on the previous object. For
example, the only reason the uppcrarm is affected by translation in Z is
because it is attached to the shoulder. Therefore, we need to take note of the
object that the current object is attached to and so also need some sort of
unique identifier to distinguish between objects.
A suitable starting point for such a data structure is:

Variable

data tvpe

ID

integer
IX, IV, IZ
floating
Pitch
floating
Bank
floating
Yaw
floating
SX,SY,SZ floating
JX,JY,JZ floating
Link
integer

able 3.:J
Object

Data Structure.

point
point
point
point
point
point

, whereby each defined object has its own structure.
These variables are defined as:
ID

- This should be a unique identifier given to the object
at time of initialisation, so that the system has some
means of distinguishing between objects and so that we
have some means of identifying to which object this
object should be connected to.

(Ix, ly, lz)

- This is the coordinate of the· current position of the ·
object in question. Even though the computer display is
integer based, we use a floating point number to k~ep
up the accuracy.

i,. ~: :-:·; ·:···,: ...
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Pitch

- Holds the current value for the pitch, in degrees or

radians.
Bank

- Holds the current value for the banking, in degrees or
radians.

Yaw

- Holds the current value for the yaw, in degrees or
radians.

(Sx,Sy,Sz)

-These values hold the amount of scaling that is being
forced onto the object. This is useful for later
calculating distances.

(Jx,Jy,Jz)

-This is the coordinate of the joint, corresponding to
this object. By defining exactly where on this object the
joint should be, we are able to link the next object to it.

Link

· This should be the identifier of the next object this
object is connected to. For more advanced designs, this
could be an array or dynamic list, to allow linking to
more than one object.

We now have some means of addressing our objects, but they are still useless,
in this context at least, for the purpose of displaying our virtual robot. What
we require now is the construction of another data structure; this time a
structure to hold the values associated with the robot.
Originally we stipulated that immediate mo/ion allow the user to alter the
robot registers immediately and have the virtual robot move on screen.
However, with the introduction of indirect motion this method will become
mostly redundant, with the users being able to alter the registers through
programming and with no real advantage to being able to alter the registers on
screen.
So, rather than altering the registers, this module exists as a world
manipulation module. That is, through this module we allow the user to
manipulate the virtual robot, while disregarding the internal registers, which,
in fact, remain unchanged throughout. This will allow the user to alter the
position and orientation of the robot in 3D space, to examine all angles. For
example, the user will be able to examine the back, or underneath, of the
robot, while it is actually moving, due to the indirect motion module.
It can be concluded that the necessary structure to perfonn, and keep a record
of, the world manipulations appears as:
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able 3.3.1
Immediate
Data Structure.

Variable

data type

PanY
PanZ
Zoom
Pitch
Bank
Heading

floating
floating
floating
floating
floating
floating

point
point
point
point
point
point

These variables are defined as:
PanY

- This should hold the current Y panning offset, from
the centre. That is, the distance to the left or right that
the robot has been moved, to result in a pan.

PanZ

- This should hold the current Z panning offset, from
the centre. That is, the distance up or down that the
robot has been moved, in order effect a pan.

Zoom

- This holds the zoom factor or, more accurately, the
scaling factor. Remember our Cartesian axis and you'll
notice that the X axis points towards the screen.
Therefore, a zoom is in fact just a pan along the X axis!

Pitch

- Contains the angle that the robot has been rotated
about the Y axis.

Bank

- Contains the angle that the robot has been rotated
about the X axis.

Heading

- Contains the angle that the robot has been rotated
about the Z axis.

Diagrammatically, all the available transformations can be expressed as:

Pan UP

Pan DOWN

Pan LEFT

Pan RIGHT

•

Figure 3.3.1
All Transforms.
Zoom IN

Zoom OUT

- -

Rotate UP Rotate DOWN Rotate LEFT Rotate RIGHT

-·--·
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Note that Rotate UP and Rotate DOWN refer to Pitch, Rotate LEFT and
Rotate RIGHT refer to Bank, Pan UP and Pan DOWN refer to PanZ, and
Pan LEFT and Pan RIGHT refer to PanY.

3.4 Indirect motion

Indirect motion was originally defined, in the introduction, as allowing the
ability to manipulate the simulated robot in an indirect fashion, so as to be
able to program it and sec the results immediately following.
This module forms the basis of all simulation, in that it exists as the midway
between the user's program and the robot simulator. As such, this module
should be able to interpret the user's program and translate the commands into
a fonn that can be applied to the simulated robot. These commands are, in
fact, the RTX functions first presented in the introduction.
Before we can accept functions we must have something to work v,rith.
Therefore, we require another data structure to hold all of the available RTX
data registers, which were explained in the introduction; the RTX registers are
all integer values so our data structure should be the same, and should appear
something like ...
Variable

data type

ERROR
integer
CURRENT_POSITION
integer
ERROR_LIMIT
integer
NEW_POSITION
. integer
SPEED
integer

KP
Kl

able 3.4
Register

Data Structure.

KD
DEAO_BAND
OFFSET
MAX_FORCE
CURRENT_FORCE
ACCELERATION_TIME
USER_RAM
USER_IO
ACTUAL_POSITION
PREVIOUS_POSITION
MODE
ALL

integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer
integer

, where the only different variables than were first presented in the
introduction are PREVIOUS_POSITION, MODE and ALL. Obviously,
. ~.

'

.
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there is always an advantage in knowing the previous position, and the mode
variable just specifies the motor mode applicable to that particular motor. The
all variable just points to the end of the data structure. This was inserted to
allow the data structure to grow and shrink, as necessary, without affecting the
rest of the modules.
The available motor modes are defined in the RTX as:

FORCE MODE

- This means that the value in the
position register should be interpreted as
a force measurement.

POSITION MODE

- This mea.ns that the value in the
position register refers to the position of
the motor.

ABSOLUTE MODE

- Refers to the fact that the value in the
position register should be interpreted as
an absolute position. That is, using

(0,0,0) as the reference.
RELATIVE MODE

- Refers to the fact that the value in the
position register should be interpreted as
an offset from the current position.

USER INPUT

- The register is being used for user
storage.

USER OUTPUT

- Similar to user input.

Of course, each motor will require its own data structure.
As stated in the introduction, the values in the registers represent encoder
counts, and not decimal values. Therefore, this module should incorporate the
capability of decoding the encoder counts back into decimal values. It should
also be noted that these registers have not yet been assigned to any entity; it is
this module's task to assign a particular motor register to its respective 30
object. I-low this form of mapping is performed will be covered in the next
section, Rohol ,\'pec((icalions.
Even ifwc perform all of the above tasks, we arc still left with the problem of
how to achieve communication between the user's program and our simulator.
To examine this problem we can first take a look at how the driver supplied

with the RTX robot (START.COM) achieves this.
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Firstly. anyone who has prob'Tammed the RTX robot will recognise that
to compile their program they must first link it to a programming
library, usually named ARMP.INC. This library's main function is just
to convert the function names. presented in the introduction, to integer
values and then pass them on to an interrupt routine; this interrupt
routine is set up when START.COM is first executed.
In order to satisfy one of our objectives of allowing the user's original
program to be simulated, without the need for re-compiling, we must
find some way of emulating this procedure.
When a PC is first booted, an interrupt table is initialised in RAM; this
interrupt table is simply an array of 32-bit pointers to various functions
in RAM/ROM. When the START.COM program is first executed, it
alters one of these pointers (usually interrupt 78HEX) so that it points
to the RAM location of the START.COM program. The program then
terminates, leaving itself resident in RAM, so that each time the
specified interrupt is called, the START.COM program activates and
processes the information passed to it through the various machine
registers.
Ifwe simply design our own program to reside in memory and place a
pointer to our program in place of the START.COM pointer, we can
intercept the interrupt call and process the information ourselves.
Hence. we now possess a method of transferring information to and from our
simulator. without the need for a re-compiling of the user program, and
somewhere to store the data.
The diagram following serves to sum up the above~mentioned process:

!interrupt laill------~ ·--·-·······-]
i
I

roos ' Iayerj..------------lsim uJato r I

igure 3.4.1
Abstraction
Layers.

I

+

i
1---~

'
!user program!
As can be seen from the diagram. the user's program cannot communicate
with the simulator directly, but must first pass through either a DOS and
interrupt layer, or just an interrupt layer. This serves to keep the user program
a separate entity, oblivious to the fact that it is running on a simulator. rather
than the real robot.
'' '.'. ,•', ,'"" ·:) ·~,· .~ " , I
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3.5 Robot specifications

This was originally defined as the implementation of a number of design rules,
whereby these were a set of rules that govern the behaviour and appearance of
the simulated robot.
If we enter into a situation similar to that here, where we are required to
devise a program to simulate some device, and there exists a number of
similar devices, it is good practice to desib'Tl the program to be as independent
of a particular device as is allowable. In other words, why limit ourselves to
customising the program solely for the RTX robot, when maybe somewhere
down the track it is superseded by a different robot. In this case, the program
is now unusable.

However, if we can construct the program to run a set of design rules then, by
simply changing the design rules, we can simulate a completely different robot
with the same program or, at least, a minimally altered program; there will
always be factors that cannot be.. addressed simply by altering the design rules.
'.

For the objective of implementing a set of design rules for the RTX robot, we
can take a look at script filing; scripts have been used for many years as the
standard for configuring programs. By introducing a number of keywords we
can construct a very rudimentm)1 programming language that the user can edit
via a simple text editor, and could contain all the infonnation necessary for
the construction of the 30 objects that go to make up the virtual robot.
By looking at the points and objectives introduced so far we can note the
following requirements of each 30 object:
1. It must have a unique identifier to distinguish it from the other
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

objects.
It must have a coordinate for its position on the screen.
It must have a pitch angle.
It must have a bank angle.
It must have a yaw angle.
It must have a scaling factor.
It must have a coordinate that specifics where on the object the
joint should be.

In addition, the 30 object may be linked to another 3D object, so it must also
have a link number; that is, the identifier of the object it is linked to. Also,
since this is a script file we also need the name of the file that holds the data
needed for reproducing the object on screen.
With the above information we can construct our tentative command set ...
(This will be explained fully in later sections).

't~:~ J'~ t~ FHI ~~ '·F-'· '.; ·~.;;• '.\1!~-·
..•
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able 3.5
Script
Command Set.

Command

parameter

purpose

NAME

<filename> The name of the object file.

POSN

<x> <y> <z> The position of the object.

PITCH

<radians>

The pitch of the object.

BANK

<radians>

The banking of the object.

YAW

<radians>

The yaw of the object.

SCALE

<x> <y> <z> The object's scaling factor.

JOINT

<x> <y> <z> Where on the object the joint is.

LINK

<number>

The object that this object is
linked to.

One thing that always seems useful in script files is the ability to insert
comments. By introducing a character, such as a# character, or a ; character,
we can assume that the text following it is a comment and should be ignored.

3.6 Robot control

Robot control, as defined in the introduction, is optimistic at best, when
applied to our virtual computer environment. As an ideal, the abstract
concepts of force and acceleration can be very important in the real world, and
can be modelled using various dynamic techniques. However, in the virtual
world, how do we define force? If one user runs the robot simulator on a
1OOMhz computer and another on a 200Mhz computer, what happens to the
acceleration?
By examining these problems we can also see a potential problem looming for

simulating velocity on different machines. Therefore, we must make a
difficult decision here on whether our simulator will support the concepts of
force and acceleration.
After much thought on the subject we conclude that force is not a plausible
option at this time of the simulator's development. Simulating a concept, such
as force, on a computer screen seems far too abstract for the average student
to comprehend as they enter a robotics course. A number of questions arise,
such as how do you represent force, how do we measure force, etc. The
concept of force involves far too much Newtonian mathematics; if we are
going to include force we must also include the action of gravity and the
various bending and distortions that are inevitably occurring inside each joint

. ,f..,

--;, .,, ...
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as it moves ... the friction in the motors ... wind resistance ... it's a veritable
Pandora's box.
When it comes to acceleration we must look at just how accurate this
simulator is to be. We began in designing a simulator to be a visual tool,
allowing a student to write and test their robot programs, with no need for a
hardware robot; just how relevant is the display of acceleration on the
computer screen? We postulate that if incorporated, this will be invisible to
the user and will actually aid in slowing down the overall performance of the
simulator, for no rewards. It seems useful to allow the simulation of
acceleration, but this can be achieved by delay loops; that is, the frame rate
starts off at a rate less than the desired rate, and is then increased to the
desired rate in a time interval required to achieve the necessary acceleration
profile.
Other facets usually associat1::d with a robot control module can be performed
via the user's program. For instance, path generation can be implemented
using transfonns and inverse transfonns, and the like.
As is being demonstrated by the arguments above, the robot control module
need not be such a daunting task as first thought. If we can construct the other
modules to perform at decent levels, it will be up to the user to design their
mvn method for performing unsupported tasks. As a real-life example, the
actual RTX robot doesn't perform path generation ... it relies on the user to
program it themselves.
However, the robot control module remains the most important module. It
should be the binder between the immediate and indirect motion modules, and
the graphical display; whenever the robot is to be plotted it must have been
passed through the robot control module first.
How do we actually control the robot?
Take a look. at the figure below:
/ Which object?

' Current position?
/
New position?
Difference?

Simulator

j

igure 3.6
Typical Motion
Request.

Interrupt layer
ARM_GO!

User program

~;

....,........ . .

·>~

•

..:

- ~ - . ..•.....
~

':·

'

Speed?

Resolution?

\.

\

Frame rate?

\\
\Update position
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Figure 3.6 represents a typical user program requesting that the robot be
moved. It consists of the user program issuing an ARM_GO command to the
interrupt layer which, in turn, retransmits the infonnation to our simulator. It
is now the simulator's turn to process the data, and so transfers control to the
robot control module.

The robot control module must decide which object is to be moved and then
obtains the object's current position from the CURRENT_POSITION register
and the new position from the NEW POSITION register. By subtracting the
two we know how much to move the object and, depending on the sign of the
result. in which direction.
Remembering that we are dealing in the digital domain, the speed of the move
must be calculated as a set of increments over a specified time period. That is,
we require an expression such as,
maximum speed * k = number of frames
speed

, where the maximum speed is defined in the RTX, speed is the value in
the SPEED register, and k is a constant muhiplier. The result of this
expression is the number of frames required to plot the movement.
The resolution, k, can be defined as the minimum number of frames
pennitted in the best case scenario of a speed of maximum speed. This
expression should, however, be limited for the case of speed being small. That
is, if the value for speed becomes too low, the number of frames becomes
extremely high, and so slows down the simulator. We therefore must pcrfonn
a check such that the speed will always be scaled to some arbitrary minimum
value.
The frame rate defines how many frames to be plotted, per second. This is
completely arbitrary, although the actual RTX perfonns a movement every 16
milliseconds, so fonns a good base to start with.
After the move, the object's current position register should be updated to
reflect its new position.
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4.0 Application technologv
In this section we will be undertaking a descriptive analysis of existing technologies
and their applications. In other words, using the resources first listed in the section
entitled Resource literaJure, we will be first making our decision on our chosen
platform and then providing a knowledge base in that chosen platfonn
When making a decision regarding the platfonn we must realise that our choice will
have ramifications throughout, and beyond, our simulator program. To make a
complete and unbiased decision we must first be clear on what our requirements for a
programming platform really are. The most important factors presented so far are:
•

The platform must be cheap

•
•
•
•
•

It must be readily accessible
It must be transparent
It must be easy to use
Ideally have a strong support base
Be unobtrusive

These factors can be expanded as follo\vs ...
The platform must be cheap - In order for the simulator to be accepted it
must be affordable to the user. That is, if the cost of the package is too high,
user's will not use it.

It must be readily accessible - The platform should be accessible to the
user and not in a fonnat that is unrecognisable; it would be advantageous if
the user would have already had experience with the chosen platform.
It must be transparent - The user need not know that the simulator is

running and should not be held back through factors such as limited hard drive
space or RAM.
It must be easy to use - If the platform is easily reco1:,1J1isable to the user

they will find it easier to use and will become accepted quicker.
Ideally have a strong support base - Ideally, the platform should be a

well-accepted platform, with good support, in terms of complimentary
software and upgrade paths.
Be unobtruaive - That is, the platform should not require the user to

radically alter the way they use their com puter.
With the above factors in mind, we can almost immediately rule out an all-in-one
package, such as those presented in earlier sections. These require the user to learn a
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new programming language, eliminating one of our main objectives of allowing the
user to execute their non-re-compiled code. In order to effectively use these packages,
the user would have to completely rewrite all their code. These factors aside, the cost
of these packages far outweighs the limited benefit a typical student user would
extract from them.
Therefore, we are left with the task of programming our own simulator; something
which \Ve have been leaning towards throughout this document. This is by far the best
alternative, as we can customise to our ovm needs and provide a much better interface
to the robot as, unlike other packages, we arc concerned purely with the RTX robot,
so can better serve its needs.
When choosing the platfonn we must keep in mind that we are dealing with a very
graphic-intensive environment, yet we must also keep in mind the user and their
requirements. To this end we propose Windows"' 95, helped mainly by its
companion development kit, Directx"' and component Direct3D"', which we will be
discussing through to the end of this section. Note also that WindowsTN 95 also
supports DOS'", should we feel the requirement to utilise the fact. Also, nowadays
Windows"' 95 is the entry-level operating system for the majority of the world's
computers, so is very accessible.
Now knowing our platform we must assemble our development packages necessary
for the development of the simulator.
Windows"' 95, and its associated programming libraries, are programmed to be C++
native. Consequently, we must use a C++ compiler; this is also true of the DirectX"'
and Dircct3D'M libraries. (From here on, all references to data types and functions will
be made as C/C++ data types and functions).
We also require an object design package, to construct our graphic JD objects, and
also a paint package to design the texture maps and background bitmaps.
A resource we may need in the future will be a DOS"' assembler. This may be utilised
in the construction of the driver required to mimic the action of the START.COM
program.
Therefore, the requirements for our chosen platform can be listed in the following
table, together with our chosen packages.
Requirement

package

Windows 95

Di rectx "'/Direct3 D"'
Microsoftx Corporation.

C++ compiler

Borland C++ 5.0
©Borland Inc.

3D object design software

Lightwave 5.0
©NewTek.

TM
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Paint program

Adobe Photoshop
©Adobe.

DOS assembler

Tasm 4.0
©Borland Inc.

Apart from DirectX"'/Direct3D"", the remaining packages were just arbitrary choices
based on the resources available to us. They in no way represent some compatibility
factor, or bias on my part; that is, for example, Visual C++ (the Microsofh, C++
compiler) could be used instead of Borland C++, without hassle.
The remainder of this section will focus entirely on the programming libraries of
DirectX'" and Direct3ff", as they play such a major part in the development of the
simulator. As we will see, these libraries contain almost all the functions required for
30 manipulation and display.
It should be noted that due to the size and complexity of the DirectX'"/Direct3D""
libraries it would be impossible to explain all its functions. As such, we have chosen
to focus only on the functions related to our immediate needs.

4.1 What is DirectX"'?

Before we begin we must point out that this document refers to DirectX'" 5.0.
Following is how Microsoft~ describe their pro1:,'Tamming library:
The Microsoft® Direct)('"' Programmer's Reference provides a
finely tuned set of application programming interfaces
(AP/s) that provide you with the resources you need to
design high-performance, real-time applications. DirectX'M
technology will help build the next generation of computer
games and multimedia applications.
Microsoft@ developed DirectX"' so that the performance of
applications running in the Microsoft® Windows'M®
operating system can rival or exceed the performance of
applications running in the MS-DOS® operating system or
on game consoles.

In fact, this is what DirectX"' actually is. It is a programming interface
between a Windows"' program and a graphics layer, whether it be hardware
supported or not. DirectX"' has the capability of utilising hardware-accelerated
functions, should they be present, or emulating them if not, completely
transparent to the user. That is, the user need not specify that they possess an
accelerated video card, DirectX'" will automatically detect and use it.
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Although DirectX"' contains other APls that deal with sound and the like, we
will only be utilising the APJ of Direct3D"', for the purpose of this project.

4.2 Introducing Direct3D"'
Direct3D'" is the 3D programming interface provided by DirectX"', for the
purpose of displaying and manipulating 3 dimensional objects, in either realtime or non-real-time situations. Microsoft:,,. state the mission of Direct3D"'
as ...
... to provide device-dependent access to 3-D video-display
hardware in a device-independent manner. Simply put,
Direct3D'. is a drawing interface for 3-D hardware.

Direct3D"' is further separated into two available modes, which are
Immediate mode and Retained mode.
Immediate mode operates as a low level 30 programming interface, between
the program and the hardware abstraction layer or, alternatively, the hardware
emulation layer, should no video accelerator be installed. Using this mode
means that all objects must be constructed in real-time, using geometric
primitives.
Retained mode is a high level 3D programming interface, operating above
immediate mode. Therefore, when a retained mode function is called, it is first
decoded and then passed on to the immediate mode function to execute. This
results in a slightly slower function, but at the advantage of not needing so
much code to display and manipulate a 30 object. For this reason, we have
chosen to use the programming interface of retained mode.

4.3 Useful Direct3D"' data types
Following is a list of data types, together with an explanation of their function,
grouped together into related categories. These data types are the types
provided by Direct3D'\ which we will use extensively throughout our coding
procedure, and are linked to by placing the line of code,
#include <d3drmwin.h>
, into the top of our source file.
Note that with a Jot of the data types.just an addition of LP to the front of the
name changes the data type into a pointer data type. For example,
D3DVECTOR is a structure, while LPD3DVECTOR is a pointer to the

D3DVECTOR structure.
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4.3.1 General Direct3DTM data types

D3DVALUE

This data type fonns the basis for all JD calculations and can
be simply modelled by the following C source code.
typedef float D3DVALUE;

That is, it is simply a floating point value.
D3DVECTOR.

This defines a structure used in specifying vectors in JD space,
and appears as,
typedef struct _D3DVECTOR
{
union
{
D3DVALUE x, dvX;
};

union
{
D3DVALUE y, dvY;
};
union
{
D3DVALUE z, dvZ;
};

} D3DVECTOR;

Notice that this structure's variables use the D3DVALUE data
type introduced above.

4.3.2 DirectDraw"' data types

LPDIRECTDRAWCLIPPER

This data type is used to declare a variable which holds the
pointer to an IDirectDrawClipper interface.
A clip can be defined as a rectangle which describes the visible
areas of the surface. The data type appears ast
typedef struct IDirectOrawClipper FAR* LPDIRECTDRAWCLIPPERj

LPDIRECTDRAW
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This represents a pointer to a valid !DirectDraw object, which
was initialised uc;ing the DirectDrnwCreate interface, to be
discussed later on.
Therefore, the data type appears as,
typedef struct IDirectDraw FAR *LPDJRECTDRAW;

LPDIRECT3D
This data type is used to declare a variable which holds the
pointer to an IDirect3D interface. The 1Direct30 interface is
used to create Dircct3D'"' objects and set up the environment.
ft appears as,

typedef struct 1Direct3D *LPD1RECT3D;

~t3.3 Direct3D"' device data types

D3DFINDDEWCESEARCH
This is a structure which defines parameters wanted in the
Direct3DTN device. fl is best explained by looking at its
structure,
typedef struct _D3DFINDDEVICESEARCH

{
DWORD
dwSize;
DWORD
dwFlags;
BOOL
bHardware;
D3DCOLORMOOEL
dcmColorModel;
GUID
guid;
DWORD
dwCaps;
D3DPRIMCAPS
dpcPrimCaps;
} 03DFINDDEVICESEARCH;

, where dwSize is the size of the structure,
dwFlags is the type of device wanted,
bHardware is true for hardware support,
dcmColorModel decides on either ramp or ROB colour model,
guid is the global unique identifier of device,
dwCaps is reserved,
and dpcPrimCaps defines the device's capabilities.

D3DFINDDEVICERESULT
.. , . r-<~':_:~·,:-~~"'.1""":·!·'1.·'.. -.:·· 711? '•7''',' •,··~··,

...._.
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This defines a structu~e for a device that was found by calling
the FindDevice function. This is tightly related to the above
structure.
typedef struct _D3DFINDDEVICERESULT

{
DWORD
dwSize;
GUID
guid;
D3DDEVICEDESC
ddHwDesc;
D3DDEVICEDESC
ddSwDesc;
} D3DFINDDEVICERESULT;

, where dwSize is the size of the structure, guid is the global
unique identifier, and ddHwDesc & ddSwDesc are structures
which describe the hardware and software devices found.

4.3.4 Retained mode display data types

D3DRMCOLORMODEL
This is an enumerated data type, which serves to identify the
current system's colour model. It may take the value of
D30COLOR_MONO to identify ramp emulation, or
DJDCOLOR_RGB to identify full colour emulation, and
appears as,
typedef enum _D3DCOLORMODEL

{
D3DCOLOR_MONO
D3DCOLOR_RGB
} D3DCOLORMODEL;

= 1,
= 2,

D3DRMRENDERQUALITY
This is a constant value made up of a combination of shading,
filling and lighting descriptions for the current device. It exists
as,
typedef DWORD D3DRMRENDERQUALITY;

. D3DRMVECTOR4D
This data type is linked almost exclusively to the Transforrn
and Inverse Transform functions, in that it represents the
destination coordinates for Transfonn, and the source
coordinates for Inverse Transform.
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typedef struct _D3DRMVECT0R4D

{
03DVALUE
x;
D3DVALUE
y;
D3DVALUE
z;
w;
D3DVALUE
} D3DRMVECT0R4D;
4.3.5 Retained mode data types

LPD/RECT3DRMFRAME
The variable associated with this data type holds the pointer to
an IDirect3DRMFrame interface, which is responsible for
interacting with frames.
typedef struct IDirect3DRMFrame *LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME;

LPD/RECT3DRM
The variable associated with this data type holds a pointer to a
valid Dircct3DRM pointer.
LPD/RECT3DRMDEVICE
The variable associated with this data type holds the address
that will be filled with a pointer to an IDirect3DRMDevicc
interface.
typedef struct IDirect3DRMDevice *LPOIRECT3DRMDEVICE;

LPD/RECT3DRMV/EWPORT
The variable associated with this data type holds the address
that will be filled with a pointer to an !Direct3DRMViewport
interface.
typedef struct IDirect3DRMViewport *LPDIRECT3DRMVIEWPORT;

LPD/RECT3DRMW/NDEV/CE
The variable associated with this data type holds the pointer to
an IDirect3D1{MWinDevice interface, which is responsible for
activating and updating the current window.
typedef struct IDirect3DRMWinDevice "LPDIRECT3DRMWINDEVICE;
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LPDIRECT3DRMMESHBUILDER
The variable associated with this data type holds the address
that
will
be
filled
with
a
pointer
to
an
I Di rcct3 DR MM es hB uiIder interface.
typedef struct 1Direct3DRMMeshBuilder *LPDIRECT3DRMMESHBUILDER;

LPDIRECT3DRMTEXTURE
The variable associated with this data type holds the address
that will be filled with a pointer to an IDirect3DRMTexture
interface.
typedef struct IDirect3DRMTexture *LPD1RECT3DRMTEXTURE;

LPDIRECT3DRMLIGHT
The variable associated with this data type holds the address
that will be filled with a pointer to an IDirect3DRMLight
interface.
typedef struct IDirect3DRMLight *LPDIRECT3DRMLIGHT;

LPDIRECT3DRMMATERIAL
The variable associated with this data type holds the address
that will be filled with a pointer to an 1Direct3DRMMaterial
interface.
typedef struct 1Direct30RMMaterial *LPOIRECT3DRMMATERIAL;

4.4 Useful Direct3D'M functions
Following is a list of functions, together with an explanation of their purpose,
grouped together into related Dircct3D"' interfaces. These functions are those
provided by Dircct3D"' for retained mode programming, which we will use
extensively throughout our coding procedure, and arc linked to by placing the
line of code,

#include <d3drmwin.h>

• into the top of our sou rec file.
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4.4.1 1Direct3DRM interface functions

1Direct3DRM->Direct3DRMCreate
(
LPDIRECT3DRM FAR *lp/pD3DRM
);

Purpose: Creates a single instance of the Direct3DRM object
specified in lplpD3DRM.

!Direct3DRM->LoadTexture
(

const char *lpFileName,
LPDIRECT3DRMTEXTURE *JplpD3DRMTexture
);
Purpose: Loads in a texture from the file whose name is given in .
lpFileName. This texture file can exist in two formats; bitmap file or
portable pixmap file. Both file formats may have a resolution of either
8, 24 or 32 bits per pixel. The variable /plpD3DRMTexture contains a
pointer to a valid Direct3DRMTexturc, should the function call
succeed.

fDirect3DRM->CreateFrame
(
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME lpD3DRMFrame,
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME */pfpD3DRMFrame
);
Purpose: Accepts a parent frame in lpD3DRMFrame and then
creates a new child frame of that parent frame, and stores a pointer to
it in lplp/J3DRA4Frame.

/Direct3DRM->CreateLightRGB
(

D3DRMLIGHTTYPE ltLightType,
D3DVALUE vRed,
D3DVALUE vGreen.
D3DVALUE vBfue,
LPDIRECT3DRMLIGHT *fplpD3DRMLight
);

Purpose: Creates a new light source with RGB colour specified by
vRed, vGreen and vBlue. l.1/,ightType holds one of the available
lighting modes of AMBIENT, POINT, SPOT, DIRECTIONAL or
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PARALLELPOINT. LplpDJDIIMUght holds the pointer to the new
interface.
/Direct3DRM->SetSearchPath
(
LPCSTR lpPath
);
Purpose: This function accepts a string (/µPath) containing one or
more directories, separated by semicolons, where Direct3D™ should
search when looking for textures.

/Direct3DRM->CreateMeshBuilder
(
LPDIRECT3DRMMESHBU1LDER 'fplpD3DRMMeshBuilder
);
Purpose: Creates a new mesh builder object and stores the pointer to
the new interface in /p/pDJDMMeshHuilder.

/Direct3DRM->CreateMaterial
(
D3DVALUE vPower,
LPD1RECT3DRMMATERIAL '/plpD3DRMMateria/
);
Purpose: Creates a new material with a specular property specified
by vPower. The variable lp/pl)3J)RMMaterial holds the pointer to the
new interface.

/Direct3DRM->CreateDeviceFromClipper
(

LPDIRECTDRAWCLIPPER lpDDC/ipper,
LPGUID lpGUID,
int width,
int height,
LPDIRECT3DRMDEVICE 'fplpD3DRMDevice
);

Purpose: From a clipper object given in lpDDC/ipper, creates a
Direct3DRM Windows"' device whose interface pointer is stored in
lplpDJDIIMDevice. The width and height of the device to be created is
held in width and height .

.,,,.....
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!Direct3DRM->SetDefaultTextureShades
(

DWORD dwShades
);

Purpose: Sets the number of default shades to be used for any
Direct3DRMTexturc object to the number held in dwShaJes.

IDirect3DRM->SetDefaultTextureCalars
(

DWORD dwColors
);

Purpose: Sets the number of default colours to be used for any
Dircct3DRMTexture object to the number held in dwCo!ors.

4.4.2 IDirectDraw interface functions
JDirectDraw->DirectDrawCreateC/ipper
(
DWORD dwF/ags,
LPDJRECTDRAWCLIPPER FAR */plpDDC/ipper,
/Unknown FAR *pUnkOuter
);

Purpose: This function creates a single instance of another
DirectDrawC!ipper object, which has no associations with the current
object, and returns the pointer to the new interface in lplpDDC/ipper.
PUnkOuler must be NULL and dwF/ags must be 0.

/DirectDraw->Querylnterface
(
REF/ID riid,
LPVO/D *obp
);

Purpose: This function has the ability to determine whether the
supplied object supports a particular COM interface, given in riid. If it
does, then the interface can be used immediately. The variable ohp
points to the new interface.

4.4.3 IDirectDrawClipper interface functions
/DirectDrawC/ipper->SetHWnd
(
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DWORD dwF/ags,
HWNDhWnd
);
Purpose: This function allocates the window handle, given in hWnd,
to the clip list, to obtain clipping information. The variable dwF/ags
must be 0.

4.4.4 IDirect3DRMFrame interface functions

/Direct3DRMFrame->GetPosition
(
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME lpRef,
LPD3DVECTOR lprvPos
);

Purpose: This function retrieves the position of the frame given in
lpRef, relative to the current frame, and stores the result as a vector in
lprvPos.

fDirect3DRMFrame->SetPosition
(

LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME lpRef,
D3DVALUE rvX,
D3DVALUE rvY,
D3DVALUE rvZ
);
Purpose: This function sets the position of the current frame to a
position relative to the frame of reference, given in lpRef. That is, the
function positions the current frame at a distance of (n1X, rvY, rvZ)
from the origin of the reference frame. It should also be noted that
when a child frame is created from within a parent frame, it is placed
initially at the default origin position; that being (0, 0, 0) in the parent
frame.

1Direct3DRMFrame-> Transform
(
D3DVECTOR */pd3dVDst
D3DVECTOR *tpd3dVSrc
);
Purpose: Transfonns the vector variable given in lpd3dVSrc, which

is specified in model coordinates, into world coordinates and returns
the result in the variable lpd3dVDsr.
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IDirect3DRMFrame->lnverseTransform

(
D3DVECTOR *lprvDs~
D3DVECTOR *lprvSrc
);

Purpose: Transforms the vector variable given in lprvSrc, which is
specified in world coordinates, into model coordinates and returns the
result in the variable lprv/Jsl.

/Direct3DRMFrame->SetOrientation

(
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME lpRef,
D3DVALUE rvDx,
D3DVALUE rvDy,
D3DVALUE rvDz,
D3DVALUE rvUx,
D3DVALUE rvUy,
D3DVALUE rvUz
);

Purpo~.,!J: This function has the effect of aligning the current frame so
that its Z direction vector points along the supplied direction vector
(rv/Jx, rvDy, rvD=J and its Y direction vector points along the supplied
direction vector (n,{/.r, rvl (v, rvll::). All of these transformations are
undertaken relative to the frame given in /pRef

/Direct3DRMFrame->SetRotation
(
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME lpRef,
D3DVALUE rvX,
D3DVALUE rvY,
D3DVALUE rvZ,
D3DVALUE rvTheta

);
Purpose: This function allows the rotation of the current frame by
some angle rv'/11ela relative to the reference frame /pRef The
direction vector specified in (rvX. rvY, rvZ), which exists in lpReJ;
defines the vector about which rotation will take place. Motion will
take place each time the IDirect3DRMFrame->Move or 1Direct3DRM>Tick function is called.

/Direct3DRMFrame->Move

(
"·-'

.,, . ,,,

,,,_
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D3DVALUE delta
);

Purpose: This function has the ability to apply the transformations
already taken place (those such as SetRotation, above) on the rotations
and velocities governed by the current object hierarchy. The delta
variable defines the actual amount to change the velocity and rotation.

/Direct3DRMFrame->AddSca/e
(

D3DRMCOMBINETYPE rctCombine,
D3DVALUE rvX,
D3DVALUE rvY,
D3DVALUE rvZ
);
Purpose: This function has the effect of scaling the current frame's
local transformation by (l·vX. rv Y, rvZ). The enumerated date type
given in re/Combine defines how to combine the new scale with any
previous frame transformation, and may take on of the possible values
of D3DRMCOMBINE_REPLACE, D3DRMCOMBINE_BEFORE or

DJDRMCOMBINE_AFTER.
/Direct3DRMFrame->Addlight

(
LPDIRECT3DRMLIGHT lpD3DRMLight

);

Purpose: Adds a light object to the current frame, whose address is
held in the variable lpD3DRMUght.

/Direct3DRMFrame->SetSceneBackgroundlmage

(
LPDIRECT3DRMTEXTURE Ip Texture
);
Purpose: This function allows the application to specify an image to
be the background image for the current scene. The address of the
created Direct3DRMTexturc object that will contain the new
background scene is held in /p'f'exture.

/Direcl3DRMFrame->AddVisual

(
LPDIRECT3DRMVISUAL lpD3DRMVisua/
);
·;

.. , .

. .-~-., ........ .
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Purpose: Adds a visual object to a frame. The address of the variable
that represents the Direct3DRMVisual object to be added to the frame
is held in lpDJDRMVisual.

4.4.51Direct3DRMWinDevice interface functions

IDirect3DRMWinDevice->HandlePaint
(
HDChDC

);

Purpose: This function is designed to respond to a Windows"' 95
WM~PAINT system message. By calling the Windows'" 95 function
BeginPaint, which should always be called whenever a repaint is
commanded for, we obtain the PAINTSTRUCT structure. From this
structure we can extract the hDC parameter needed for this function.
The purpose of using this function and the above-mentioned
Windows"' 95 function is to ensure that whenever a repaint is
requested, our application will repaint only those areas defined within
the viewports we created on the device.

4.4.61Direct3DRMViewport interface functions

IDirect3DRMViewport->Clear
(
);

Purpose: This function has the effect of clearing the current vie~-port
by filling it to the current background colour.

/Direct3DRMViewport->Render
(
LPD/RECT3DRMFRAME JpD3DRMFrame
);
Purpose: This function represents the workhorse of the Direct3D"'
library in that it is given the responsibility of rendering the frame given
in lpDJDRMFrame to the current viewport. All visuals and any child
frames attached to the supplied frame are rendered.

4.4.71Direct3DRM0evice interface functions
fDirect3DRMDevice->Update
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(
);

Purpose: This function usually follows the Render function, above,
in that it has the task of copying the rendered image to the display. It
also said to ..provide a heanbcat function to the device driver".

/Direct3DRMDevice->SetShades
(

DWORD u/Shades
);
Purpose: When running Direct3D.... in ramp colour mode, calling this
function allows the altering of the number of shades residing in the
ramp of colours used for shading. The new number of shades is held in
11/,\'/iades and must be a power of 2, with the default being 32.

IDirect3DRMDevice->SetDither
(
BOOL bDither
);

Purpose: This function sets or clears the dither flag for the current
device. The variable hDither can be either TRUE for dithering on or
FALSE for dithering off. The default is TRUE.

IDirect3DRMDevice->GetWidth
(
);

Purpose: Retrieves the width of the current device, in pixels.

fDirect3DRMDevice->GetHeight
(

);

Purpose: Retrieves the height of the current device, in pixels.

4.4.8 IDirect3DRMMeshBuilder interface functions

/Direct3DRMMeshBuilder->Load
(
LPVOID lpvObjSource,
LPVOID lpvObj/D,
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D3DRMLOADOPTIONS d3drmLOF/ags,
D3DRMLOADTEXTURECALLBACK d3drmLoadTextureProc,
LPVOID lpvArg
);

Purpose: This function loads a Direct3DRMMcsh8ui1der object from
the current fDircctD3DRMMeshBuilder interface and is the function
we use to load our 30 objects into Direct30"'. The name of our file
containing our 30 object is passed through lpvObjSource, which can
also represent a resource. In the case of multiple objects existing in the
one object file, the variable /pvO~j/D should hold a number
corresponding to the required object number in the file.
The d3drmLoadTextureProc variable points to a callback procedure to
be called to handle the loading in of associated textures, with a
variable pointed to by /pvArg to be passed to it.
The d3drmLOFlags variable should contain one of the constants

D3DRMLOAD_FROMFILE,
D3DRMLOAD_FROMRESOURCE,
D3DRMLOAD_FROMMEMOR Y,
D3DRMLOAD_FROMURL,
D3DRMLOAD_BYNAME,
D3DRMLOAD_BYPOSITION,
D3DRML0AD_BYGUID,
D3DRMLOAD_FIRST,
D3DRMLOAD_INSTANCEBYREFERENCE,
D3DRMLOAD INSTANCEBYCOPYING
or
D3DRMLOAD ASYNCHRONOUS.
/Direc/3DRMMeshBuilder->Sca/e
(
D3DVALUE sx,
D3DVALUE sy,
D3DVALUEsz
);

Purpose:

We use this function to scale the current
Direct3DRMMeshBuilder object by the scaling factors given in (.\·x, ,\J',
.c), in model coordinates.

/Direct3DRMMeshBuilder->SetMaterial
(
LPDIRECT3DRMMATERIAL lp/Direct3DRMmateria/
);

Purpose: This function sets the material of all the faces of a
Direct3DRMMeshBui1der object and applies the interface given in
/p!Direct3/JRMmaterial to it.
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4.4.9 1Direct3D interface functions

/Direct3D->FindDevice
(
LPD3DFINDDEVICESEARCH /pD3DFDS,
LPD3DFINDDEVICERESUL T lpD3DFDR
);

Purpose: This function uses a method whereby it finds a device with
specified characteristics and retrieves a description of it. The variable
structure fpf)3l)FDS contains the necessary information of the device
to be found and the variable structure fpD3DFDR contains infonnation
of the device, if found.

IDirect3D->CreateViewport
(
LPDIRECT3DVIEWP0RT2 *lplpD3DViewport2,
/unknown *pUnkOuter
);
Purpose: This function creates a Direct3DVicwport object, with a

pointer to the new interface stored in fplpD3Dviewport2 and the value
of pUnkOuler NULL.
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5.0 Implementation
This section deals with the implementation of all the theory and background
knowledge accumulated thus far. Using the resources listed earlier we must transform
the theoretical into the literal.
Before beginning coding we must remember that we had decided to code the
simulator using Windows'" 95 as the platform and C++, with perhaps assembly
language, as the programming language of choice. Remember also that we had
introduced a whole selection of DirectX'"'/Dircct30'" library functions to aid us in our
venture.
One factor we must point out is that neither this section, nor any other following
sections, represents a tutorial into Windows'" 95 programming. We will assume a
knowledge of how to perfonn such tasks as opening windows and message queuing,
as they form part or the default Windows'" libraries and are irrelevant to our problem
to be solved. As such we will not be discussing those library functions in this
implementation section.
Note that accompanying this document is the full source code to the working
simulator, which can be compiled and executed as is. This source code is extremely
wc11 commented and should be kept in reach whilst reading this section.
We ,viii follow the implementation procedure by once again looking at the project
objectives and designing functions to accommodate them. We will also be
reproducing quite verbosely code from the source code listing to aid in our
explanations and, wherever possible, actual screen dumps from the running simulator.
Please note that in the explanations to come, DirectX"' can refer to DircctX'",
Direct30'" or both. Functions labelled DirectX"' have already been discussed and
explained in the section Application Technology, so will not be explained again here.
Explanations of the message queuing variables and data formats can be
found in the file TSG/obaf.h.

Also, note that in the structure diagrams to follow, variables surrounded by ( )
represent output variables, and variable surrounded by [ 1represent input variables.
For example, the function GetX (Y) should be interpreted as the variable Y returned
from the call to GetX and the function GetX [Z] should be interpreted as the variable
Z used in the function call to GetX.

Al I of the functions necessary for the construction of the graphical display can
be found in the source files ToySim.h and ToySim.cpp.
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The functions which are of relevance to us here are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FindDevice
CreateDevice
CreateScene
LoadTextures
AlterRenderQuality
Render
Routines found in WindowProc

5.1.1 FindDevice

The FindDevicc function is called to return a valid device, based on
the desired search criteria, which is, in itself, base on the colour model
we arc to be using.
As we introduced earlier in this document we have two options when it
comes to deciding the colour model, MONO or RGB. That is, a colour
model based on a ramp or a colour model based on true ROB.
This function will perform a device search based on the colour model
nnd, if a valid device is found, return its unique ID number to the
calling function or NULL othenvise.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Direct><:

DirectDrawCreate,

Direct><:

LpDD->Queryl nterface,

Direct><:

LpD3D->FindDevice.
colour model---FindDevice
[mono, RGB]

Input

I

•

get bpp
(integer)
I

.---------Figure 5.1.1
FindDevice.

create DirectOraw
interlace, lpDD
(pointer)

I

•
lpO D·> Fi ndDcvice
[bpp]
I

guid oulpul '
(unique ID)
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/' FUNCTION: FindDevice
/•
INPUTS: D3DCOLORMODEL cm

/*
I•
/•

I'
/•
/•
/•
/•

•/
The colour model spec1t1ed for st•nrching •/
for a compatible device.
·I
D3DCOLOR MONO or D3DCOLOR RGB
•/
OUTPUTS: LPGUID result.guid - Found identifier for deviCe.
•I
NULL "'error occurred.
•/
AFFECTED; N/A
•/
PURPOSE: The purpose of this function is to perform il device search such•/
that the found device will be able to handle the requested
•/
colour model specified in the variable, cm.
•/

LPGUID Find0evice(D3DCOL0RMODEL cm)
I

LPDIRF.CTDRAW lpDD; II DirectDraw object pointer.
lpOJD; II Direct3D object pointer.
Lf'DIRECTJD
search; // Holds the search criteria.
D30F1NDDEVJCESEARCH
static D3DFINDDEV1CERESULT result; // Holds the result of the search.
!IRESUL'l' error: II The result obtained from DircctJD calls.
!!DC ltdc; // 'fhe handle lo the current device context.
rnt bpp; II Holds ttic, current bits-per-pixel of the display.
lldc "'GetDC(NULL); // Obtain the current device context handle.
bpp c GctDeviceCapslhdc, BITSPIXEL); /I Get the current bits-per-pixel.
RE>leaseDC(NULL, hdc): II Release the device context h.i11dle.
// Attempt to create a DirectDraw object.
if (DirectDrawcreate(NULL, npoo, NULL))
return NULL;

II Do the same for the Direct3D object.
1t (lpDD->QueryI11terfc1ce(I1D_IDirect3D,

(void*') &lpD3D))

I

lpDD->Releaso(); // 011 error, release the object.
r<.>turn NUI,L;

II Initialize the search structure.
memset(Ssearch, O, s1zcof search); II First clear it.
search.dwSi~c, ~ sizeof search;
II Sil.Ve the size of the structure.
scilrch.dwFlags = D3DFDS COLORMODEL; /I Specify the colour model.
// l·/h1ch colour model <1fe we interested in?
se.irch.dcmColorModel = (cm== DJOCOLOR_MONO) ? D3DCOLOR_MONO
D3DCOLOR RGB;
// !nitiali.ze the result structure.
memset(&result, 0, si.zeof result); // First cle,n it.
result.dwSize = sizeof result;
// Save the size of the structure.

II Do D1rect3D call to scilrch for required device.
error= lpDJD->~'indDevicel&search, &result);
if (error "= DD_OK)

I

I I Do search ,1gain, this time excluding hardware devices.
1£ (result. ddHwDesc. dwFlags
o& t (result.ddJ!wDesc.dwDeviceRenderBitDepth & bppToddbdjbpp)))
search.dwf"lags I= D3DFDS_HARDWARE;
se<1rch.bHardware • FALSE; // No hardware check.
memsetl&rosult, 0, sJ.zeof result);
result.dwsize ~ sizeof result;
error= lpDJO->FindDevice(&search, &result);

lp03D->Release(); II Release the previously <1ssigned objects.
lpDD->Relcase(J;

if (error)
return NULL; II Return on error.
else
return &rcsult.guid; // Return on success.

;,i" ,:·~)--'("i-):C·/;;._"~~1~! _n •'

- ., .

""',"'
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5.1.2 CreateDevice

The CreateDevice function is called after the FindDevice function has
found the required device.
This function uses the ID returned by the FindDevicc function to create
the required Direct3D,... device. Thal is, initialises the number of
colours on screen, sets the quality of the screen, initialises the dither
constant and ()pens a new viewport.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function incl udc
Windows:

GetDeviceCaps,
This function is called to obtain the current
screen density. That is the bits-per-pixel rating.

Direct)(

lpD3DRM->CreateViewport.
win

[window hand le J

info

mprrl

: C reateOevice
0

($ccnc poln\cuJ

get d evicc
(lnfo->dev)
getbpp
(integer)

Figure 5.1.2
Create Device.

caseibpp]

[1]·
info·>dev->5etShades[4]
SetDelaullTcxtureShades(4J

[1's1
lnlo·>dev.>SetShades[32)
Sot Defa ul\TextureShades[32J
SetDefaultTexturoColors{256]

• [24,32]
info•>dov->SetShades(256}
Se tDcf aul!TextureShades{256J
SctDcfaultTexturcColors[256]

• info->dov->SetQuallty[wlrcframc]•
CreateSccno[infoJ
Crea le V(cwpo rt
(info->vlew)
info•>view.>SolBack[dcpth]

truelfalse -

ocn;;,, [

/*=======--=======~================~==================~======-===========---•/
/* FUNCTION; C[eateDevice

*/

/•

•/
•/

/*

/'
/'
;•
/'

INPUTS ; HWND win
- Handle to cun "n t window.
Applicationlnfo •info· Pointer to current scene structure.
OUTPUTS: static booJ.
- FALSE if e[rot occurred.
AFFEC'fED; N/ A
PURPOSE: The purpose of this furiction is to crea Le the Di tect3D device
who5c Ill is returned by the FindLJevice function, above.

*/

•/
•/
•;

/•=======-====================================~~=======~=======~===~====~==-'/

static BOOL CreateDevice(HWND win,
Applicationinfo* infol
RECT r;
// Rectangle structure, for screen co-ordinates.
int bpp; // Storage for the current bits·per-pi~el screen value.
HOC hdc; II Handlb of the current device context.
GetClientRect(win, &rJ; II Obtain the current window extremes.

II Based on the dbove rectangle, create a clipper device.
i. f l nu LED (lpDJDRM->c rea teDevicerromclippe r (lpDDCl ippe r,
FindDevice(info->model), r.right, r.bottom, &info->deVI))
goto generic_error;
II Just inserting some special fx ...
l;'; \1~. , • .',~.·:. ·~
···1· ~ '·.
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info->dev->SctRenderMode (D3Dl{MRf:NDERMODE BLENDEDTRANS PARWCY I
D3DRMREt/DERMOD;'. SC·RTEIITPJ\NSPARENCY);

if ( E'AILED ( info->dev- >Querylnter face ( IID I Direct 31lRMl1,•01 cc,
(l,!'VOID')Unfo->devl)))
goto gencric_error;
hdc "'GetDC(win); ii Obtain the r.uuent device context handle.
bpp"' GetDeviceCaps(hdc, BITS?IXEL); II Gel lhe current bits-per-pixel,
ReleaseDC(win, hdc); II Release the device context handle,

I I Do action depending on the value of bpp.
switch (bpp)
I

case 1: II 1 bit-per-pixel, MONO.
II set the number of indcpr,ndent sh.id,•,; to 4.
i1 ( FAILED ( info->dev- >SetShad,;,~; ( 4) J )
goto generic error;
// Set the numbCr of indc,pendcnt shades for textures to 4.
d I !,'l\!L!:":D ( lpD3DRM- >SeL!Je fdll l tTcxturcS)rndes ( 4) I I
goto gen,:,rJc error;
break;
c.isc 16: II 16 bits-p~·i-piXL·l, 6553C ~·olouts.
II Set the numb<'r of indepemient shddt',; lo J:'..
l. f (FAILED I in(o- >d,:,11-- >.';u ~;ll<ldes ( 32) ) J
goto gen.::r1c error;
/I Set the numbCr o' tndep<>n,knt colou1s tor Lextures to 256,
if I FAf U:D ( l pU3fJRM- >a:.-,t IJ<• f ,iu l l 'l'e;.:t u rd:o 1 or,; 12 ~(,) ) J
goto generic ei:ror;
// ;;cl Lt1c uumbCr of J mkpend,·nt ,;)Jud"" l "' \, :-:tur.::,; to 32.
it I FAILED ( lpDJDkM- >:OL•LDe fuu 1t.T,•xt u t, ,;:h,id<·,: i ,;, i I :
goto generic error:
1 f ( rl\lLEU I info::->dev- :,spt.lJ\ l lLc-r I f7115/: 1 i I
goto generic err<H:
bre.i~;
·
case 24: II 2~ bits-pet-p1n,l, 16.8 m1J.l1011 coJuut5,
case 32: // 32 !nts·per-p1xel, 4.2 blll.l.on colou1~.
II Hen, w.:, t,d:,, 24-bit <-!JJd J>bit to LJ,, th~ s,1me. Normally
II your "Y"" c:a11't· L"ll tla· diff,.·rc•uc·'-' IJC'l\.;,;,e11 16.8 million
If colours dl1d 4 . .'C: lnlllon col,nir:;.
II Set the number of Jndepc•nd<:nt. ~;t,"d"'' to ::~r,.
l f I FAILl,;D ( info- >d<'V- -,:;,•t :;had,:,s {2 ~b) I I
goto gener.ic <..:I IOl:
II Set the numbf;t uf 1ndtcpernic·111 colours for teit.ures to 256.
l [ ( <'AILED ( l plJ3lJRM- >S('tlld ,1 ult Tc,;-,l ur0Col or~ 12 St, I I )
goto generic ('rror:
// Set the numbCr of lnclcp,•11dc11t sh<1dcs for te:-::tures to 256.
if ( FAILIW I lpLJ31JRM- >.S<•UJc,l" ult'f('}: LUtcShndes {2 56) I )
goto generic error;
i (
( F'A 1 U:D ( 11110-::: >dt>v- ,•f,clll1 l11e 1 I t'ALSE) I )
goto generic error.
break;
defuult: II Unknown bpp value,.
if ( FA I!.ED ( it1 fo- >dcv .. Xl0L!)J Lher I FALSF.) I )
goto gcner1.-; __ erro1;

I! Initially stdrl off in wu,:,lrame mode.
1 ! ( FAI!.E:D ( info->dev- >!let.Qua Ii ty I D3DRMR8NDER _WIREE'RAME) ) )
goto goner1c_error;
// Attempt to cr,i.ite the scene.
if l!CrcatcSccncl1nfo))
goto r.et_w1th_error;

II Create a viewport for th" scene, using the defdult .::amera,
lf IFAI!,JW(lpD3DRM->Crc,:itcViewport(info->dev, info->ca1ncra, 0, O,
info->dev->GetW1dth (), 1nfo->dev->GetH,:,1ght (), ~ info->view) J)
goto gcneric_error;

I I Set th,:, bdckground.
if ( !''.AILED (info- >view- >SetBack (D3DVAL ( 5000. 0) ) ) )
goto genc•rrc_error;

return TRUE; II All OK!

II Exit immediately.
generic error:
Displ.iyMsg("An error occurred while creating th,:, needed Direct3D device.\n"l;
ret with erI"or:
retiirn FALSE; /I Error.

,.:/,•
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5.1.3 CreateScene

The CreateScene function is the primary function to call for the
creation of the main scene and loading and initialising of the 3D
objects.
This function is really 5 different functions in one; it has the tasks of
creating the default scene, creating the default frame, creating the
pointer frame, loading & initialising the objects and creating the
camera frame.

[New Concept/}

At the time of coding it was seen to be advantageous to have some
scheme of determining the coordinates of any point on the current
scene. It was decided to introduce a new frame called the pointer
frame, which could be manipulated on screen, using the mouse, and
return its current position to the main program. Such is the flexibility
of DirectX'" that this was achieved quite easily, as will be seen in the
function below.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Direct><:
lp03DRM->SetSearchPath
Direct)(:

info->scene->SetSceneBackgroundl mage

Direct><:

builder->Load

C++:

ObjectPointer data structure
struct OBJECTPOINTERTYPEl
II Declares a structure for the robot-tip pointer.
LPDIRECT3DRMF'RAME parent;
II Direct3D pointer to parent frame.
double X, Y, Z;
I I 'rlw I:{, Y, Zl co-ordinate of the:, pointer.
I:

typedef OBJECT POINTER'rY PE ODJPO INTER;
II Robot=tip pointer type. -

C++:

Objectlist data structure
#define MAXOBJECTS 16
II Envelope object always LAST object!! i.e. 15!!
struct OBJECTTYPE{
BOOL
ACTIVE;
II True if object initialised
char
NJ\ME[32];
I I 'l'he object file, filename. i:
double lX, .1 Y, I?.;
II Starting position of object in x,y,z format
double PITCH;
// Initial pitch angle in degrees
double BNJK:
I I Initial banking angle in degrees
double YAW;
// Initial yaw angle in degrees
double SK, SY, SZ;
II Initial scaling factors for x,y,z planes
double JX, JY, JZ;
// Point in object where joint can occur, in x,y,z
int
LINK;
// Object no. to which this object links to l-l•none)
J;

typedef _OBJECTTYPE _OBJECTLIST[MAXOBJECTSJ;
// List of allowed objects

C++:

ObjOffList data structure
,,

,."L

',

' , •• ,,:,.,.
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struct OBJECTOFFSETTYPEI
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME parent;
II Direct3D pointer lo parent obje~t
double X, Xinc, XF;
II X offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double Y, Yinc, YF;
II Y offset, No, of factors, factor offset value
double Z, Zinc, ZF;
II Z offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
doubl~ H, Hine, HF;
// Heading offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double P, Pinc, PF;
I I Pitch offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double B, Binc, BF;
II Bank offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
J;

typedef
II List

OBJECTOFFSETTYPE

OBJECTOFFSETLIST[MAXOBJECTSI;

of object offsets This data structure is explained more fully in the
Robot Control module!
info

Create Default Scene

.

l

(scene pointer) 1

CreateFrame(i nfo->scene)

l

CrcatelightRG B[OIRECTIONAL]
(light1)

.

igure 5.1.3
Create Default
Scene.

j

CreateL1ghtRGB[AMBI ENT]
(light2, light3)

!

CreateFrame[lnfo->sceneJ
(light)

j
llght->SetPosltion[lnfo->sceneJ

l

light->AddLight[light1, light3]

I

info->scene-> Add Lig ht[I ight2] ~~ou_rp_u_,-

info . ··-· ----------·---·-----Create Frames

I

input

LoadTexture(DefaultTexture)

I

infa ->see ne->S etSceneBac kgrou nd[Defau ltTextu re]
1·---------------··l-- -,----- ..... ---CreateFrame[X]
1

----1I

uol,rnl1 frnmo. --inf o,>scenc(X]
info->delaultframo(Y)

~ure

({' .

Y->SetRotat1on[X]
)

-- .... pointer frame.
inlo->scone[X]
inlo->pointer(Y)

Y->SetPosition[X]

5.1.i1·

!

{~r~ate Frames.

CreateMesh Builder( builder)

-·----1

robot ohjocts
FtJr i=O to M.ixObjo~ts Do j
if aclivo
i
then
info ->scono[X]
i nFo,>framoji](Y)

builder-> LJadf'g rid .x"]

bui Id eJ·>Sca le

I

C reateMate rial Im at)

I

bu ilder->SetMaterial[matJ

I

oulpa/

Y->AddVisual[builder]1------
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/•-~---a~-------------=========================~============~=-============--•/
/* FUNCTION: Cr<:iateScene
/*
INPUTS: Applicationinfo *info - Our Direct3D scene structure.
/* OUTPUTS: static bool
- FALSE if error occurred.

*/
*/
*/

/• AFFECTED: ObjectPointer, ObjOffList.
*/
/*
PURPOSE: 1\.5 the name suggests, this function initializes and creates the*/
/•
scene specified in the *info variable. It involves creating the*/
/•
frames, the lights, the colours and the position of the main
•/
/•
scene. It also loads in the background .bitmap, the grid, the
'/
/*
pointer, and all of the objects required to build the robot.
*/

/•====---===========--======================================================*/
static BOOL CreateScene(Applicationinfo* info)

I

LPDIRECT3lJRMFR/\ME2 frame
NULL; // Declare/Init.
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME2 light
NULL; // Declare/Init.
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME2 parent
NULL; // Declare/Init.
LP0IR~:CT3DRMTEY.1'URE2 Defaul tTcxture= NULL; // Declare/Init.
LPDIRECT3DRMMESH8UILDER2 builder
NULL; // Declare/Init.
LPDJR!:CT3DRMLJGH'f lightl
NULL; // Declare/Init.
LPDJRECT3DRHl,JGllT light2
NULL; // Declare/Init.
Ll'D1RECT3DRML1GHT light3
NULL; // Declare/Init.
LPDIRECT3DRMMI\TERIAL mat
NULL; // Declare/Init.
!!RESULT rv.il; // Result obtained from Direct3D calls.
int i ; ii Dummy lo{'p variable.

frame object.
light object.
Parent object.
default texture.
builder object.
1st light.
2nd light.
3rd light.
material.

I I - -- - - --- - - ····- - --------- --------------- - --------- ----- --------- -------11 1"he following represents the steps needed to create the default scene.
II ---------------------------------------------------------------------// Attempt to create the default scene.
1f (FAILED(lpD3DRM->CreateFramelNULL, &info->scene) ))
goto generic error;
// Attempt to create the 1st light.
1 f ( FA! LED ( lpD3DRM->C reateLightRGB ( D3DRMLIGHT DIRECTIONAL, D3DVAL ( 1. 0) ,
D3DVAL(l.O), D3DVAL(l.O), &lightl)))
goto genen.c_error;
// Attempt to create the 2nd light.
i! (FAILED(lpD3DRM->CreateLightRGB(D3DRML1GHT AMBIENT, 03DVAL(0.2),
D3DVAL(0.2), D3DVAL(0.2), &light2)))
goto generic_error;
// Attempt to create the 3rd light.
if ( FAJ LED ( lpD3DRM->CreateLightRGB (D3DRMLIGHT AMBIENT, D3DVAL ( 0. 2) ,
D3DVAL(0.2), D3DVAL(0.2), &light3J))
goto g<'neric error;
// Attempt to create the default light.
if ( FAILED ( lpD3DRM->Crea teFrame (info->scene, &light) ) )
goto generi.c_error;
// set the positton of the default scene.
( FAl l,f.D ( llght->Setl'osition (info->scene, D3DVAL ( 1. 0 J , 03DVAL ( 2. 0) ,
03DVAL(5.0)) 11
goto generic error;

if

// Set the orientation of the default scene.
1 f ( FA! LED ( light->SetQr ientation I info->scene, D3DVAL (-1 . 0) 1 D3DVAL (-1 . 0) ,
D3DVAL(l.O), D3DVAL(O.O), D3DVAL(l.O), D3DVAL(0.0)I))
goto generic error;
// Add the 1st light to the scene.
if (FAILED(light->AddLight(lightl)))
goto generic_error;
// Add the 3rd ll.ght to the scene.
1f (FAILf.D(light->Addl,ight(light3J))
goto gen..,ric_error;
RELEASl::(llghLl); // We no longer need the following light objects.
R£LEASE(light3);
J / Add the, 2nd light to the scene.
if (FAILED(info->scene->AddLight(light2)))
goto gener1c error;

ilELE'.ASE(ll.ght2); // We no longer need the following light objects.
Rl'.LF.ASE{light);
I I - - -- -------------··----------------------------------------------------

i:r,·ft:\"1--'?:~-·--:,;:.
..., ·~- . ,.·-· ,, ..

· -, .
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II The following represents the steps needed to create the default frame.
I I ----------------------------------------- -- ------ -- -- ----- - -··--------II Initialize the default texture search paths
lp03DRM->SetSearchP;ith(TEXTUREPATH); II This is where DirectJO will look
II when attempting to lo;id textures.
II

Lo;id the background image.
rval
lpD3DRM->LoadTexture ( "Toysirn .bmp", &DefaultTexture) ;
O

if [rval == 03DRM OK) II Display it as the background.
rval = info->sCene->SetSceneBackgroundimage (Defaul tTe}:ture) ;
if (rval != D3DRM_OK) II If error occurred, notify user.

I
DisplayMsg [ "Unable to load 'ls\\ Toysim. bmp. \n·, s", TE}:TURE!'ATH,
ErrorToString(rval));
goto ret with error; II Exit immediately!

II

Start setting up the defaultframe

I I Create the defaultf"rame inside the current scene.
if ( FAILED ( lpD3DRM->Crea teFrame ( info->scene,
goto generic_error;

&j

nfo->de fault frame) ) J

II Initialize the rotation of the frame.
if ( FAILED ( info->defaul tframe->SetRota tion ( 1 n fo- )Scene, D3DVAL ( 1. O) ,
D3DVAL(1.0I, D3DVAL(l .DI, D30VAL(-0.02))))
goto generic_error;
II Initialize the position oi the frame.
it (FAILED(info->defaultframe->SetPos1t1on(inio->scen~. D3DVAL(O.OJ,
D31JVALl-<.1,5), D3DVAL(5.0))))
goto generic_error;
II Obtain the current mesh builder object.
if ( FAILED ( lpD3DRM->Crea teMeshBuilder ( Gbuilder) ) )
goto generic error;
I I Load in the 1st 30 object to the frame.
I I This is the grid that appears underneath the robot.
rval " builder->Load ("grid. X" 1 NULL, D3DRMLOAD _FROMFILE, loadTextures, builder) ;

if (rval

!= D3DRM_OK)

II If error loading then notify user.

I

01splayMsg("Unabl.e to load grid.x.\n\·s", ErrorTaString(rval));
goto ret with error; II Exit immediately.

II Scale this object to fit the current scene.
II Initially this should be a scale of 1:1.
rval

~

builder->Scale(D3DVAL(1.0), D3DVAL(l.01, U3DVAL{J.0));

II Create the associated material.
if ( FAILED ( lpD30RM->Crea teMa ter ia 1 ( D3DVAL ( 10. 0),

6ma t) I )

goto generic error;

II Use the mesh builder to set Lhis material.
if (FAILED(builder->SetMaterial(mat) ))
goto gener1c_error;
RELEASE(mat);

II

The material obJect 1s no longer needed.

II Add the visual device, i.e. build the objects.
lf (FAILED(info->defaultframe->AddVisual(builder) ))
goto generic_error:
RELEASE(builder); II The mesh builder object is no longer required.
II End defaultframe

II ---------------------------------------------------------------------11 The fallowing represents the steps needed to creat.> the palnLer frame.
II ----------------------------------------------------------------------

II Initialize the ObjectPointer structure.
ObjectPointer.parent = info->defaultframe; II save the parent frame.
ObjectPointer.X
-0.05; II Initial X position.
ObjectPointer.Y
O;
II Initial Y position.
ObjectPointer.Z
O;
II Initial Z position.
II Create a frame With the parent equal to the variable, parent.
parent= ObjectPointer.parent;

,:' ~t't·-\''.\' ~·,:.,, '.''~.;. :·
.. ~.
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if (FAILED(lpD3DRM->CroateFrame(parent, 5info->pointcrJ ))
goto gcneric_error;

II Set up the rotation for the pointer frame.
if ( FAILED ( info->pointer->Se tRotation (parent, D3DV/\L (0. 0) , D3DVAL ( 0. 0) ,
D30VAL(0.0), D3DVAL(0.0)) ))
goto generic_error;

II Set up the position for the pointer frame.
if (FAILED(info->po1nter->SetP0sition(parent,D3DVAL(ObjectPointer.YJ,
D3DVAL (ObjectPointcr. Z), D3DVAL (Obj ectPointor. X) ) ) )
goto genoric_error;

II Get builder object to create our JD object.
if ( FAILED ( lpD3DRM- >Ct ea LeMoshBu1lder l &build<.- r) ) )
goto gencnc_crror;
// Actually load in the pornter 30 object.
rval -' builder ->Locld {"pointer. X", NULL, 03DR11LOAD_ FROMFILE,
locldTextures, NULL);
if (rval !"' D3DRH_OK) II Notify user of lolading error.

I
DisplayMsg ( "Unable Lo loc1d pointer.;-:. \n •,:;", E:rrorToString ( rval) J ;
goto ret_with error; II Exit immediately.
// Setup the scaling !or the pointer frame.
rval-' buildor->Scah'(DJDVflL(0.5), D3DVAL(0.5), D3DVAL(0.5));
// Create an associated material.
if ( E'AlLED ( lpD3DRM->Crea teMa ter 1al 1D3DVAL ( 10. 0 J , ~mat 11 )
goto generic __ ('rror;

/I Set the matertdl to th(• fJCarne.
if (E'AILED(buildur->SetMaterial(mat) ))
goto generic_ error;
RELEASE(mat); // The maLer1al obJect 1s no longer needed.
II Actually build th..- obJect~ on screer..
if (FAILED(info->po1nter->AddVisual (builder)))
goto generic_orror:
RELEASE(builder); II The builder obJect 1s no longer needed.

I I - --- ---- ---- - -- -- - · ·· · - - - - -- - - ---- ---- - - - -- - --- ----- -- - ------------ ---I I The following represents the steps needed to creato the objects needed
II to recreate the robot on screen, in 30, inside the defaultframe.
I I ----- --- ---- - - ·· --- -- - - ------ -- - - --- - ---------------------------------/ / l,oop througl1 all poss.1.ble objects.
for (i ~ 0; i ..: M/\.i:OHJtCTS; Ii I I
if (ObjectList[i] .ACT!Vtl // Only process if object is valid/active.

I
-1)
II Link to defaultframe if no link
pclrenl - 111£0->defaultframe; // specified.
else parent = lnfo->frame[ObJectList(i) .LINK]; // f'.lse link to
// specified link.
if jObjectLLL[iJ.LWK

II Start rn1tial1zation of new obJect
ObjOf{Li.r,l[1I.:<
O; ObJOffList[i).Y.inc
ObJOffL1st!1J.'l
O; ObJOffList{.1).Yinc
ObjO!fL1st[1] .?.
0; ObJOffList[i) .Zinc
ObJOtfL1st[1] .II
0; ObjOffList[1] .Hinc
ObjOfiL1.~t[1].P
O; ObJOf!Llsl[.1].Plnc
ObjOffL1stfij .B
0; ObjO[fList[i) .Sine
ObjOffl,1st[1] .parent= parent;

o,
o,
o,
o,
o,

o,

ObJOf~List(i] .XF
ObjOffList[ij. 'ff
ObjOffList[i] .ZF
ObJOffList{1] .HF
Ob:_iO!iLlst!l] .t'F
ObjOffList[i] .BE'

o,
o,
o,
o,

°'
o,

II Create a frame for the current object.
1 f {r'/\.lLEU ( lpD3DRM- >Cr ea teFrame lparent, unfo- >frame I j J ) J )
goto gencric_crror;
II Adjust the rot,.tion for the current object.
if (FAILED(info->frame[i)->SetRotation(parent, DJOVAL(O.O),

D3DVAL(O.O), ll3DVAL(0.0), D3DVAL(0.0)))1
goto generic_error;
// Adjust tho position for the current obJect.
if (FAILED(info->frame[ij->SetFosition(parent,
03DVAL(ObJectList[i) .IY), 030VAL(ObjectList{i] .IZ),
D30VAL(ObjectList[i) .IX))))
goto generic error;
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II Create a builder object for the 3D object.
if (FAILED(lpD3DRM->CreateMeshBuilder(&builder))J
goto generic_error;

II Actually load in the object.
rval

~

builder->Load{ObjectList[il .NAME, NULL, D3DRMLOAD fROMFILE,
load'rcxtures, NULL!;

if (rval !c D3DRM_OKJ II Notify the user of any error loading.

I

DisplayMsg("Unable to load Is\n'i,s", ObjectList[i] .NAME,
ErrorToString(rval)J;
goto ret_with_error; II Exit inunediately.

II Adjust the scaling for the current object.
rval "builder->Scale{D3DVAL(ObjectList[i) .SY),
D3DVAL (Obj ecLList [ j_j . SZ) 1 03DVAL [Obj ectList [ i] . SX) J ;

II Do if obJect is pointer.
if (i """ MAXOBJECTS-1)

.1n[o-> [rame ! i] - >AddScule {03DRMCOMIHNE_REPLACE, D3DVAL [0. OJ 1
DJDVAL(O.O), DJDVAL(0.0));

I! Create an associated material object.
if ( FAILED ( lp03DRM->Crea tcMa ter ial (D3DVAL ( 10. DJ
goto gener.1c_crror;

1

&mat) ) J

II Set the material to the object,
J. f

( FA! LF,ll (huilder->SetMa terial (mat) J I
goto gcncric_crror;

RELE:ASE(matJ; II The material object is no lonqer needed.
// Actually build the 3D object.
if ( FAILED I info->frarne [ii ->AddV1.sual (builder))
goto generic error;

I

RELEASE ( builder) ; I I The builder object is no longer needed.

II ··---------------------------------------------------------------------

11 The following represents the steps needed to create the camera frame.

I I - --- -- ·· ---- ·--- ---- ------ ---- ---- --- -- ------- ---- ---- ---------- ------- II Create the default camera for the scene.
if ( FAILED ( lpD3DRM->Crea teFrame ( 1nfo->scene, ~info->camera) ) )

goto generic error;

II Sol the position !or the earner;, frilme.
1f (FAILED(info->camera->SetPos1tion(info->scene, D3DVAL(O.O),

030VAL(O.O), 03DVALIO.O))])
goto gcneric_error;
return TRUE; // All OK!

II Th1:o 1s tot ,in immediate e):it, due to fatal error!
generlc error:
D1sfllayMsg("A failure occurred while creating the scnne.\n");
rct w1.th error:
-RELEASE(frilme);
II Release all objects that may have been assigned.
RELEASE ( l 1ght) ;
RELEl\SElbuilder);
RELE!\SE j 1 ightl) ;
Rt::LF.:l\SE ( light2) ;
RELEASE(mat);
return FAl,SE; II Return with error!

5.1.4 LoadTextures
The LoadTexturcs function is actually a callback function that is called
whenever DirectX'" attempts to load in an object with an associated texture
map.
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At the moment this function docs nothing except return the information it
received through the callback procedure. In the future this function could be
used for translating texture maps from file formats other than the standard
.bmp or .ppm formats, which are the only formats currently supported by
DirectX"'.

/*--------------------------------------------------------------------------•/
*/

/• FIJNC'l'ION: LoadTextures
/•
INPUTS: char *name
- Name of texture to load.
/*
LPD!RECT3DRMMESHBUILDER builder - Mesh builder object.
/*
LP0IRECT3DRMTEXTURE •tex
- Texture object..
I. OUTPUTS; HRESULT
- An open handle to texture.
/* AFFECTED: N/A
/* PURPOSE: 1'!1is is a cal lb.ick function used to load textures associated
/'
with un object being loadud in.

*/

*/
*/
*/
•/
•/
•/

I*==-=••••~==~=•••==••--••==••--==•~=======-=•••=-=•••=-===·~=====-==•==-·===•*/
HRESULT loadTextures(char •name,
LPDI RF:C'l'3DRMMESHBUILDER2 builder,
LPDIRECT3DRMTF.Y.'l'URE2 • tm,)

I I Load in tl rn associated tex t.ure.
II Assign it to the texture object, tex.
return lpD3DRM->LoadText.urelname, Lex);

5.1.5 AlterRenderQuality

The AlterRenderQuality function serves as an interface between the
window menu and the DirectX™ function to change the quality of the
scene. Remember that the available quality modes are WIREFRAME,
UNLITFLAT, FLAT, GOURAUD and PHONG.
The menu in question appears as

- ·-

CBN ·lt,.f'"~,111 9 1

igure 5.1.5
~Render Quality
Menu.

.

.....

-~-"
1

1

i.,,...-,
i-- ......

M-

Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Direct><:
info->dev->SetQuality
/'•=••--•=•··-=•=•--=•=•--a•=•--•==•---==•--•a••----•=---u=•----==-----c----c~/
I• FUNCTION: AlterRenderQuality

/'
/'

I'

I'
I*
I'
I'
I'
/*
/'

IN PUTS ; HWND win
- Handle to cur rent window.
Appl ica tionI nfo •info
- Pointer to scene st rue ture.
DJDRMRENDERQUALITY RenderQuality - The render quality we want.
OUT PUTS : s til Li c bool
- TRUE on success
AFFECTED: N/A
PURPOSE: This function comes as a result of the user selecting one of
the sub-menu items from tho RENDER popup menu. This involves
checking for the ualidity of the new quality, changing the
quality, and placing a check next to the currently active view
qual. i ty in the sub-menu,

*/

*I
•I
•/
•/
*/

'I
•;
•;

'I
•/

1··········=·····--····---····-···=··=·=··············-······--····----=----·1
static BOOL T!.lte rRenderQua lit y (liWND win,
Applicationinfo' info,
D3DRMRENDERQUAL1TY RenderQualityl
HMENU
menu; // Handle to the current window menu.
HRESULT rval: II Result returned from DirectJD calls.
int OldMenuitem; // Index of old menu item.
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int NewMenuitem; // Index o! new menu item.

II Do action depending on requested render quality.
switch (RenderQuality)
I

case D3DRMRENDER WIREFRAME: // Wireframe mode.
NewMenuJtem =-0; // It's menu item O.
break;
case D3DRMRENDER UNLITFLAT: / / Solid mode,
NewMenuitem =-1; // It's menu item 1
break;
case D3DRMRENDER FLAT:
// Flat shading mode.
NewMenuitem =-3; // It's menu item 3
break;
case D3DRMRENDER GOURAUD:
/ / Gouraud shading mode.
NewMenuitem =-4; II It's menu item 4
break;
case D3DRMRENDER PHONG:
// Phong shading mode.
NewMenuilem =-5; // It's menu item 5
break;
default;
return l'Al,SE; // Unkown render quality, return error!

II Since new render qu.ility, we must now adjust the menu look.
n1enu
GetMenu(win); // Get hanle to current menu.
menu= GetSubMenu1menu, MENU POPUP RENDER); // Get handle to current
I I RENDER submenu.
// Unclieck .ill entries in this submenu
for lOldMenuitem ~ O; OldMenultem <= 5; OldMenultem1i)
Checl:Menuitem(menu, OldMenultem, MF_BYPOSITION I Ml'_UNCHECKED);
// Check only the new menu item.
CheckMenultomlmenu, NewMenul tern, MF BYPOSITION j MF_CHECKED);

II Attempt to change the render quality.
rvill "" rnfo->dcv->SctQuilll.ty(kcnderQuall.ty);
if (rv~l !.a D3DRM OK) II notify the user of error.
I

DlsplayMsgl"Unable to alter the render quality.\nts",
Er rorToString ( rva 1) ) ;
return FALSJ,!; II Return error.
return TRUE; II All OK!

Examples of the different render qualities now follow,

.•

'·\;,'
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Figure 5.1.5.1
Wireframe

Figure 5.1.5.2
Unlit flat Solid
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Figure 5.1.5.3

Flat

Figure 5.1.5.4
Gouraud
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5.1.6 Render

The Render function is called to render the current scene. It uses a
floating point variable called RenderRotatio.n to determine by how
much the move will be scaled. Therefore, a value of 1.0 would mean a
move ratio of I: 1.
Subjects of si1,'Tlificancc addressed by this function include
Direct><:
Active_Window->defaultframe->Move
DirectX:

Active_Window->view->Clear

DirectX:

Active_Window->view->Render

Direct)(:

Active_Window->dev->Update

/'===~=======--7.=~~=================--=============~~========~============~==='/
I' FUNCTION: Rend<.li::
I'
INPUTS: NIA

I' OUTPUTS: sldtic bool - TRUE if no error occurred.
I' l\FFE:C1'!-:!J: Render Rotation.
/' !•UIU'OS E: Thi ~ f unc Lion per farms the necessary Direct 3D ca 11 s to render
/•
the current scene. Uses the RendcrRotation variable to decide
/•
on how much the scene should be rotated. A value of 0.0 means
I'
uo rota t1on, whi.lc 1. 0 means a i:catio of 1: 1.

•/
'/
*I
'/
'/
•/
'/
•/

!'=====~--==== .. ~=~=======--======--====================~======================='/
stilUc 8001, H,·nder I)
l
// Update illl the objects in the current scene.
if (F"AILEUIAcLivc Window->defaultfr,1mc->Move(D3DVAL(Rcndci:cRotation))ll
return r'ALsI-:: else RenderRotation = ( double) 0. O;
II Clear the c~rrent view.
if (FATI,im(Active Window->view->Clear ()) \

return rAL~8; -

·

// Render the scene.
if IPAILEO(Activc Window->view->RcnderlActive Window->scenc)JJ
return FALSE; -

ii Update the device.
if ( FAI!,Efl 11\cti vc_Wi.ndow->dcv->Updil t.c ()) )
rc,turn rALSE;

i:ceturn TRUE; // All OK!

5.1.7 Routines found in WindowProc

These case statements provide the necessary interface for the pointer
object and its control. It causes the main program to activate on either
a left mouse button click, right mouse button click or any mouse
movement.
Mouse movement while the left button is clicked results in changes in
the YZ plar:...:, while movement with the right button clicked results in
changes in the XY plane.
·
These routines use the Transfonn/Inverse Transfonn function pairs
provided by DirectXnr, to convert the screen coordinates to model
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coordinates and back again. This is needed for the coordinate
conversion and error checking.
mouse coords------Bullon Pressed
(LastX, Las1Y,
input
X, Y)
change In X[XtastXl{deltaX)

I

change In Y{Y-LastY](deltaY)

I

LastX<·X
LastY<·Y

I

Ge!Posit!on[info->defaultframe]
(polnt1)

I

Transform[polnt1]
(polnt2)

I

scale polnt2.X
scale point2.Y

I

hwcrscTra11sform(pomt1)[poi1112]

1.
I

yes
check polnl1 m envelope -~~-re plot pointer

""

This same general algorithm is used by both the left and right button
routines.
case WM_LBUTTONDOWN: II Left moust' hutton pushl.'d.
I

int x ~ LOWORD(lparam); II r. position of mouse pointer.
int y = !HWORD(lparam); II Y position of mouse pointer.
Llast_x ~ x; II save last X posit.ion.
Llast y = y; II Save last Y position.
left drag= TRUE; II We arc dragging the mouse pointer.
set.Cdpture(win); II Allocate mousu to this window.

I
brca):;
case WM LBUTTONUP: // Leit mouse button relu<1scd.
RcledseCapture(); // deallocate mouse from this window.
left drag= FALSE; // No longer dragging mouse.
bre,iE:
c<1se tn4 RBUTTONDOWN: // Right mouse button pushed.

I

-

Rlast x = LOWORDIJparam); II S<lVC last X position.
Rl,ist-y = HIWORD(lpar,im); II Save last Y position.
right-drag = TRUE; /I We are dr<1gging the mouse pointer.
SetcaPLure(win); // Allocate mouse to this window.

I
bre,1f:;
case WM RBUTTONUt>;
ReleaseCapture(J; II Deallocate mouse from this window.
right drag = rALSE; II No longer dragging mouse.
break/
case WM MOUSEMOVE: II the mouse is moving.
II DO if mouse moving and left but.ton pushed.
if ( (Wpilrilm & MK._LBUTTON) && left_drng == TRUE)

I

double delta_x, delta_y; II 1'he change in X and Y.
D3DVECTOR
pointl; // Holds position of pointer object.
D3DRMVECT0R4D point2; II Holds transformed position of pointer.
// c.11<.:ulate change in (X, Y).
delta X = SIGN EXTEND (LOWORD [ lparam))
delta=y = SIGN=EXTEND(HIWORDllparam)l

Llast x;
Llast=y;

// R,·-,issign last (X, Y) position.
l,last A -' SIGN EXTEND(LOWORD(lparamj);
Llast=y ~ SIGN::)XTEND(HIWORD(lparam));
// Get current co-ordinates of pointer object.
info->pointer->Get.Posi ti on ( info->default!raroe, &pointl) ;
// Transform the co-ordinates.
info->view- >Trans forn1 ( &point2, &point!) ;
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II Do scaling on co-ordinates.
point2.x -= TIPScale*(D3DMultiply(D3DVAL((float)delta x), point2.w));
point2.y -= TIPScale*(D3DMultiply(D3DVAL((float)delta-y), point2 . w));
II Inverse transform the co-ordinates.
info->view->InverseTransform(&pointl, &point2);
II
II

Check if tip is in envelope .
If so, then re-plot po inter object.
if (TIPinEnvelope(pointl, EnvVector, &PointerXYZ) == TRUE)
info->pointer->SetPosition(info->defaultframe, pointl . x,
pointl.y, pointl.z);
ShowPointerCoOrds(win); II Show the co-ordinates.
) II Do if mouse moving and right button pushed .
else if ((wparam & MK RBUTTON) && right drag== TRUE)
{

-

-

double delta x, delta y; II The change in X and Y.
D3DVECTOR pointl; II Hold~ position of pointer object.

II Calculate change in (X,Y).
delta x = SIGN EXTEND( LOWORD (lp aram)) - Rlast x;
delta=y = SIGN=EXTEND(HIWORD(lparam)) - Rlast=y;
II Re-assign last (X,Y) .
Rlast x = SIGN EXTEND(LOWORD{lparam));
Rlast=y = SIGN=EXTEND(HIWORD{lparam));
II Get current co-ordinates of pointer object .
info->pointer->GetPosition(info->defaultframe, &pointl);
II Adjust the change in (X,Y).
if (delta x > 0 11 delta y > 0) pointl . z
0 . 05 ;
if (delta=x < 0 I I delta= y < 0) pointl . z += 0 . 05;
II
II

Check if tip is in envelope.
If so, then re-plo t poi n ter object .
if (TIPinEnvelope(pointl, EnvVector, &PointerXYZ) == TRUE)
info->pointer->SetPositi on(info->defa u ltframe, pointl.x,
pointl.y, pointl.z);
ShowPointerCoOrds(win);

II

Show co-ordinates .

)

break;

The above functions, when appropriately linked to dependent functions, result
in the following main screen,

Figure 5.1 .7
Main Screen.

Notice how the default quality for the robot is WlREFRAME. Also notice the
pointer object positioned at (0,0,0). (The robot has been shifted to the right
comer for the purpose of the screen dump. Its default position is the centre of
the screen).
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5.2 Immediate motion

All of the functions necessary for immediate motion can be found m the
source files ObjMenu.h and ObjMenu.cpp.
The routines which are of relevance to us here are found in the WindowProc
function. The module represented by Obj Menu is made up, mostly of
initialisation functions for things such as window creation and initialisation of
data structures.

["ew Concept/)

A new concept is introduced here, which refers to our 'auto-fire'
routine. The mouse-button system messages that WindowsTM 95 sends
to our program are only sent once for each event. Thus, even if the
button is kept pressed only one message is sent. Our routines overcome
this limitation by using a timer interrupt to ' click-off the mouse and
send another message whenever the left mouse button is clicked; the
right mouse button is used as a non-auto-fire button.

This module is accessed via the main menu through the menu item,
Manipulate View.
Figure 5.2
Manipulate Menu.
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Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
C++:
ObjMenu constants
// Defines and types for he ObjMenu module
#define LBUTTONTIMER 1
// Unique identifier for button timer.
#define LBUTTONTIMEOUT 20 II Time (ms) between button pushes.

C++:

0 II The button identifiers.

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

PANU
PAND
PANL
PANR
ZOOMIN
ZOOMOUT
ROTU
ROTD
ROTL
ROTR
ROTDL
ROTOR

#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

VIEWMAXPAN (double)4.9 // Max/min values for ObjMenu .
VIEWMINPAN (double) - 4.9
VIEWMAXZOOM (double)9.9
VIEWMINZOOM (double)O
VIEWMAXANGLE (double)3 . 12
VI~WMINANGLE (double)-3.12

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11

ManipScene data structure
struct
double
double
double
double
double

J;

VIEWSCENETYPE(
PANY, PANZ; //They and z
ZOOM;
// The current
PITCH;
II The current
BANK;
// The c u rrent
HEADING;
// The current

values for panning +-10
zoom factor +-10
pitch angle +-2
banking angle +-2
heading +-2
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case WM RBUTTONDOWN: II The user has pressed one of the mouse buttons.
case WM-LBUTTONDOWN:
i = o,- I I Check if user has clicked on a valid button.
while (i <= MAXBUTTONS)

I
if (MouseX

>" ObjBs[i] [0] && MouseY >= ObjBs(il [l]
Mousex <-' ObjBs[iJ [2] && Mouse'i <~ objBs[iJ [3] J

&&

II Turn ON button.
PressButtonBMP(win, 1, i, ObjBs[i)[O), ObjBs[i][l]);
LastButtonDown = i; II save the last button pressed.
switch (i) II Do action depending on button clicked,

I

case PANU: II Pan UP.
if (ManipScene.PANZ < VIEWMI\XPAN)
{Manipscene,PANz,~ 0.1; InLimits
TRUE; J
break;
case PANO: I I Pan DOWN,
if jManipScene.PANZ > VIEWMINPAN)
(ManipScene. PANZ·" 0.1; InLimHs "' TRUE; I
break;
case PANL: I I Pan l,EFT,
if (ManipScene,PANY > VIEWMINPAN)
IManipScene.PANY-= 0.1; InLimits
TRUE:)
break;
casl' PANR: I I Pan RlGH'r.
i ( (ManipScene. PANY < VIEWMAXPAN)
IManipScene.PAN'ft= 0.1; InLimits "'TRUE;)
break;
case ZOOMIN: II Zoom IN.
i t (ManipScene.ZOOM > VIEWMINZOOM)
IManipscene.ZOOM-~ 0.1; lnLimits "'TRUE;)
break;
case ZOOMOUT: II Zoom OUT.
if (ManipScene.ZOOM < VIEWMAXZOOM)
(M<llllpScene.ZOOM+= 0.1; InLimits
'rRUE; I
break;
case ROTU: II Rotate UP
i ( (Mampscene. PITCH < VIEWMAXANGLE)
(ManipScene.PITCH+= 0.02; InLimits
TRUE; J
brllak;
case ROTO: II Rotate DOWN
1f (ManipScene,PITCH > VIEWMINANGLE)
(ManipScene.PlTCl!-"' 0.02; InLimits
TRUE; J
break:
case ROTR: // Rotate RIGHT
if (Milnipscene.HEADING) VIEWMINANGLE)
IManipScene.HEADING-"' 0,02; InLimits
TRUE;)
break:
case ROTL: II Rotate LEFT
if (M,mipScene.HEADING < VIEWMAXJ\NGLE)
[ManipScene.llEAOING+"' 0.02; InLimits
TRUE;)
breal::
case ROTOR: II Rotate DIAGONAL RIGHT
it (ManipScene.BANK > VIEWMINANGLE)
IM<mipScene.BANK-= 0.02; lnLimits
TRUE; I
breal:;
case ROTDL: /I Rotate DIAGONAL LEFT
i( (ManipScene.BANK < VIEWMAXANGLE)
(Manipscene.BANK+= 0.02; InLimits
TRUE;)
break;

I
II Do only if values within limlts.
lt (InLimits)

I

II Notify the parent that the robot must be updated!
PostMessage(Parenthwnd, WM_OBJMENUCHANGED,

(WORD)i,
(LPARAM) &ManipScene);

if (msg "'"' WM LBUT'fONOOWN)
ObjMenuUpda'te = i; II Do not update.
else ObjMenuupdate = -1; II Update possible.
OldMouseXY = lparam; II Save old mouse (X,Y).

I

else ObjMenuUpdate = -1; II Update possible.
i ~ MAXBUTTONS;
TextOutobjMenu(win); II Update view.
I

i++; II Keep checking until all buttons checked.

break;
case WM_RBUTTONUP:
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·-----· ·---· ----------~----------case WM LBUTTONUP:
if (LastButtonDown != -1) // Do only if last button clicked was valid.
(

II Turn OFF button .
PressButtonBMP(win, O, LastButtonDown, ObjBs[LastButtonDown] [OJ ,
ObjBs[LastButtonDown] [1]);
LastButtonDown = -1 ; II Reset variable to NONE.
TextOutObjMenu(win); II Update view.
ObjMenuUpdate = -1;
// Do not update.
break;
case WM TIMER: // A timer event was registered.
II Do on l y if it is the cor r ect timer event for this module .
if (wparam == LBUTTONTIMER && ObjMenuUpdate != -1)
(

MouseX = LOWORD(OldMouseXY);
Mo u seY = HIWORD(OldMouseXY);
mouse_event(MOUS.EEVENTF_LEFTDOWN, MouseX , MouseY , 0,
GetMessageExtralnfo());
}

II

This has the effec t of an ' a u to-fire' for the left mouse button.
break;

The immediate motion window appears in our application as,
~View
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Immediate motion, via the manipulate view window (above) allows us to
PAN UP, PAN DOWN, PAN LEFT, PAN RIGHT, ZOOM IN, ZOOM
OUT, ROTATE UP, ROTATE DOWN, ROTATE LEFT and ROTATE
RIGHT, all at the click of a mouse button. Another two possibilities,
ROTATE DIAGONAL RIGHT and ROTATE DIAGONAL LEFT are also
included.
Also available are the current values for the Y offset, Z offset and zoom
factor, which is actually the X offset. The alternate axis of (heading, pitch,
banking) is also specified, with values in the range -pi .. pi.

5.3 Indirect motion

The indirect module hinges entirely on the ability of the user' s program being
able to communicate effectively with our simulator. Earlier on we stipulated
that we could achieve this by intercepting the interrupt vector at 78HEX,
which the START.COM program uses to interface with the user's program.
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What we never discussed was how to then pass this information to our
simulator.
The users' programs will always be executed in DOS mode, in something like
a DOS window from within Windows"' 95, so the idea of intercepting the
interrupt is still valid, as long as we write an assembly language program to
accomplish this. The main flaw in our thinking is assuming that a DOS
program can efficiently communicate with a Windows"' 95 program.
When attempting to face this problem a number of alternatives emerged. One
possibility was using a swap file on disk to pass commands, but this was
omitted due to the slowness of the response. Another possibility was the very
real option of writing a Windows'.. 95 device driver (.Vxd) to handle the
communication. However, this idea was passed over when it was realised that
to achieve this we would require the purchase of a special programming
library, at approximately $500.
Convinced an alternative was available a search was undertaken to find a
possible method. Whilst examining the list of DOS interrupts an interrupt
entitled WinOldAp was found at interrupt vector 2fHEX. Apparently this
interrupt still remains, for compatibility reasons, a functional part of the
Windows"' operating system, although it was primarily used in earlier versions
of windows, which were 16-bit based.
[New Concept/}

The interrupt is a hook into the clipboard provided by the Windows"'
operating system. By using this interrupt we can efficiently pass
information from our DOS program to our Windows™ 95 simulator
and back again.

Windows"' allows a type tag to be attached to clipboard data to identify the
type of data on the clipboard. Rather than create our own type, which may
conflict with another program's custom type, we are going to use the CF_TIFF
type, which is used for .TIF graphic files. This was chosen dues its lack of
popularity in computing circles. Regardless of this fact the user should refrain
from using clipboard functions whilst simulating, as errors and perhaps
lockups, may occur.
When it came to a protocol, it was decided to mimic a very simple modem
protocol of using a flag character to signal the start of transmission and
another flag character to signal receipt of transmission. We don't need a flag
to signal end of transmission, as each transmission will be the same length!
These flags arc entitled STX and ACK respectively.
This Windows™ module is accessed via the main menu through the menu
item, Drivers -> RTX Driver.
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Figure 5.3
Driver Menu.
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The format of the driver module is dependent on the menu item entitled
Programming, which can either be online or offline.
Figure 5.3.1
Program Menu.

-l"fxf

The online module' s window looks like,

Figure 5.3.2
Driver Online.

while the offline module' s window looks like,

Figure 5.3.3
Driver Offline.

The online and offline modules differ only in the fact that the online module
has six extra LEDs and four extra buttons, entitled com1, com2, com3 and
com4, which are clicked on to choose a communication port for robotcomputer communications.
The window displays all the motor register values for the motor chosen by
clicking on the two buttons to the right of the Motor Data heading. Also
displayed is the currently active motor, designated by an LED corresponding
to that particular motor, in the box entitled Motors.

-
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The reset button resets all motor registers to zero and-redraws the ann. The
step button causes the system to enter debug mode, prompting for a mouse
click every time a robot command is processed. The error button is used for
testing the user's program by introducing 'fake' errors. Finally, the ACK
button causes an ACK command to be sent to the DOS driver, in case of
system lockups or hangs.
All of the functions necessary for the construction of this module can be found
in the source files TSWinDrv.h, TSWinDrv.cpp and TSDOSDRV.ASM.
The functions which are of relevance to us meeting our objectives here are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TSDOSDRV.ASM (DOS TSR driver)
ProcessCOMEvent
WaitForCOMEvent
WriteBytesToCOM
ReadBytesFromCOM
UpdateCOMButtons
UpdateMotorsAfterMove
AdjustMotorMode
ForceClipACK
RTX_ARM_GO
UpdateClipboard
Routines found in WindowProc

5.3.1 TSDOSDRV.ASM
Start

int. $78

int. vectbr at $78

check ifWinOldAp
installed

I

Figure 5.3.1
TSDOSDRV.ASM.

j

no,l!1tit

change to point
to us

copy data from user

TSR

acivate clipboard(send)

I

lyes

I

receive frot~-Ji~boardJ wait
copy data to user

I

return
;~•**•~·~···,-·~··~~******.****~**~*~j~~·~·~~~·~*********•~···*~*~•·•****~**+

;• PROGRAM:
;* PURPOSE:
:•
;•
:•
:•
;•
;• TECH:
:•
;*
;•

TSDOSDRV.EXE
•
This program is a TSR which utilises the 'WinOldAp' interface•
provided by Windows, for the purpose of character-mode app
•
access to the clipboard. This has the effect of allowing DOS •
access to the clipboard and ils functions, via INT Ox2F.
•
NOTE: Executing these functio,,s outside of a Windows DOS shell*
may yield unpredictable results!
•
The clipboard format is CF_TIFF.
*
Data is in form of a program string, consisting of a leading *
protocol identifier followed by the conunand and data.
•
The leading identifier can be either 'STX' or 'ACK', STX for •
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;•
;*

start of sequence, and ACK for acknowledgment and i::eturn of
data.

; • VERSION: O.lb
;* AUTHOR: Anthony Rodriguez (C)l997 Torie
;*
This TSR is for use with Toysim (C)1997 Torie

•

*
*
*

;•••*•••************************•••************•*******•**'****************
.MODEL SMALL
.STACK 200h
.CODE
. 386

GLOBAL DEFINES
•
'.
;•••••··············••*••••••••••••******************************•·········

STX

EQU
EQU

Olh

02h

;Signals beginning of program string
;Signals program string received

NEW_INTERRUPT EQU

,Oh

; Interrupt to place this procedure under

CF TIFF
MPJ:°CLIPSIZE
MINCLIPSIZE
NORMCLIPSIZE

EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

06h

;Windows defined clip format
;User specified max. size of data allowable
;User defined min. size of data allowable
;Clip consjsts of ... [OJ
ACK or STX
[1]
service typo
J2 .. 17]
data

0 CLIPFORMAT
D IDr:NTJFY
D-OPENC!,II'
D-CLOSECLIP
D-EMPTYCLIP
D-WRITECLIP
D READCLIP
D-SIZECLIP

EQU
EQU

CF TIFF
l ?00h
I?Dlh
1708h

ACK

EQU
EQU
SQU
EQU
SQU
EQU

100h
O,h

12h

1702h

1703h
I?05h
1704h

;The clip format we
;Service parameter:
;Service parameter:
;Service parametec:
;Service parameter:
;Service parameter:
;Service parameter:
;Service parameter:

will be filtering
Identify \-/inOldAp
Open clipboacd
Close dipboard
Empty clipboard
Write to clipboai::d
Redd from clipboard
Get si~e of clipboacd

,················••*•••••*•••••••••**"**••·································
MA.IN F1JNCTI0N
'

;••········································································
; /II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I/ I/ I I I I/ I I I/////
;I nJNCTIO!l: TSDOSDRV (AY., llX, CX);
/
;/ PURPOSE: The main function.
I
; I INPUTS;
AY.
Service number . . .
/
;/
BX = Off::iet of parameters.
/
;I
CX = Segment of parameters.
/
;/
1Don't blilme me for Lhis weird
/
;/
register format, it's how the orig./
;I
driver does it)
/
:I OUTPUTS: AX == 0 - NO ERROR
I
;I
AY. <> 0 - ERROR
/
:I ! !NOTE!!: Parameter::: format - int Params[8] /

;//llll/l/lllllllllll/l/lllllll!IIIIIIIIIIIIII//I

·rsDOSDRV

PROC FAR
jmp

@rnstalllnteccupt

;Install the interrupt proc.

@InterruptStart:
db
db

Oebh,offset @copyrightJmp-6 ;Go to start of start of code!
Och,' (cl UMI 1986'
;Message for compatibility

jmp

@StartHere

@CopyrightJmp:
EVEN
@Int2fVectoi::: dw
@WinOldApVer: dw
@rnstallstate:db
@TSIJUFFER:

EVEN
dh
db

o, 0
0, 0
0

;Go to start of code!
;Vector to hold pointer to INT 2Fh
:MajorVersion.MinocVersion
;=1 if WinOldAp installed

O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O,O ;Buffer for incoming and,
0,0,0,0,0,0,0,D,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ;outgoing data.

@startHere:
push
push
push

cmp

"

b,

c,

]Oc

byte ptc @InstallState[OJ,O ;Check if WinOldAp installed
@WinOldApYes
;Yes, WinOldAp installed

mov
int
mov

ax,D IDENTIFY
;AX=Dx1700 "Identify WinOldApH
2fh ;Do service call, AX=RESULT
word ptr @WinOldApVer[OJ,ax ;Save version of WinOldAp
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emp
jnz
pop
pop
pop
mov
iret

ax, D IDENTIFY

;Check if right versiou/exists
;Yep, ~tart code proper
;Nope, load important regs

@winOldApYes
ex
bx

"

ax, 1

;!::Hor flag
;Exit interrupt NO\'/!

@WinOldApYes:
mov
pop
pop
pop
push
mov
pop
cmp

jl
•ov

byte pt< @Instal1State[OJ, 1 ;Flag that WinOldAp installed
;Load important regs

ex
bx

ax
a,

;Save required scrvjce no.

ax, bx

;Let AX~BX

bx
bx, 16

;Now, AX and BX hav,:, swapped!
;ChecJ.: if service supported
;Yep, do it!
;Nope, error flag
;Exit interrupt NOW!

@setClipboardOata

ax, 1

iret

'.

CLIPBOARD FUNCTIONS

/ ************ .. *** •• ••* *' **** ** ******•>•*I'••'•''•••••••**.**'*'**** H * ** • •
; I I/// I I I I I I I// I I I I///// I I I I I I I I I!// I I/// I I I I////
;/

FUNCTION: SETCLIPBOARDDATA

;/ PURPOSE:
;/
;/ INPUTS:

;I
; / OUTPUTS:

/

Fill the clipbo~rd with t!ie de,:ir,·d/
progran1 st:ring.
/
CX:J\X -> Datil to put on cl.lp
/
B)( ~ service type
/
NONE.
/

;//I/I////I////////I/I/IIIIII////IIIIIJJIIIIIIII/
@SetClipboardDatil:
push
push
push
push
pop
•ov
•ov
•ov
mov
cld

mp
mov
mov

mov

'"'
push
pop
mov
mov
mov

'°'

mov
int
mov
int
pop
pop
pop

ii)(

;Save important registers

b)(
ex
cs

"

di,offset @TS6UFFER+2
si, ii)(
ds,cx
C)(, NORMCLI PSIZE-2

;ES ~ CS
; ES: Dl - >@'rsBUFrER, 2

; ns :SI ~c;,. :I\Y.->Parame ters
;Size of Pan,meters structure
; Forward
;Copy parameters into @'J'SBUFFER
movsb
byte ptr @TSBUFFER,STX ;Signal start of sequence
byte ptr @TSBUFFER+l,bl ;Indicate service type
a)(, D OPENCLIP
2fh -

"es

;Open thu clipboard

b)(, offset @TSBUFFER
ilX,D WRITECLIP
d)(, o::::c11PFORMAT
si, si
ex, NORMCLIPSIZE
2fh

;ES ~ cs
; ES: BX- >@TS BUFFER
;Specify we want to write clip
;Type of clip data
;SI must Pe zero (64Kb seymentsl
;SI:cx~s12e of send data
;Do call (AX~~o ERROR)

ax,D_CLOSECLIP

;Close Lhe clipboard

2fh

e,
b,

; Lo,id importanL register,;

"

; //JI/ I/// I I// I I/ I I//// I I! I/ I/// I I//// I I I// I I I I I I
; / FUNCTION: GETCLIPBOAADDATA
/
;/ PURPOSE: Get the dat<1 from the clipboard, if/
;/
there is ,iny available. Does not
/
;/
include ACK/STX or servir:c type.
/
; I INPUTS;
CX:A}( -> Where to put clip data
/
;/ OUTPUTS; NONE.
/

; I!//// I I// I/// I// I/// I I/ I I/ I I I I I//////// I I I I////
@GetClipboardData;
push
push

ax
ex

@GetClipbo<1rdD<1taWait:
mov
ax,D OPENCLIP
int
2fh push
pop

cs
es

;Save important registers

;Open the clipboard

;Es
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mov
mov
mov
xor
mov
int

bx,offset @TSBUFFF;R
ax,o READCLIP
dx,D-CLIPFORMAT
si,sI
cX,NORMCLIPSIZE
2fh

;ES:BX->@TSBUFPER
;Specify we want to read clip
;Type of clip data
;SI must be zero (64Kb segments)
;SI:CX ~ size of receive buffer
;Do call (AX~xO ERROR)

push
mov
int
pop
cmp
jz
cmp
jnz
pop
pop

ax
ax, D CLOSECLJP

;Save return value
;Close the clipboard

push,
poP./
mo~
mtiv
mov
mov
rep
irel

2fh -

ax
ax,O
@GetclipboardDataWait
byte ptr @TSBUFFER,ACK
@GetClipboardDataWait
ex
ax
cs
d.s
si,offset @TBBUFf~Rl2
di, ax
es,cx
cx,NORMCLlPSIZE-2
movsb

:••·~~.~~··*~jj~j~~~···~--~·~j~·j~~·~
;•

,~~i~

END

; l,oad return value
;Check if any data in clipboard
;Nope, go back and wait for some
;Yep, check if it contains ACK
;Nope, wrong message, try again
;Load important registers

:DS ~ CS
:DS:Sl->@TSBUFFERi2
:ES:DI->Parameters structure
;Size of parameters structure
;Copy @TSBUFFER to parameters
;Return from interrupt

•••jj·~~~··~~+~~~~··~····~~-·~~···

•

;••~••*****•**~~~~••••~~••*•j~~j•~J~~~-·~~•~~~•·~~~•J••j~~-*••~•~w~•••••~~•
@Install Interrupt:
mov
mov
int
mov
mov
push
pop
mov
mov
mov
int
mov
int
TSDOSDRV

ah,35h
,d,?.fh
21h
word ptr @Int2fVector,bx
word ptr @Int~fVectott2,es
cs
ds
d,;, offset @Inter ruptSta rt
a 1, NEW INTERRUPT
ah,25h2lh
dx,offset @lnstul1Interrupt+l024
2"1h

;DOS function, get int.
; Interrupt 2 fh
;Get interrupt vector
;Store int vector
;Let DS-'CS
;DS:DX->our interrupt
; New interrupt
;DOS function, set int.
; Set interrupt
;CS:DY.->end of interrupt
;TSR ... End of program

ENDP
END TSDOSORV

5.3.2 ProcessCOMEvent
------------------·-·-----·

The ProcessCOMEvent function is a function that accepts an event
number and lights up the appropriate LED in the window and then
checks the status of the comm port and lights up the other respective
LEDs. This, of course, only applies to the on line module.
The available event numbers are EV_RXCHAR and EV_TXEMPTY,
which correspond to character received and transmit buffer empty,
respectively.
The comm port status registers we are using are MS_CTS_ON,
MS_DSR_ON, MS RING_ON and MS_RLDS_ON, which
correspond to clear-to-send on, data-set-ready on, ring-indicator on and
carrier-detect active, respective! y.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
GetCommModemStatus
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/* FUNCTION: ProcessCOMEvent
•/
/ •
INPUTS; HWND hwnd
- Handle to current window.
•/
/'
DWORD EventNwnber - Identifier of comm event.
•/
/* OUTPUTS; N/A
*/
/* AFFECTED: N/A
•/
/*
PURPOSE: This function processes a COM event, as specified by the value*/
/•
in Event.Number.
*/

J•--··•---------------------------------~-------a-------------------------•••*/
void ProcessCOMEvent (l1WND hwnd,
DWORD Event.Number)
UPC
hdc; // Uandle to currant device contaxt.
int
i;
// oununy loop variable.
DWORD Modemst.itus; // Holds th,:, current status of the serial port.
hdc ~ GctPC(hwnd); // Get the current device, context handle.
SeluctObj ,:,ct ( hdc, hcl ipLF.DOFFBrushJ; // Activate l,f.D arr brush.
for l .i ~o; i <MAXCOMLr;ps: i 1 1) / J TUI"n off a 11 LEDs on o:c reen.
RectanglE' ( hdc, C0ML£Ds j 1 J IO), COMJ.£Ds ! i] [ l I , COMl,EDs l i J [ 2],
COMLEDs[i]
DeleteObject(hClipLEDOFFBrush); // Releas~ L~D OFF brush.

[3});

s,, l

ec t.Obj ec t ( hdc, he l "i p LE Dorm rush) ; / / Ac ·.i v;1 t<, t lw um ON brush •
switch ( EVl'nLNumbe r) / / P rocc,; 5 the ,,vent., a 11d turn on l,EPs .

I
c,1.H· EV RXCHAR:

// Char received.

i • ONLIN!c.:RXI,ED;
Rectangle (hdc, COMLEIJs ! i] IOI, COMLEDs [,I! l

J,

COMLEDs [ii [2),
COMLEDs [ i) [ 31 ) ;

break;
Cdse EV_TXEMPTY: // Transmit buffer empty.
i = ONLINETXLF.(l;
Rectangle (hdc, COMl,J-:Ds [i] [OJ, COMLEDs [i] j l

J,

COMLEDs [i] [2],
COMLEDS [ i] [ 3));

hreaJ.:;

GeLCommMode1ns ta tus ( hPort, &ModemStatus):
// Get the status of the serial port.
if (Modems ta tus & MS CTS ON) // Clear to send.
[i ~ ONLINECTSLED; Rectanyle (hue, COMLEUs f i) l O], COMLEDs [ i] [1] , COMLEDs [ i ] ! 2 J,
COMLEUs {i] [ 3));
if (Modems ta tus & MS DSR ON) / / Data :set ready.
I i = ONLINEDSRLED;
RecLangl e I hdc, COMLEDs [ i] [ 0 I, COMLEDs { i] [ 11, COMLEDs [ i] [ 2 l,
COMLEDs [ i] ! 3) ) ; I
i f (Modemstatus ~ MS RING ON) // Ring indicator.
[i -, O!ILHJERHJGLED; Rect,rng 1 ,i Ihdc, COMJ,EDs l i ] 10 I, COMLEDs [ i. I [ l J , COMLEDs l i] [ 2 J,
COMLEDs(i) [31);)
if (ModemSt.atus ~ MS KLSD ON) // Carrier detect.
Ii= 0NLIN£DCDLED; Rectangle ( hdc, COMJ.EDs [ i J ! 0 I, COMLEDs [ i) [ l J, COMLEDs [ i] [ 2 l,
COMLEDs [ i l L3 I ) ; I
DeleteObject(hClipLEDONBrush); // Release the LED ON brush.

I

ReleaseDC(hwnd, hdc); // Release the device context handle.

5.3.3 WaitForCOMEvent

The WaitForCOMEvent function is a function initiated by the fact that
polling the serial port tends to waste a lot of time, as we wait for
incoming data and can even cause lockups while the system waits.
This function is designed to run in its own thread and never exit, unless
expressly done so by an external function tenninating the thread, and
simply keeps infinitely polling the serial port until such time that there
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is an event, whereby it sends the data off to be processed and then
continues polling again.
Subjects of si!:,111iticance addressed by this function include
Windows:
WaitCommEvent
window handle-~--WailForCOMEvent

I

input

Figure 5.3.3
WaitForCOM Event.

wait

.

for an event~ wait

I
' MEvent -- ......._
ProcessCO

1·-----····=·-····-·-=····---=··=··-·=·=···-·········=·······===·····--~--=··t

/ ' FUNCTION: W,1 it ra rCOMf:ve n t
INPUTS: DWORD Pa renthwnd - !,WORD represcnt,1 tion of the window handle.
/•
/• OUTPUTS: N/A
/' AfFECTED: N/A
/ • PURPOSf;: This ( unction is designed to run independently in its own
/'
thredd, u1 d nt•Vl'r-endi.ng looµ. l L just 1~a its for a conun (!Vent
I•
to occur, illlu then dispil tche~ Uw l'vent number to another
/'
!unction for pruCl'sstng.

•/
•/
*/

*/
*/
•/
•/

*/

/'••--=••••---•==·•--••••••---~•=•••-r=•=•~••--~-~~••--••=••--••=••m•-•••••a-•/

void wait Fa rcom:ven t ( llWORD !'il r en thw11d)

l

!MOHD COMiwent = O; II SLorage for the current <•V<'!Jt nwnber.
while (1) // Never-ending loop.
I

if lhPort !• NULL) // only wait if we dre actually online.
Wai tCommEvent ( hPort, &COMEvenL, NUr.LJ ;
else cOMEvent ~ O;

II Comm event occurred; Process the inform<1tion .
.if I hPo rt ! • NUL I,) Pr ocossCOMEvvn t ( I HWND) Parent hwnd, COMEven t) ;

5.3.4 WriteBytesToCOM

The WritcBytcsToCOM function is a simple function for transmitting
a m:iximum of 3 supplied bytes through the serial port.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
WriteFile
C++:

COMBuffer.l nEvent variable
This variable is set to TRUE whilst in a
communications event, so as to avoid conflicts
with parallel running threads.

1•------------•==••••-=•===•,--===••-----------------------------=----------·1
/• f'UNCTION: Wr i tellytcsToCOM
/•
IN PU1'S : !Iv/ND
hwnd
H<1 ndle to current wi ndo ...•.
/•
short int Numllyt~s - Number of bytes to write to serial port.
/•
short int Ill
Byte 1.
/•
short int B2
Byte 2.
/'
short int B3
Byte 3.
/• OUTl'U1'S: l>ool
- TRUE if no error occurred,
/' AFFECTED: COMBuf[m.
/ • PURPOSE: Sends Jiytcs to the cu:crentl y opcm serial port , It will send Bl,
/•
Bl & B2, or Bl & B2 & B3, depending on the value of NumBytes.
/•

/•

'/
•I
'/
'/
•/
•/
'/

*/
•/
'/

•/
'/

,~~~==~~~c=~~~~~~~=~~=~==~~=~=~~==~~==~~==~~c~=~~=~~~~=~=~~~~~=~~====~m=~~~=•/

boo j

wIi teBy tesToCOM ( UWND hwnd,
short
short
short
short

int
int
int
int

NumBytes,
Bl,
B2,
83)
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DWORD BytesWritten; // The number of bytes actually written.
BYTE TcmpBu[f[3); // Temporary buffer.
COMBuffer.InEvent = TRUE; // Signal that we are in a comm event.
TempBuff[O]
LOBYTE(81);
TempBuif[l) = LOBYTE(B2);
TempBuff[2)
LOBYTE(B3);

II

Fill temporary buffer with our data.

g

fl Send the bytes to the serial port.
WriteFile(hPort, tTempBuff, NumBytes, &BytesWritten, NULL);
COMBu f ff'r. InEvcnt " FALSE:

II

if (BytesWritten !"' NumBytes)
return FALSE;

No longer in a comm event.

II

Error writing the bytes.

Proce ssCOMEV<m t ( hwud, O) : / I Process this event.
return TRUE;

II

All OKI

5.3.5 ReadBytesFromCOM

The ReadBytcsFromCOM function is a simple function to read a
maximum of 3 bytes through the serial port.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
ReadFile
C++:

COMBuffer.l nEvent variable
This variable is set to TRUE whilst in a
communications event, so as to avoid connicts
with parallel running threads.

1•========~====u========~=========~========================================='/
/' f\JNCTION: RcadBytesFromCOM
'/
I'
INPUTS: HWND
hwnd
- Handle to current window.
•/
1•
short int • uumBytes - Number of bytes to road.
•/
I*
3hort int 'Bl
- Storage for first byte read.
'/
/'
sliorL inl. • B2
Storage (or second byt,, read.
•/
/•
short inl 'Bl
~torage for third byte read.
•/
/• OUTPUTS: bool
- TRUE if no error occurred.
'/
I* ArTEC'l"ElJ: COMllu [ f (• r .
•/
/' PURPOSE: Reads byte9 from the c.1rrently open serial port. Will road ill, ' /
I*
Bl ~ 112, or Ill ~ 82 & t-13, dependi.ng on value of NumBytes.
•/

1•c~•••=====•~========~=c~===•c•=~==========r=====L=====-======u•-L-L:~==L=-•/

bool Rea dBy t es FromCOM ( l!WND
short
short
short
short

hwnd,
int •NumBytes,
int •Bl,
int *B2,
int *B3)

DWORD
BytosRead;
// Actual number of bytes read.
BYTE TempBuff[3); // Tempo1ary buffer.
COMBuffer. InEvent

=

TRUE; I I Signal that we are in a comm event.

II Attempt to read 3 byte9 from serial port.
ReadFile(hPort, ~TcmpBuff, 3, ~BytesRead, NULL);
COMBu f fe 1· • I nEve nL

~

FALSE; / / No longer in comm event.

if (BytesRead •c OJ II Error occurred.
return FALSE;
•tiumBytes
'Bl
*B?.
•33

(short int)BytesRead:
II Return actual number of bytes read.
= (short int)TempBuff[O]; II Assign the bytes read.
~ (short intlTempBuff[l];
(short int)TempBuff(2];
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ProcessCOMEven t ( hwnd, 0) ; / / Process th is event.
return TRUE; // All OK!

5.3.6 UpdateCOMButtons
The purpose of the UpdateCOMButtons is not solely as the name
would suggest. This function perfonns the functions of allowing the
user to choose a comm port to open, creates the thread to the
WaitForCOMEvent function, opens the specified comm port, sets the
comm speed and various timeout parameters, and performs general
housekeeping such as lighting the correct LEDs and changing the
motor speed variable to reflect the on line mode.
In order to keep the robot moving at the quickest pace possible, which
is needed for realtimc communications, we set the speed to its fastest
value, specified in the constant ONLINE_MOTORSPEED.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function incl udc
Windows:
CreateTh read

Windows:

TerminateThread

Windows:

CreateFile

Windows:

BuildCommDCB

Windows:

GetCommTimeouts

Windows:

SetCommTimeouts

Windows:

SetCommMask

window handle .

mput

UpdateCOMButtons
J

?
true
close port.
po rt a Irca dY open· ---krmlnate thread

Jrulse

Figure 5.3.6
UpdateCOMButtons

open port

j
set port params{9600,n,8, 1]
.

J

set timeout values

l

CreateTh read(WaitF orCOMEvent]
J

Process COMEvent
/•=============n=============~=================================~======-=====•/
/• FUNCTION: UpdateCOMButtons
~t
I•
INL'UTS : HWNU hwnd - Handle to cur: rent window.
•/
/•
int P
- The port number Lo be highlighted.
•/
/*
int LP
- The previnusly highlighted port number. (··l=NONEJ. */
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/• OUTPUTS: N/A
/• I\FFECTf.D: hPort, COMThread, MOTORSPEED.
/ .. PURPOSE: Highlights one of Lhe available comm porLs, and Lhcn opens iL
/•
for reading. Also assigns a thread to WaitForCOMEvcnt.

•/
•/
•/
•/

/•·---~--=-.,--------c--------------~.,-=---··-----------------30,·o,o,o,""'ggm3•.,--~• /

void UpdateCOMButtons (HWND hwnd,
int t',
int LP)
COMM.TIMEOUTS COMTimeout; //
HOC
hdc;
//
NewDCB;
//
COMNumbcr[5] ~
char
DWORD
ThreadlD;
/I
int
1.;
II

""

The serial port timeout structure.
Handle to the current device context.
our new DCB structure.
"COMl"; I/ Initialise <>l COMl.
Storage for the newly cre~ted thread ID.
Dunm1y loop varitlb]e.

hdc

GctDC(hwnd); // Assign ,l llandlc to the current. device context.

it (J.P !'- -1) II If ,l comm port was previously /11.ghlighted, do.
I

SelectObject.lhdc, hCl1pl,EllOFFllru,;h); // Turn o!I l,f'.n for that comm port.
Rcctangle(hdc, COM!.lsl!,I'] [0], CUMils(I,I'] [11, COMB,;[Ll'] 12), COMBs[LP) [3));
DclcteObj ect. ( hC.1 ipl,EDOFTArnsnl ;
switch(!') // Gel nillll<' oJ chos,'11 port.

I

Cil~e ONLINECOMl;
.,trcpy(COMNumbt,r,
break;
casu ,')NLINECOM2:
st1 cpy (COMNumlwr,
break;
Cil.~c: 01/LINECOMJ;
strcpy (COMNumber,
break;
CilSC. ONJ,JNJ;:COM4:
strcpy(COt'JJumlwr,
breal::

"COMl");
"COM2" I;
"COM3");
"COM4"):

if (hPort !-" NULL) II Do if a port alreildy open.

I

// Kill the thrc<1d, so t/1<1t another one can be .issigncd.
if (COMThreild != NlJl,L) Term1nateT]H('ad(COMThread, 0);
COMThrcad c NULL;
CloseHandlejhPort); II Clo.~c, the currently open serial port.

II Open ii serial port for re,id1.ug and writing.
hPort = Creilt.eFlle(COMNurnber, GENERIC READIGENERIC WRITE, O, NULL,
Ol'EN _ i:x r:iTrnr., FI u: ATTRIBUTE_NORMAL, NULL) ;
i( [hPort

I

==

INVl\1,TD fll\NDLE_VTILUE) I/ Error occtirred.

I I Alert user.
DisplayMsg ( "Could nol open Port:

-s\nSer1al transfu cannot occur!",
COMNumber);
hPorL = NULL; II Null1.(y the hl'ort v,1lue.

SelectObject(hdc, hC1ipLED0FF8ru5hl; II 1'urn off illl comm LEDs.
for (i=0;1.<MA.'<COMLEDS;i-++l
Rectilngle(hdc, COMl,EDs[i][O], COMl,EDsl1.][LJ, COMLEDs[i][2],
COMLEDs[iJ[JJ);
l)('.Lct.i>Ol>J cc t ( hC l 1.pl,F.DOFFAr11sh);

II Blank the ,1re,1 iu the wrndow that ~ays 'ONLINE'.
~electObjN; t I hdc, hCli pRrush) :
Rect,rngle(hdc, BlanY.Area f0], BlanY.Areil [l], BlilnkAreil 121, !Hanl'.Areil [3)):
De lcleObjcct. (hC LipBrush) ;
c>lse II No error occ1nred.

I

COMButfer.InEvent

~

FALSE; II N"ol in ,l conun event.

GetConunStatc(hPort, rnewDCB); ii Get current comm stilte.
BuJldComrnDCB(COMM STATE, 6NeWDCB); Ii Initialise it with our own valuirn.
SetComrnSt.ite(hf'orf, &NcwDCB): // DO 1t.
GetCommTimeouts (ho'ort, &COMTimcout); I I
COMTimeout.RcadintervalTimeout
COMTimeout.ReildTotillTimeoutMultiplier
COMTimeout.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant

Fill our timeout ,tructure.
O; II Oms read interval.
O; I I Oms ntultiplier.
COMTIMEOUT; // Timeout value.

,-,"',;·--:
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COMTimeout.WriteTotalTimeoutMultiplier ~ O; // Oms write multiplier.
COMTimeout.WriteTotalTimeoutconstant
~ O; // Oms timeout value.
SetCommTimeouts(hPort, &COMTimeout); //Doil.
SetCommMask(hPort, COMEventMask); // Tell the system on what events we
// want to be alerted.
if (COMThread ~~ NULL) // Assign a new thread to WaitForCOMEvent.
COMThread ~ Crea tcThread ( NULL, 0, Wai tForCOME· ent, ( LPVOIO I hwnd,
ll!G!l_l'RJORITY_CLASS, &ThreadID);
// Display tho 'ONLINE' banner.
Bitlll t ( hdc, O, O, ClipBackground. bmWidth, ClipBackground. bml!eight,
CliphDCMemory, o, o, SRCCOPY);
Te:-:toutc 1 i.pWindow( hwnd, ClipLastRec, ClipLastTranJ;
// Update vi,;,w.
Sel,;,ctObj ect ( hdc, hCl ipLEDON!lrush); / / Turn ON <1ppropr i.i Le comm LED.
Rect.ingle Ihde, COMRr; [ f'] [OJ, COMBs [ P] ! l], COMBs [ PJ [2 j, COMBs [P] ( 3 j);
D" let eObj ec t I!JC 1 i [-' LIWONBrush) :
ProcessCOMEv,;,ntlhwnd, 0); // Process this event.
MOTORSPE!W

~ O!JL !NE_M01'0RSPE!:D;

/ / Chilnge motor speed to suit.

Rel,;,as,;,DC(hwnd, hdcl; // Release the current devj,;r; context handle.

5.3.7 UpdateMotorsAfterMove

The UpdateMotorsAflerMovc function is called after a system
message has been received stating that a particular motor has finished
moving. This function updates the register corresponding to current
position with the robot's current position, quite appropriately.
The function also has the responsibility of deciding whether the motor
has reached its limit and then alters the robot variable
ARM_MOTOR_STATUS to match. ft decides this by comparing the
robot's current position to the maximum and minimum values held in
the constant array called MotorLimits.

••

Subjects of signi ficancc addressed by this function include
C++:
motor structure

• •

• // The enumerated typ,;, rel a ting to the available
// registr;rs within the R1'X arm.
typedef enum (DC ERROR, DC CURRENT POSITION,
DC ERIWR LIMI'r, tic NEW POS!1'TON, DC SPEED, DC KP, DC_KI,
nr:-Kn, DC DEAD BAND, DC OFFSE'r, DC Ml\X FORCF:, DC-CURRENT FORCE, DC ACCELERATION TIME-;- DC USER RAM,
DC-\/SF,R ro-; DC ACTUAL POSITION, DC PREVIOUS POSI'l'ION,
nc-NONr:~ DC Moiir:, !JC Al.I,) DATA CODE;
typedef short int DATA CODE[DC ALL);
// Variable version of-above. // Structure for each motor.
stru~t MOTOR [int current;
int current data code (TO'fALMOTORS];
DATA_ CODE dd ta_ code [ TOTALM01'0RS) ; J mo tor;

C++:

MotorLimits structure
/I Minimum/maximum values for the motor encoder counts.
Const int MotorLimits[TOTALMOTORS][2] ~ ll-2630,2206),
l-2630,2630), l-3554,0), (-2642,1081, 1-3560,4682),
(-1071,1071), l-30,1200));

/•----------------------------=-=--=a•-==---ama-==•=••a=---- ~=m•~~••m•==•==*/
/• FUNCTION: UpdateMotorsAfterMove

*/
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/*
INPUTS : MOTORS MOTOR - The motor that was just mov"d.
•/
/* OUTPU'!S: N/A
•/
/ * AFFECTED: motor structure, ARM MOl'OR STATUS.
*/
/• PURPCSE: Adjusts the virtual registers to compensate for the move of a *I
/*
particular motor. Also adjusts ARM_MOTOR_STATUS to reflect the*/
I*
behaviour of the motor.
*I

/•-~-----··-----c---------~=--------=c---------=~=--·---~-~-------=~-c=---=·-*/

void UpdateMotorsAfterMove( MOTORS MOTOR)

-

(

// Update the current position.
motor.data code[MOTOR] [DC CURRENT POSITION]
- motor.data_code[MOTOR]!DC_NEW_POSITION]I
// Update the actual position.
motor.data code [MOTOR] [ DC ACTUAL !'OS IT ION J =
mot,Jt.data_code [MOTOR] (DC_CURRENT_POSITION);
// l\.lter the ARM MOTOR STATUS variable dependent on whether tho motor has
// reached it's Iimit,-or has reset.
ARM MOTOR STA1'US [MOTOR] & Oxfffcl
if I motor-:-data Cclde [MOTOR] [ DC CURRENT POSIT ION J "'"'
MotorLimits(MOTOR] [MOTORMIN]
I I motor . <la la code j MOTOR] l DC CURRENT !'OS I TlON J ==
- MotorLimits[MOTORJ!MOTORMAXJ)
ARM MOTOR STATUS [MOTOR] I= Ox000,1;
else ARM_MOTOR_STATUS [M01'0R] ~·"' oxttf5;
0

5.3.8 AdjustMotorMode

The AdjustMotorMode function accomplishes the task of a
MANUAL_GO. We have seen earlier that the RTX can be in either
NUMERIC GO or MANUAL_GO and since most of the simulator's
development was under numeric control, the manual control appeared
as though it would be a problem.
That is, we had already in place routines to divide up the numeric
movements into timed frames and were working fine. Manual control,
however, requires that the motors be constantly moving. We achieve
this fact through 'sleight of hand' by checking whether we are in
manual mode and, if we are, set the new position register to its limit.
This has the effect of continuous movement.
All we really have to decide is whether we choose the minimum limit
or the maximum limit, which depends on the GO_BITS variable.
Subjects of si1,>nificance addressed by this function incl.ud~
C++:
GO_BITS variable
Defines which motors to move and in what
direction.
•

C++:

•

... ~

MOTOR BITS structure
#define ELBOW BITS
OxOOOJ
II The bits that need to be affected in order to
#dofinc SHOULDER BITS OxOOOc.
II move that particular motor.
idefine ZED BITS
OxOOJO
idefine WRIST! BITS
OxOOcO
#define WRIST2-BITS
Ox0300
#define YAW BITS
OxOcOO
#define GRIP BITS
OxJOOO
II Array of pre-calculated bits for all the motors, for
II all possible options.
canst WORD MOTOR_BITS[TOTALMOTORSJ[S] ~
([ELBOW_BITS
, OxOOOO, OxOOOl, Ox0002, OxOOOJJ,

. . . . . . · . . . . . . . ·-· . . ~. ·. . ,. . . . . ··.{frJ(trr:Ttitt::IY.:~'!t~~c:t!S·; · · . . . . . . · · . . . .

N

......... .,....................... .

Ill
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!SHOULDER BITS,
[ZED BITS,
[WRIST! BITS ,
[WRIST2-BITS ,
(YAW BITS
,
[GRIP_BITS
,

OxOOOO,
DxOOOO,
OxOOOO,
OxOOOO,
OxOOOO,
Oxoooo,

Ox0004,
Ox0010,
Ox0040,
OxOlOO,
Ox0400,
OxlOOO,

Oxoooe,
Ox0020,
OxOOBO,
Ox0200,
Ox0800,
Ox2000,

OxOOOc),
Ox0030J,
OxOOcOI,
OxfJlilO I,
OxOcOOJ,
Ox3000)1;

fdefine BITS BITS
0
// All motor-bits at index 0, above.
ffdefine BI1'S POWERSTOP l
// Powerstop-bits at index 1, above.
#define BITS fWD
2
// Motor forward bits at index 2, above.
#define BITS REV
3
// Motor reverse bits at index 3, above.
#define BITS FREESTOP 4
// Freestop bits at index 4, above.

C++:

motor structure (see 5.3.6}

/*==~===========================================================~===========•/
/• FUNCTION:
I•
INPUTS:
/•
/' OU'f!'Ul'S:
/• AFFECTED:
/• PURPOSE:
/•

AdjustMotorMode
M01'0RS
M01'0H - 'fhe motor to be worked on.
short int V,uint - The, motor variable to be adjusted.
short int V;;.r int - The adjusted input variable.
N/A
Accomplishes the task of a MANUAL_GO by selling the input
variable (Varintl to the extreme for that motor.

"/
•/
'/
•;
'/
•/
•/

1~==~================~~~=~==========~~==~==============~~===========-====--=•/

short int Adj us tMo torMode ( MOTORS MOTOR,
short int Varint)
WORD Ten~BITS; // Temporary storage for GO BITS.
// Only do if in MANUAL GO mode.
if (GO_MODE == MANUAL_GOI
// Alter Varint to the motor extremes, depending on whether it is moving
// forwards or backwards.
·rempBl TS = GO BI Ts & MOTOR BIT s [MOTOR] {BITS Ill TS J ,'
if (Temp811'S ;'= MOTOR llJTS{MOTORJ [BITS Fl'ID])
Varint ~ ( short int I MotorLimi ts [MOTOR] \M01'0RMAXJ ;
i f ( Templl 11'S = = MOTOR BI TS [MOTOR] [BITS REV] )
Varint ~ (short int)MotorLimits{MOTOR)(MOTORMIN];
// Motor should not move.
if I ITempllITS == MOTOR BITS[MOTOR] [BITS POWERSTOP]) I I
[TempBIT:l == MOTOR BITS[MOTORJ[BITS FREESTOP])I
Var int = motor.data code !MO'fOR] [ DC CURRENT POSITION j;
I I Assign the new Vd lue to the current position.
motor.data_code[MOTOR] [DC_NEW_POSITION] = Varint;
return V,irint; / / Return the altered variable.

5.3.9 ForceClipACK
• •

••

·•f

The ForccClipACK function forces the ACK character to be sent to the
user program by placing it in the clipboard and notifying the DOS
driver. Useful for lockups or system hangs.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
EmptyClipboard
Causes the clipboard to be cleared.
Windows:

SetClipboardData
Fill the clipboard with data of specified type.

Windows:

CloseClipboard
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C++:

SetMemory array
BYTE
•setMemory;
// Pointer to memory for our transmitted clipboard data.

/*-==----------=--===--=-=~~---------------=-==--=----=---------------=--==-*/
/* FUNCTION: ForceClipACK

/•
IN PUTS;
/ * OUTPUTS;
I• AFFECTED:
/* PURPOSE:

HWND hwnd - Handle to current wi ndo1~.
N/A
Se tMemory.
Forces an ACK character to be sent to the DOS driver, in the
event that a lock-up, or system hang, has occurred.

•/
•/
•/

*/

*/
/*
•/
/*=============================================~-===========================*!

void Forcecl~pACK (HWND hwnd]
{

// Do only if clipboard is open and clip memory has been allocated.
&~ hGlobalSet ! = NULL)

if (OpenClipboard (hwnd)
(

EmptyClipboard(); // Clear the clipboard.
SetMcmory[OJ = 2; // The command byte is the ACK character.
SetMemory[l] = O;
SetMemory[l6J = 1: // Error flag.
Sct.Mcmory[l7] = O;
SctClipboardData{CF TIFF, hGlobalSct); // Place data on clipboard.
CloseClipboard(); 17 Close the clipboard.

5.3.10 RTX ARM GO
------

The RTX_ARM_GO function is called whenever the user issues an
ARM_GO command or the user clicks on the RESET button.
It's primary function is to rearrange the encoder counts found in the
robot registers into numbers which can be interpreted by the robot
control module, situated in the main ToySim module.
This process appears as,
1. All motors are checked whether they lie outside of their

motor limits and are clipped if they do.
2. We pass control, for the moment, to the AdjustMotorMode
function to adjust the motor counts for the manual go
situation.
3. The motor speed is calculated using a complicated
algorithm
4. The data for each motor is placed on tlw .message queue
together with the speed, to be picked up by the ToySim
module
5. The variable ARM GENERAL_STATUS is adjusted to
symbolise that at least one motor is moving.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
C++:
MAX_FACTOR constant array
// TEncoder counts for each motor extreme to extreme.
canst WORD M/1.X FACTORITOTALMOTORS] :
(4836,5260,355~,2750,8442,2142,1230);

C++:

motor structure (already defined)

C++:

Motorlimits structure (already defined)
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Windows:

SendMessage

The algorithm for calculating the speed uses the values in the
MAX_FACTOR array, which represent the total encoder counts for
each motor.
Firstly, we divide the current motor speed (MOTORSPEED) by the
value in the MAX_FACTOR array that corresponds to ~he motor in
question.
Secondly, we divide the maximum speed allowed (MAX_SPEED) by
the user supplied speed for the motor, OR-ed with a slack var}able
(SPEED_SLACK). This slack variable ensure that the result will
NEVER be an infinite number.
Thirdly, The value for the current position is subtracted from the
previous position, to obtain the change in position.
Finally, the motor speed is calculated through th<? multiplication of the
ab1.we three numbers, OR-ed with a frame-slack variable
(AT_LE/\ST_FRAMES). This slack variable ensures that there will
always be at least AT_LEAST_FRAMES to be rendered, to stop the
robot j itteri ng between moves.
The actual conversion of encoder counts for each motor is covered in
the source below.
window handle .

mpu1

calculate motor speed
i

i~-0

~-

.-

~

·- ·-·

case[i]

00" T •.•" T~-:-:--: .... •0
•• ••

~·-·

elbow ·~hou/d-;r
Figure 5.3.1 o
RTX_ARM_GO.

SEND
I

•

I

•

• •

••

:zecl wr'ist2 ~rist1·· 'ya;· ··grip

SEND SEND SEND SEND SEND SEND

WM_OBJECTMOVEH

l

, l

l

I

I

WM_OBJECTMOVEZ WM_OBJECTMOVEP WM_OBJECTMOVEV

WM_OBJ!::CTMOVEH

M_OBJECTMOVE3

WM_OBJECTMOVEH]

.
i=i+1
;

r

i

' no
i>G
!yes

'
send WM OBJECTMOVEDO
-

I

'
adjust ARM_ GENERAL_STATUS
, ... - - - - .......................... _ .... ._ ... - - .. - - ~ - - - - •. -::;:z::::;:-c: __________________ ...

-------------------:s:::::;::: __

I' FUNCTION: RTX /\RM GO
/•
INPUTS: HWND hwnd - The handle to the current window.
/' OUTPUTS: N/A
/* AFFECTED: ARM GENERAL STATUS, RobotMoving.
/* PURPOSE: This function uses the values in the motor structure to move
/'
the robot arm, by sending the values to the parent process.
/~~===~~~~~~~~~c~c=~:::==~=~========~~~~~~~~~c~~=====~~~~~~~~.

':::::I: _ _ . ,

'I
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

=:=~~=~=======*/
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void Rl'X ARM GO(HWND hwnd)
I

-

short
s,1ort
WORD
flo.it

-

int i; // Dummy loop variable.
int Varint, Elbowint, Tempint; // Temporary value storage.
N MOTORSPEED; // The n~W adjusted motor speed.
F[acMotor, FracDiff, Fracspeed; // Fractions of speed.

// Go through all available motors.
for (i = O; i <"' 6; i++)
I

// Get the required new position for motor.
Varint = motor.data_code[i) [DC_NEW_POSITION);
// Adjust it for re.lative mode, if necessary.
(motor:.data code[i] [DC MODE] == RELATIVE MODE)
Var int 1 = 'motor .data3'ode [i] [DC_CURRENf°_POSIT!ON];

if

// Error check on whether it passes motor limits.
it (Varint < MotorLimits[i] [MOTORMIN])
Varint = (short int)MotorLirnits[il [MOTORMIN];
else if (Var int > Motor Limits [ii [MOTORMAX] J
Varint c (short int)MotorLimits[i] [MOTORMAX];
Varint

= AdjustMotorMode((_MOTORS)i, Varint); // Adjust for MANUAL_GO.

// Calculations ~or obtaining the new motor speed.
FracMotor
( float) ( (float) MOTORS PEED/ (float) M1\X FACTOR [ i] ) ;
FracSpeed = (float) ( (float)l1AX SPEED/
( float) (motor :-ctata code [i] {DC SPEED) I SPEED SLACK));
Fr<1cDiff = (float) (abs(motor.dati codo[i] [DC PREVIOUS POSITION] Varint));
motor.dnta ci;<ie[i] [DC PREVIOUS POSITION) = Varint;
IJ_M01'0RSPEf:D • ( BYTE) (FracMoto'r* FracDiff~ FracSpeed)
AT_LEAST_FRAMES;
// Process depending on which motor is to be moved.
switch(i)
I

case ELBOW:
SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVEH, !WORD) (3 I
(N MOTORSPEE0«8) I,
(LPARAM)&(Dummydouble=((double)Varint/{double)ENCODER _ ELBOW) *pi_ 331) ) ;
break;
case SHOULDER:
SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEH, (WORD) (2 I
(N_MO'fORSPEED<<8)),
(LPARAM)&(DUJ1URydouble=((double)Varint/(double)ENCODER_SHOULDER) *pi_180)).
break;
case ZED:
SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVEZ, (WORD) (1 I
IN MOTORSPEE0«8) ) , (LPARAM) & ( DUIIURydouble= (double) Varint/ (double) ENCODER ZEU I ) ;
break;
case WRIST2:
Tempint ~ (short int) (Varint - motor.data code[i1] [DC NEW POSITION]);
i i (Tempint >= MotorLimits[4] [0] && Tempint <;:MoforLimits[4] [111

I

SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEB,

(WORD) (6 I

(N MOTORSPEEO<<B)),

(LPARAM)&IDummydouble~( (double)Templnt/(double)ENCODER ROLLJ*pi 313));

I

-

-

break;
case WRI.~Tl:
Tempint

(short int) (Varint t
motor.data code[i+l] [DC NEW POSITION]);
if (Tempint >= MotorLimits[3)[0J &&Tempint <= Mo-torL-imits{3)[1])
D

I

SendMessage{Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVE:P, (WORD) (5 I
(N_MOTORSPEED<<8) ), (LPARAM)&(Dummydouble=( (double)Tempint/
(double) ENCODER_PITCI!) *pi_l02) ):

I

break;
case YAW:
Elbowint = motor.data code[O) [DC CURRENT POSITION];
if (Elbowint != motor~data code[O] [DC NEW POSITION])
Elbowint = motor.data c0de[OJ [DC N£W POSITION];
Dummydouble = -( ( (double)Elbowint/(double)~ENCODER ELBOW)*pi 331/2+
( (double)Varint/ (double) ENCODER \'AW) *pi 220);
SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVEH, (WORD) (4 1(N_MOTOR5PEED<<8)), (LPARAM)&Dummydouble);
break;
case GRIP:
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SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVEY, (WORD) (7 I
(N_MOTORSPEED«B)), (LPARAM) & (Dwnmydouble= (double)Varintl (dou~le)(60-ENCODER GRIP)));
SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVEY, (WORO)(B I (N MOTORSPEED<<B)),(LPJ\RAM)&(Dwnmydouble~(double)Varintl
(double) (60~ENCODER_GRIPJJJ;
break;
)

ARM_MOTOR_STATUS [i]

I~ OxOOOl;

//

Motor is moving.

I

II Tell parent that it can now start moving the robot.
SendMessage(Parenthwnd, WM OBJECTMOVEOO, o, (LPARAM)hwnd);
RobotMoving = TRUE; II Let-everyone else know.
ARM_GENERAL_STATUS I= OxOOOl; II At least one motor is moving.

5.3.11 UpdateClipboard
The UpdateClipboard function is where the simulation comes into
action. This function reads the data off the clipboard and performs the
relevant action or stores values in the robot registers.
The clipboard data is held in the ClipData and ClipKeep variable
arrays, which have the format,
ClipData[OJ Protocol character. Only perform simulation if
this character is the STX constant.
ClipData[1] Command byte. This byte signifies which RTX
command is to be simulated.
ClipData[3]*256+ClipData[2]

Parameter 1 (integer)

ClipData[5]*256+ClipData[4]

Parameter2 (integer)

ClipData[7]*256+ClipData[6]

Parameter 3 (integer)

ClipData[9]*256+ClipData[BJ

Parameter 4 (integer)

ClipData[11]*256+ClipData[10] Parameter 5 (integer)
ClipData[13]*256+ClipData[12] Parameter 6 (integer)
ClipData[15]*256+ClipData[14] Parameter 7 (integer)
ClipData[17]*256+C/ipData[16/ Error code (integer)

For a much better explanation a good look through the source below
will suffice.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
Selected Clipboard functions (defined earlier)

C++:

SetMemory array (defined earlier)

·. . . . ····· ................................. -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ··"----.. . . . . . . . . . >.;:..m·tt:r~~:~11·~~~1,~ · · · · · · · . . """··--". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~.,t~k-:..~i:.~.•.:.:t

.-.'t·. ~1. ~·~.:.: .

•. ,,1

,.J~..:;;'9 ...
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C++:

motor structure (defined earlier)

C++:

ARM_MOTOR_STATUS (defined earlier)

C++:

ARM_GENERAL_STATUS (defined earlier)
window handle .

-Update Clipboard

mpul

/

.

check formj'[CF_TIFF]
open clipboard[window handle]
ClipKeep<-ClipDataj_data from clipboard

I

Figure 5.3.11
Update Clipboard.

ClipKeep[O]=STX?

no

Jyes

case CUpKeep[1]

.

I .
I .
place ACK on clipboard
ao operation

send data

l

close clipboard

/*======o=====================~===~=======================================*/
/* FUNCTION: UpdateClipboard
*I
/•

INPUTS: HWND hwnd - Handle to the current window.
OUTPUTS: NIA
/• AFFECTED: clipHandle, ClipData, ClipKeep, ClipErrorCode, SetMemory,
I*
motor structure, GO BITS, GO MODE,
I* PURPOSE: This function reads-data off-the clipboard and processes the
/*
information, returning the result back onto the clipboard.
/*
Explanations of the data format can be found in the RTX user's
/•
manual.
/*

•/
•/
*/

*/
*/

'/
*/

•/

1•------===---------=--------===--------=------===------=-===-------==------•1
void UpdateClipboard (HWND hwnd)
[

short
short
short
WORD

inti; II Dummy loop variable.
int Varint, Dataint, Tempint; // Temporary value storage.
int BO, Bl, B2, BJ; II Needed for serial port communications.
TEMP GO MODE, TEMP GO BITS, TEMP MOTORSPEED;
71 Temporary storage for GO_MODE, GO_BITS and MOTORSPEED.

// Do only if clipboard data signalled as TIFF format.
if (IsclipboardFormatAvailable(CF TIFF))
if (OpenClipboard{hwnd)) II Do-only if clipboard is open.
(

ClipHandle

GetClipboardData{CF TIFF);
II Obtain handle-to clipboard.
ClipData = (BYTE *)GlobalLock(ClipHandle); II Get the data.
if (ClipData[O) =• 1)
II This is the start of transmission character.
~

memcpy(&ClipKeep, clipOata, 1SJ; II save the data.
GlobalUnlock(ClipHandle); // Clear clipboard handle,
Emptyclipboard(); // Empty the clipboard.
switch {ClipKeep[l)) // Process depending on the command byte.

r

case 0: /I ARM RAW COMMAND.
// Do only if we are actually online.
if (hPort != NULL)
(

PurgeCOM(); // Empty the comm buffer.
Tempint
(short int) ( (ClipKeep [ 3] «s) + ClipKeep (21);
Data int = {short int) ( (ClipKeep [5] «SJ + ClipKccp[4J);
if ((Tempint == 0) II (Tempint =• 1))
a

(
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i f ( (Dataint >= 1) && (Dataint <"

I

Bl
B2
B3

~

J)

J

(short. intJ((ClipKeep(7J.;<6J + ClipKeep[6]);
{short int) ((ClipKeep[9]«8) + ClipKeep[S]);
(short int) ((ClipKeep[ll]«8) + ClipKeep[lOJJ;

I I Send the bytes to the serial port.
if ( !WriteBytesToCOM(hwnd, Dataint, Bl, B2, B3))
ClipErrorCode = OxOOU; /I Signal error.
else ClipErrorCode

J
else ClipErrorCode

c

~

Ox0053; II Error.

OX0053; II Error.

I I Update view.
TextOUtClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_RAW_COMMru/D",
break;

"ACK");

case 1: I I ARM RAW RESPONSE.
II Do only if We aie actually online.
i f (hPort != NULL)

I

Tempint = (short int)((ClipKeep[3]«8) + ClipKeep{2]);
if ( (Tempint ,.._ 0) 11 (Tempint == l))

I

/ I Read bytes fi:om ,;erial pore
if )ReadBytesFromCOM(hwnd, mo, &Bl, mz, ~B3)

I

TR\IE)

I I Get them ready to be sent back to user.
Se!:Memory[lSJ
HIBYTE(B3);
SetMemory[l4]
LOBYTE{B3);
SetMemory[l3)
HIIHTE(B21;
SetMemory[12)
LOBY'fE(B2);
SetMemory[ll)
HIBYTE(Bl);
SetMemory{lOJ
LOBY'fE(B1);
SetMemory [ 9)
HIBYTE I BO) ;
SetMemory[S)
LOBYTE(BO);

I

else clipErrorCode = OxOOll; II Error occurred.

I

else ClipErrorcode = OY.0053; II Error.

II Update view.
TextoutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_RAW_RESPONSE",
break;

"ACK"!;

case 2: I/ ARM_INIT_COMMS - NOT IMPLEMENTED.

I I Update view.
TextoutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARJ1_INIT _COMMS", "ACK" J;
break;
case 3: II ARM_VERSION - NOT IMPLEMENTED.

II Update view.
TextOUtClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_VERSION", ".'\.CK" J;
break:
case 4: I/ ARM RESTART.
II Tell parent-to stop moving the robot!
if (RobotMoving ~~ TRUE)
Senc!Message(Parenthwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEDONT, O, 0);

II Update view.
TextOUtClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM RESTART", "ACK");
break;
case 5: II ARM_DEFINE_ORIGIN

NOT IMPLEMENTED.

I I Update view.
TextoutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_DEFINE_ORIGIN", "ACK");
break;
case 6: II ARM_RELOAD_PIDS

~

NOT IMPLEMENTED.

II Update view.
TextoutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM RELOAD PIDS"' "ACK");
break:
case 7: I I ARM SET MODE.
II Change the Curre"nt GO_MODE.
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Tempint ~ (short int)((ClipKeepj3]«8) + ClipKeep[2));
Dataint"' (short int) ( (ClipKeep[SJ<<B) + clipKeep[4]);
if (Tempint ( TOTALMOTORS && Dataint <"' DC ACTUAL ·poSITION)
motor .data_code {Tempint] [DC_MODE] ;; Dataillt;
// Update view.
TextOutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_SET_MODE",
break;

"ACK");

case 8: II ARM STOP.
II Tell parent-to stop moving the robot.
if (Robot.Moving "'~ TRUE)
SendMessage { Parenthwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEDONT, O, 0);

II Update view.
TextOutClipWindow(hwnd,
break;

"ARM_STOP", "ACK");

case 9: // ARM GO.
I I Move the robot arm.
GO MODE"' (short int) ((ClipKeep[3]«8) + ClipKeep[2]J;
GO-BITS= lshort int)((ClipKeep[5]«8) + clipKeep[4]);
RTX_ARM_GO(hwnd);

II Update view.
TextOutClipWindow(hwnd,
bre,:ik;

"ARM_GO",

"ACK");

case 10: // ARM MOTOR STATUS.

II Retrieve the-statuS of a particular motor.
I I Update view.
TextOutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_MOTOR_STATUS", "ACK");
Tempint"' (short int) ((ClipKeep[3]<<8) + ClipKeep[2]);
SetMemory[H]
LOBYTE (ARM MOTOR STATUS [TempintJ J;
SetMemory[15J "' HIBYTE(ARM-MOTOR-STATUS[Tempint] );
break;
case 11: I/ ARM GENERAL STATUS.
I I Receive Lhe Statue; of all the motors.

I I Update view.
TextOutClipWindoW(hwnd, ''ARM GENERAL STATUS", "ACK");
SetMemory [ 14]
LOBYTE(ARM GENERAL STATUS);
SetMemory[15] ~ HIBYTE(ARM-GENERAL-STATUS);
break;
case 12: // ARM READ.

I I Read a pa.t·tiCular motor register.
Tempint = (short int) ( (ClipKeep[JJ«B) + ClipKeep[2]);
Dataint = (short int) l (ClipK<,ep[5]«8) + clipKeep[4]);
if (Temp1nt < TOTALMOTORS && Dataint <= DC ACTUAL POSITION)
I

-

-

motor.current "'Tempint;
Va.tint "'motor.data code[Tempint] [Oataint);
motor. current_data _Code [ Tempint J = Dataint;
// Update view.
TextOutClipWinriow(hwnd, "ARM READ", "ACK");
SetMemory[l4) = LOBYTE(VarinII;
SetMemory[lSJ = HIBYTE(Varint);
break;
case 13: II ARM WRITE.
// Write data tO a particular motor register.
Tempint ,_ (short int) ((ClipKeep[3]«8) + clipKeep[2J);
Dataint = (short int) ((ClipKeep(5]<<8) + clipKeep[4] );
if (Tempint < TOTALMOTORS && Dataint <= DC ACTUAL POSITION)

I

-

-

motor.current = Tempint;
Vadnt = (short int) ( IClipKeep[7)«8) + ClipKeep[6]);
i f (Dataint "'= DC SPEED)

I

-

if (Varint < 0) Varint ,_ O;
else if (Varint > MAX_SPEED) Varint

= MAX_SPEED;

I
i f (Dataint == DC NEW POSITION)
motor.data cod'e[Teiiipint] [DC PREVIOUS POSITION]
= motor .data code [Tempi.ntf[DC ACTUAL POSITION);
motor.data code[T"empint) [Dataint] ~ Varint;
motor.curre"nt_data_code{Tempint] "'Dataint;
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// Update view.
TextoutclipWindow(hwnd, "ARM_WRITE"' "ACK");
)

break;
case 14: // ARM INTERPOLATE.
// Perform an arm interpolation.
for (i=O; i <= 6; i++)
motor.data code[i)[DC NEW POSITION] = (short int) (
motor.data-code[i](DC-CURRENT POSITION]
+ lshor:t -int) ( (ClipKeep[i*2+3)«8) + ClipKeep[i*2+2]));
TEMP MOTORSPEED = MOTORSPEED; // Save current values.
TEMP-GO MODE= GO MODE;
TEMP-GO-BITS= GO-BITS;
MOTORSPEED ~ INTERPOLATE MOTORSPEED,
GO MODE "" NUMERI:: GO;
GO-BITS= Oxl555;-// Move all motors.
RTX-ARM GO (hwnd);
GO-BITS= TEMP Go BITS; // Retrieve previously saved values.
GO-MODE = TEMP-GO-MODE;
MOTORSPEED ~ TEMP=MOTORSPEED;
// Update view.
TextoutClipWindow(hwnd, "ARM INTERPOLATE"' "ACK" J;
break;
case 15: // ARM_SOAK - NOT IMPLEMENTED.
I I update view.
TextOutCl.ipWindow (hwnd, "ARM SOAK", "ACK");
break;
-

default:// UNKNOWN_COMMAND
// Update view.
TextOutClipWindow(hwnd, "UNKNOWN_COMl1AND", "'');
if (hGlobalSet != NULL)
{

setMemory[OJ = 2; // This is the ACK character.
setMernory[l] = ClipKeep[l];
setMernory{17] = HIBYTE(ClipErrorCode); // The error code
SetMernory[l6] = LOBYTE(ClipErrorCode);
SetClipboardData(CF TIFF, hGlobalSet); // Place on clipboard.
if (ClipSTEP == TRUE) // Do only if in step mode.,
DebugMsg("continue debug?\n");
)

else GlobalUnlock(ClipHandle); // Release handle to clipboatd.
CloseClipboard(); // Close the clipboard.
)

5.3.12 Routines found in WindowProc

The following two routines are executed whenever the main ToySim
module signals that a motor has either completed its motion or that a
motor is part-way completing its motion.
WM_OBJECTMOVEDONE is used to signal that the motor specified
in Iparam has completed its motion and so should have its current
position register updated.
If the value of Iparam is 65536 then this means that ALL motors have
completed their motion, so we should update the RobotMoving
variable to FALSE and adjust the ARM_.GENERAL_STATUS
variable.
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WM OBJECTMOVEPART is used to signal that part of a motion has
been completed, with a pointer to a CurrentObjects structure
embedded in the lparam parameter. This message is sent so that we
keep our actual position register updated with the most recent number.
This does not need to be supported, as it slows down the whole
simulation process, but is provided for completeness; and it looks
better having the display dynamically updating.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
Cu rrentO bjects structure
#define MAXOBJECTS 16
II Envelope object always LAST object!! i.e. 15!!
struct OBJECTTYPE{
BOOL
ACTIVE;
/f True if object initialised
char
NAME[32);
fl The object file, filename.x
double IX, IY, IZ;
ff Starting position of object in x,y,z format
double PITCH;
ff Initial pitch angle in degr.ees
double BANK;
ff Initial banking angle in degrees
double YAW;
ff Initial yaw angle in degrees
double SX, SY, SZ;
If Initial scaling factors for x,y,z planes
double JX, JY, JZ;
If Point in object where joint can occur, in x,y,z
int
LINK;
ff Object no. to which this object links to (-l~none)
);

typedef
ff List

OBJECTTYPE OBJECTLIST(MAXOBJECTS);
allowed objects

of

case WM OBJECTMOVEDONF.: If Received when a previously instructed robot
ff move has completed.
switch(lparam) fl Process the result; lparam relates to the motor!
(

// Update the motor variables following the move.
case 1:
Upda.teMotorsAfterMove(ZED);
breill:;
case 2:
Upda teMotor sAfterMove (SHOULDER) ;
break;
case 3:
UpdateMotorsAfterMove (ELBOW) ;
breal:;
case 4:
UpdateMotorsAfterMove(YAW);
break;
case 5:
UpdateMotorsAfterMove(WRISTl);
breal:;
case 6:
UpdateMotorsAfterMove(WRIST2);
break;
case 7:
case 8:
UpdateMotorsAfterMove(GRIP);
break;
case 65536: // All motors finished moving.
RobotMoving = FALSE; // No longer moving.
APJ1 GE:NEPAL ST.n.Tus

f..:::c

Oxfffe; / / .1\dju~t general ~t.1tu::: to m~tch4

break;
)

break;
case WM OBJECTMOVEPART: // Part of a robot move was completed. This could
// be omitted for an increase in speed, at cost of
// loss in accuracy.
// Get the current object information.
memcpy (&Curren tObj ec ts, (LPVOID) lparam, si zeof (_OBJECTOFFSETLIST) ) ;

If Adjust the motor values into 1espective motor encoder counts.
// ZED,
motor.data code[ZEO] [DC ACTUAL POSITION) ~
(short int) (CurrentObjects[l) ,Z*ENCODER_ZEO);
// SHOULDER.
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motor.data code[SHOULDER] [DC ACTUAL POSITION] =
(short int) ( (Current06Jects [2] .H*-ENCODER_SHOULDER) /pi_180);
// ELBOW.
motor.data code!ELBOWJ!DC ACTUAL POSITION] =
(short int) {(CurrentObjects [3] .H*-ENCODER_ELBOW) /pi_331) I
JI YAW
motor.data code[YAWJ(DC ACTUAL POSITION] =
(short int) ((ENCODER-YAW/pi-220)* {Current0bjects[4].H +
((m~tor.data code[ELBOW] [DC ACTUAL POSITION]*pi 331)/(-ENCODER ELB0W*2))));
/ / PITCH. (WRISTl & WRIST2) •
motor.data code[WRIST2] [DC ACTUAL POSITION] =
(short Int) ( ( (Currentob}'ects [Sf. l>-ENCODER._PITCH) /pi_102) motor.data code[WRISTl] [DC ACTUAL P0SITIONJ);
// ROLL. (WRISTl & WRIST2).
motor.data code[WRISTl] [DC ACTUAL POSITION] =
(short 1nt) (({CurrentObJCCts[6].P*ENC0DER ROLL)/pi 313) +
motor.data code[WRIST2] [DC ACTUAL POSITION]);
JI GRIP
motor.data code[GRIPJ [DC ACTUAL POSITION] =
( sh-ort int) (Cur rentObj ects [ 6] • Y* 60 *ENCODER_GRIP) ;
breal:;

5.4 Robot specifications

All of the functions necessary for the parsing of the ·ROBOT.SPEC
configuration file can be found in the source files TSParse.h and
TSParse.cpp.
TSParse

l

open file

I .

1,

read text lme

J.

delete leading spaces

j
get first word

Figure 5.4
TSParse.

(chars bounred by spj~ce)
subtract from line
/

pa rams

get next word
until line empty

I

case [first wordj
do co~mand

I

go through

whole file _ _ _ _.....,

We have already discussed at length the concepts behind this module and
quoting source code will not make it more exciting. It is simply a very simple
text parser module to read in and decipher the ROBOT.SPEC file.
Remember, of course, that the full source to this and all modules
IS supplied with this thesis and should be read to gain a better
understanding.

A reproduction of the ROBOT .SPEC file appears here,
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#l#################i#lff#########ffff##
# This is a demo ROBOT.SPEC file !
H####l#H######l##~################I#

i Note:comment lines begin with a
# Only _ONE_ command per line!

t

'#'.

Example INIT block

# INIT <block number>
#
NAME <filename.x>

•'
'''
•
•'•
•••
•
•'•
''

;Identifies the current initialisation blockl0 •. 15)
;The filename of the .x object file
;NOTE: If you use textures in your object files,
;they MUST be a power of 2 in size,
;i.e. 64x64~ 12Bxl28, 256x2S6, etc ...
POSN <x> <y> <z>
;The initial x,y,z co-ordinates of the object
PITCH <radians>
;The initial pitch angle (-pi .. pi)
DANK <radians>
;The initial banbng angle (-pi. .pi)
YAW <radians>
;The initial yaw angle (-pi .. pi)
SCALE <x> <y>
;Scales the object in any/all of the 3 dimensions
JOINT <x> <y>
; Point inside object w/1cre ,1 joint can occur, other
;than the pivot. At the moment c1ll objects are
:limit.:.d to only two Joints per object, i.e. the
;pivot and one otho:r joint.
LINK <block number> :Link this object's pivot to the specified object's
;joint ... as described hy the JOINT command. At
;the moment iln obJ.:,ct 111ay he linked to only one
;other object. (-1 to, no lin);, i.e. links to th('
;default frnme)
ENDlNIT
;!::nds the current blod.

"'

ij The following are the default values,

i commands be omitted ...
# NAME
"DEFAULT .X"
# POSN
# PITCH

# BANK
# YAW

(0.0,0.0,0.0)
0.0
0.0
0.0

J SCALE
# JOINT

(0.0,0.0,0,0)

# LINK

-1

(1.0, 1.0, 1.0)

Initialisation for the envelope object
It/IT -1
NAME
.. \objects\X\envelope.x
POSN o.o 0.0 0.0
SCALE s.o 5.0 4.0
ENDINIT
# Initialisation for the robot column
INIT 0
NAMS .. \objects\X\column.z
POSN a.o o.o o.o
PITCII o.o
SANK

YAW

o.o

0 .0
SCALE 1.0 1.0 1.0
JOINT o.o 0.0 o.o
LINK .J
ENDINIT

# Initialisation for the robot shoulder
INIT 1

NAME

.. \objects\X\shoulder.x

POSN

-0.16 -0.09 1.03

PITCH 0.0
Ol\NK 0 .0
YAW
0.0

SCALE 1.0 1.0 1.0
JOINT o.o 0.0 0.0
LINK

0

ENDlNIT
# Initialisation for the robot upper-arm
INIT 2
NAM>;
.• \objects\X\upperarm.x
POSN -o.02s 0.04 a.ass
PITCH 0 .0
Ol\NK 0.0
YAW

o.o

SCALE 1.0 1.0 1.0
JOINT o.o 0.0 0.0
LINK 1
ENDINIT

should any of Lhe above
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H Initialisation for the robot lower-arm
INIT 3
NAME .. \objects\Y.\lowerarm.x

POSN

-0.22 0.01 -0.09

PITCH 0.0
0.0
0.0
SCALE 1.0 1.0 1.0
JOINT 0.0 0.0 0.0
BANK

YAW

LINK

2

ENDINIT
# Initialisation for the robot wrist
INIT 4

NAME .. \objects\Y.\wrist.x
POSN -0.22 0.0 -0.037
PITCH 0.0
BANK

YAW

0.0

o.o

SCALE 1.0 1.0 J.(I

JOINT 0.0 0.0 0.0
LINK

3

ENDINIT
H Initialisation [or the robot gripper 11)
INIT 5
NAME .. \objects\Y.\gripperl.x
POSN -0.02 0.0 0.0

PITCII 0.0
BANK

YAW

o.o

0.0
SCALE 1.0 1.0 1.0
JOINT 0.0 o.o o.o
LINK

~

ENDINIT

tt Initialisation for the robot gripper 12)
INIT 6
NAME .. \objects\Y.\gripper2,X
POSN -0.03 0.0 0.0
PITCH o.o
0.0
0.0
SCALE 1.0 l.O 1.0
JOINT 0.0 o.o 0.0

BANK

YAW

LINK

5

ENDINIT

tt Initialisation for the robot gripl
INIT 7
NAME

.. \objects\X\gripl.x
POSN -0.015 -0.007 o.o
PITCH 0.0

BANK

YAW

0.0
ll. 0

SCALE 1.0 1.0 1.(1

JOINT 0.0 0.(1 0.0
LINK

6

ENDINIT
ff Initialisation (or the robot grip2
IN11' 8

NAME
POSN

.. \objects\X\grip2.x
-0.015 0.007 0.0

PITCH 0.0
BANK 0.0

YAW

o.o

SCALE 1.01.0J.0

JOINT 0.0 0.0 0.0
LINK

6

ENDINIT

5.5 Robot control

As we continued along programming the simulator it became apparent that
facets of the robot control objectives were appearing in other modules. It soon
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became obvious that it was gomg to be impossible to separate out the
functions into a module in its own right.
Part of our rules for designing the simulator stated that the simulator was to be
a device-independent package, whereby with the alteration of the
ROBOT.SPEC file and the inclusion of another module in place of the
TSDriver module, we would be able to simulate a completely different robot..
In order for this to occur the rest of the package had to remain largely
independent and the only way this could be achieved was to place some
functions in the TSDriver module and the rest in the ToySim main module.
We have already examined how the TSDriver module addresses the robot
control question, as it translates the robot encoder counts and ca1culates the
necessary speed and frame rates. These are then sent via the Windows""
message queue lo the ToySim main module, for the rest of the robot control
routines to process.
The remainder of the robot control routines, introduced above, are found in
the WindowProc function of the ToySim.cpp file.
Subjects of significance addressed by this function include
Windows:
ObjOffList structure
struct OBJECTOFFSETTYPE(
LPDIRECT3DRMFRAME parent;
// Direct3D pointer to parent object
double X, Xinc, XF;
// X offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double Y, Yinc, YF;
// Y offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double Z, Zinc, ZF;
// z offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double H, Hine, HF;
// Heading of(set, No. of factors, factor offset value
double P, Pinc, PF;
// Pitch offset, No. of factors, factor offset value
double B, Binc, BF;
// Bank offset, No. of factors, factor offset value

,,

typedef OBJECTOFFSETTYPE OBJECTOFFSETLIST[MAXOBJECTS);
// List Of object offsets -

Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEY system message

This message is sent by the driver module to signal that
a move is desired in the Y direction. The ID number of
the object to be moved (the number taken from the
ROBOT.SPEC file) is held in the low byte of wparam,
and the speed is held in the high byte of wparam. The
pointer to the ObjOffi,ist structure element YF, which
at the moment represents encoder counts, is held in
lparam and so is copied down.
The YF element becomes the factor that is added to the
object's current Yvalue at every frame interval, while
the Yinc element denotes the number of frames.
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Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEZ system message
This message is sent by the driver module to signal that
a move is desired in the Z direction. The ID number of
the object to be moved (the number taken from the
ROBOT.SPEC file) is held in the low byte of wparam,
and the speed is held in the high byte of wparam. The
pointer to the ObjOffi..ist structure element ZF. which
at the moment represents encoder counts, is held in
lparam and so is copied down.

The ZF element becomes the factor that is added to the
object's current Z value at every frame interval. while
the Zinc element denotes the number of frames.
Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEH system message
This message is sent by the driver module to signal that
a rotation is desired about the H axis. The ID number of
the object to be moved (the number taken from the
ROBOT.SPEC file) is held in the low byte ofwparam,
and the speed is held in the high byte of wparam. The
pointer to the ObjOflList structure element HF, which
at the moment represents encoder counts, is held in
lparam and so is copied dmvn.

The HF element becomes the factor that is added to the
object's current H value at every frame interval, while
the Hine element denotes the number of frames.
Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEP system message
This message is sent by the driver module to signal that
a rotation is desired about the P axis. The ID number of
the object to be moved (the number taken from the
ROBOT.SPEC file) is held in the low byte ofwparam,
and the speed is held in the high byte of wparam. The
pointer to the ObjOftList structur!! element PF, which
at the moment represents encoder counts, is held in
lparam and so is copied dmvn.

The PF element becomes the factor that is added to the
object's current P value at every frame interval, while
the Pinc element denotes the number of frames.
Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEB system message
This message is sent by the driver module to signal that
a rotation is desired about the B axis. The ID number of
the object to be moved (the number taken from the
ROBOT.SPEC file) is held in the low byte of wparam,
and the speed is held in the high byte of wparam. The
pointer to the ObjOfiList structure element BF, which

'?'..i,:. ·r,:".T.:<''.·';":·:··i·;:c··
.. '-' - "·: .
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at the moment represents encoder counts, 1s held in
lparam and so is copied down.
The BF element becomes the factor that is added to the
object's current 8 value at every frame interval, while
the Sine element denotes the number of frames.
Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEDO system message
This message is received after the driver module has
received the RTX ARM GO command. This routine
simply accepts this message and initiates the system
timer to interrupt at every frame interval, defined by the
value in the variable ObjectDe/ay.

Windows:

WM_OBJECTMOVEDONT system message
This message is received to instruct us to stop the
movement of the robot immediately. Here, we simply
reset the ObjOffList structure variables Xinc, Yinc,
Zinc, Hine, Pinc, Sine to zero. This will take effect
the next time the timer interrupts, whereby our
associated routine, explained below, will deduce that
the motion has been completed and stop the arm.

Windows:

WM_TIMER system message
This is the message that is received every time the
system timer interrupts, as specified by the ObjectDelay
variable.

The routine updates the elements in the ObjOflList
structure, and decrements the increment counters (Xinc,
Yinc, etc.). When one of these increment counters goes
to zero, this motor is deduced to have completed its
motion and so the driver module is notified. Also, if all
counters are zero, the driver is notified that all motion
has stopped.
The

routine

uses

the

DirectX"'

functions

of

SetRotation, SetPosition and SetOrientation to

prepare the objects to be moved the next time the
Render() function is called.
object number. _
.- ...• WM OBJECTMQVEA
A:aY,Z,H,P or B
"'1'"1
;

Figure 5.5
WM_OBJECTMOVEA.

ObjOIIList[objecl number].AF<-ObjOFILiat[objoct number).AF-ObjOIILlsl!objoct numberJ.A
I

ObjOffListJobjoct n~mbor].Ainc<-speod
!

ObjorrUst[object numbor].AF<-ObjOffList(objoct number).AF/speed
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WM TIMER

-i

i<-0
fnjectod Ob"Offl'IS t{li]
A" c<>O? fa!so
A= Y,Z,H,P or B --wiliiur1 .m
J
jtrnc

ObjOfflist[i).A< -ObjOffList[i}.A+ObjOfflist[i].AF

I

ObjOfflist[i].Ain c<-ObjOffList[i].Ainc-1

Figure 5.5.1
WM_TIMER.

s

pl ..

YorZ- ct os1t1on
I

Hp

0,

8 <> 0

'
SetOrientation
H,PorB~

I

SetRotation

!
Move

H.PandB ::Q

case WM OBJECTMOVEY: // The object needs to be moved in the Y direction.
Obj ectNum r- wparam & Oxff; // Obtain the object numbei::.
wparam"' wparam>>B; // Obtain the speed.
// Only do if object number is valid and object is active.
if (ObjectNum < MAXOBJECTS U Obj ectList [Objectt/U"l] .AC'flVE)
l
// Get object information.
memcpy ( &ObjOffList [Obj ectNum] . Yf", ( LPVOID) lpa ram, si:::eof (double)) ;
// Calculate the increments needcd to accomplish the move.
ObjOffList [Obj ectNum] . Yr - "' objOffList {Obj ecU/um 1 • Y;
ObjOffList[ObjectNum].Yinc "'wparilm;
ObjOffList{ObjectNum).Yf /= (double)wparam;
I

break;
case WM OBJECTMOVEZ: // The object needs to be moved in the Z direction.
ObjectNum"' wpilram ~ Oxff; // Obtain the 0bject number.
wparam"' wparam>>9; // Obtain the speed.
// Only do if object number is valid and object is active.
if (ObjectNum < MAXOBJECTS && ObjcctList[nhjectNum].ACTIVE)
(

// Get object information.
memcpy ( &Obj Of fList (Obj ectNum] . ZF, ( LPVOID) 1 parilm, si;:eof (double I ) ;
// calculate the incremonts needed to accomplish the move.
ObjOffList[ObjectNum].ZF -~ ObjOffList[ObjectNum] .Z;
ObjOffList[ObjectNum).Zinc ~ wparam;
ObjOffList I Obj ectNum] . ZF /"' idoubl e) 1,rparam;
I
break;
case WM OBJECTMOVEH: // The object needs its heading changed.
ObjectNum = wparam & Oxff; // Obtain the object number.
wparam"' wparam>>9; // Obtain the speed.
// Only do if object number is valid and object is active.
if (ObjectNum < MAXOBJECTS && ObjectList(ObjectNum].ACTIVE)
!
// Get object information.
memcpy ( &ObjOffList [ObjectNum) .HF, ( LPVOIO) lparam, si:::eof (double) ) ;
// calculate increments needed to accomplish the move.
ObjO ff List [Obj ectNwn] . IIF _,. Obj Of fLi st [Obj ec tNum] . I!;
ObjOffList[ObjectNum].Hinc"' wparam;
ObjOffList(ObjectNum].!lF /"' (double)Wparam;
)

break;

case WM OBJECTMOVEP: // The object needs its pitch changed.

objectNum ~ wparam & Oxff; // Obtain the object number.
wparam = wparam>>8; II Obtain the speed.
// Only do if object number is valid and object is active.
if (objectNum < MAXOBJECTS && ObjectList(ObjectNum].ACTIVE}

I

.

// Get object information.
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memcpy (&ObjOf!List{ObjectNum). PF,

(LPVOIDJ Jp,iram, sueof(double));

II Calculate increments needed to accomplish the move.

ObjOffList{ObjectNum).PF -= ObjOffList[ObjectNumJ.P;
ObjOffList(ObjectNumJ .Pinc~ Wparam;
objOffList[ObjectNum] .:'F I= (double)Wparam;
I

breilk;
case WM OBJECTMOVEB: II The ob1ecl needs to change its banking value.
ObjeCtNum = Wpatam & Oxff; I I Obtain the object number.
wparam ~ wparam>>8; // Obtain the speed.
JI Only do if object number 1s valid and object is active.
if (ObJectNum < MAXOBJf:C'fS &, ObJectL1st[ObJectNuro) .l\CTJVE)

I
// Get object rnto1m.1t1on.
memcpy ( &Obj Of fL1 st I ObJ ect!lumJ . Bf,

( l,PVOID) lpaI"am, si zeof {double) ) ;

// Calculate 1ucrements n<:.'eded to accomplish the move.
ObJO!fLisl[ObJ('Ctlhirnl .BP-• ObJOf(List(ObjectNurn] .B;
ObJOffList(Objt·cUJumj .!line = wparam;
ObjOHList(Objccll/um] .HF' I= (double)wparnm;

I

break;
case WM OBJECTMOVEDO: // Robot move requested.
Dn.v'erhwnd = (mlND)lpdram; // Get handle to driver window.
// lnilialise t.he delay betwt:en (tames.
SetTimer j w1n, OBJECTTIMER, Obj ectDelay, NULL) ;
break;
case WM OBJECTMOVEDONT: II Robot told Lo stop.
II R"eset all object J.llcrements to 0.
for IJ. "' O; 1 < MAY.OBJECTS; iH)
I

ObjOffList[i]
OhjOffList[i)
ObJOffL1st[i]
ObjOtfList[i)
ObjOffLisL[i)
ObJOffList[iJ

.X1nc
.Yinc
.Zinc
.IJJ.nc
.Pim:
.Binc

O;
O;
O;
O;
O:

O;

I

break;
case Vn1 TIMER; // Called whenever a frame should be displayed.
TotaIMovecount "' O; !/ Initialise total object moves to o.
II Do only if this is the· correct timer event!
// And the driver window is activated.
if (wparam "'"' OBJECTTIMER && TSWinOrvOpen)

I
II Got through all the ,1vailable objects.
(or (i = O; i < MA.'<OBJECTS; iH)
I

ObjectMoveCount"' O; // Initialise object moves to 0.

II Adjust (X,Y,ZJ if needed.
if

(ObjOffList[i]. Yinc != 0 11 ObjOffList [i) .Zinc != OJ

I

if (ObjO!fList[l].Ylnc !« OJ
(ObjOffList[i]. Y += ObjOffList(i). YF; ObjOffList[i]. Yinc--;)
if (ObjOffList[i] .Zinc != 0)
{Obj OffList [i] . Z += 0bj Off List [ i] . Zf"; ObjOffList [ i] . Zinc--; J
info->frame[il->Set~vsition(ObjOffList(iJ .parPnt,
030VAL(ObjectList{i] .IY + ObjOffList[i). Y),
D3DVAL(ObjectList[i).lZ + ObjOffList[i] .Z),
D30VAL(ObjectList[i) .IX+ ObjOffList(i) .X));
TotalMovecount+-+;
If An object has been moved.
ObjectMoveCount++;

// Adjust heading, pitch and banking if needed.
if (ObjOffList[iJ.Hinc != 0 II ObjOffList[i].Pinc != 0
11 ObjOffList[i) .Binc !"' 0)
if (ObjOffList[i) .Hine != 0)
[Ob]OffL1st[i) .H += ObjOffList[i] .HF; ObjOffList[i].Hinc--; J
if (ObjOffList[i] .Pinc !« 0)
! ObjOffList f i] . P += ObjOffList [ i] • PF; ObjOffList [ i] . Pinc--; J
if (ObjOffList[i).Binc != 0)
(ObjOffList[i] .6 += ObjOffList[iJ.BF; ObjOffList!i] .Binc--;]
info->frame[i]->SetOrientation(ObjOffList[i).paI"ent,
03DVAL(O.O), D3DVAL(O.O), D30VAL(l.0),
03DVAL(0.0), D3DVAL(l.0), D3DVAL{0.0));
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info->frame{i]->SetRotation(ObjOffList[i) .parent,
D3DVAL(O.O), D3DVAL(1.0), D3DVAL(0,0),
D3DVAL{objectList[i).YAW + ObjOffList[i].H));
Active Window->frame[i]->Move(D3DVAL(l.OJJ;
info->frame[i]->SetRotation(ObjOffList[iJ .parent,
D3DVAL(l.O), D3DVAL(O.OJ, D3DVAL(0.0),
D3DVAL(ObjectList[i) .PITCH+ ObjOffList[i].PJ);
Active Window->frame[i]->Move(D3DVAL(l.OJ);
info->frame[i)->SetRotation(ObjOffList[i].parent,
03DVAL(O.O), D3DVAL(O.O>, D3DVAL(l.O),
D3DVAL{ObjectList[i].BANK + ObjOffList[i].B));
Active window->frame[i)->Move(D3DVAL(l.O}};
info->frame[iJ->SetRotation(ObjOffList[i).parent,
D3DVAL(0,0), D3DVAL(0,0), D3DVAL(O.O),
D3DVAL (0. 0));
Active Window->frame[i]->Move(D3DVAL(l.O)J;
Tol:.alMoveCount++; // An object has been moved.
ObjectMo~ecount++;
)

// Let us know that this particular object has completed its
// move.
if (ObjectMoveCount == O)
PostMessage(Driverhwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEDONE, O, (LPARAM)i);
)

// Let us know that all objects have finished moving.
if (Tota!Movecount == OJ
I
KillTimer(win, OBJECTTIMER); // No longer need the timer.
PostMessage(D~iverhwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEDONE, 0, (LPARAM)65536);
I
else// Only part of a move has been completed.
{

PostMessage(win, WM PLOTDTRAlLS, 0, O);
PostMessage(Driverhwnd, WM_OBJECTMOVEPART, O,

(LPARAM)&ObjOffList);

l
break;

5.6 Robot extras
Here we look at some extra functions that were added along the way to either
improve the perfonnance of the simulator or improve its appearance.

5.6.1 T.he SNAP funct_io_n__
The SNAP function is implemented as a dialog box, which alters the
snap setting used in moving the pointer object. The SNAP setting
simply decides the accuracy of the pointer's movement. The higher the
value the less accurate the movement, but the faster it will move.
SNAP is accessed via the main menu,
Figure 5.6.1
Snap Menu.

:~,;~:~,~~.·,······ \\!!'~~~/;.;ti
The dialog box appears as follows,

Figure 5.6.1.1
Snap Dialog.
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/*=---====---========--=====================---=~==~=========-------------*/
/* FUNCTION: SnapDlgProc
*/
/*
INPUTS: HWND win
- Handle to current window.
*/
/*
unsigned msg - Returned windows message.
*/
I*
WORD wparam - WIN95 variable.
*/
/*
LONG lparam - WIN95 variable.
*/
/* OUTPUTS: BOOL
- TRUE if message valid.
*/
/* AFFECTED: TIPScale.
*/
/* PURPOSE: Function for the 'Snap' dialog box. Just processes the messages*/
/*
that are directed towards this dialog box, such as the OK or
*/
/*
CANCEL buttons being clicked, or the Snap UP/DOWN buttons being*/
/*
clicked. Consequently, the TIPScale variable is altered!
*/
/*=============================================~=================-===-----=*/
BOOL FAR PASCAL SnapDlgProc(HWND win,
'
unsigned msg,
WORD wparam,
LONG lparam)
char TIPScaleString[255]; // Temporary string storage.
static int TempTIP;
// Temporary storage for TIPScale.
lparam = lparam; // Dummy assign.
switch(msg)

// Check system message for compliance with accepted value.

(

case WM INITDIALOG: // Dialog window first opened.
TempTIP = (int)TIPScale; // Backup the Scale value.
sprintf(TIPScaleString, "%d to l ratio\0", TempTIP); // Show it.
SetDlgitemText(win, IDC SNAPEDIT, TIPScaleString);
return TRUE;// All OK so far.
break;
case WM COMMAND:// Command message received.
switch(wparam) // Process this message.
{

case IDOK: // OK button clicked.
TIPScale = (D3DVALUE)TempTIP; // Re-assign TIPScale.
case IDCANCEL: // CANCEL button clicked.
EndDialog(win, TRUE); // Close dialog window.
return TRUE; // All OK.
break;
case IDC SNAPBUTTONl: // SNAP button UP clicked.
if (TempTIP < 100) TempTIP += l; // Maximum value is 100.
sprintf (TIPScaleString, "'/;d to l ratio\0", TempTIP); // Show it.
SetDlgitemText(win, !DC SNAPEDIT, TIPScaleString);
return TRUE; // All ok.break;
case IDC SNAPBUTTON2: // SNAP button DOWN clicked.
if (TempTIP > 1) TempTIP -= l; // Minimum value is 1.
sprintf(TIPScalestring, "%ct to 1 ratio\O", TempTIP); // Show it.
SetDlgitemText{win, IDC SNAPEDIT, TIPScaleString);
return TRUE;// All OK.break;

l
break;
return FALSE; // Unknown message received!

5.6.2 The Dynamic Trails module
This module can be best explained by the following screen dump,

igure 5.6.2
Dynamic Trails
Window.
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ft's purpose is to plot a continuous line corresponding to the movement
of the robot tip in the relevant axis plane, while allowing the user to
alter the pen colour at any time during plotting.
The functions which arc of relevance to us here arc
•
•
•

ShowFrontPlane
ShowSidePlane
ShowTopPlane

/ • -'<-=~=.-==~=-'== --- • --·······--'"'"-'-=====&--=----------=--'D-'-'=D--e-· ------

---------&• /

1• f"UNCTION: ShowrrontPldne
1•
/•

I•
/'
/ ..
/•

•/
IUPU'l'S: HWND win
Handle to current window.
'I
WORD CenterY., CenterY
'Raw' co-ordinates for plot.
*/
OUTPUT!>: ti/A
•I
AF'F'ECTED: Ill A
•I
PURPOSF.; Displays the plot. ,wsor.ldt.lid with the, FROll'!'-Vif.:W, originating •/
from the center co-ordin;:n.es (Cr., Cy).
•/

/*··------------ - - - - - - - - - - - = - - ~

,. --·--· - - - - - - - -- ----

- ..• ···--

··--··----------~=-~=g•/

void ShowFronLPl,1ue(HWND win,
WOR!J Cent.err.,
WORD Cent,n\')
HDC hdc;
II Handle to r:urrent device contr,:-:t.
int CY., Cy; I I Processed co-ordinatf!s for plol.
hdc = GetOC(winJ; II Gl.'t currl.'nt d,:,vice conte.~t.
Cy,
Cy

·rsver.tor.x•sc,1leF'actorX -1 Cent('ri'.; // 'Coo)·.' the centr,r co-ordinates.
CenterY - TSVector. y•sr.alef\1ctorY;

//Plot onl•/ if center co-ordinates within dllowable region.
if !CX > CenlerY.-CENTER WID'!'ll U C:-:
C('nterX-1CENTER WIDTH ~&
Cy > Center'!'-CENTER=Hf:JGHT H Cy < CenterY+CENTER=HEIGHTI
// Change to current drawing colour.
SelectObJect ( hdc, hDTrall sPens ! DTr a1l p.,ncolor J ) ;
II Plot 'dot' onto screen,
Rectanglelhdc, Cx, Cy, CX-IPEfl THICK, Cy+PEN THICK);
DeleteObJect ( hOTr ails Pens! D'!'ril 1 l PC'nColor) J ; - / / Rel,•,1se col our-ob] ect.
// Again, chang,:, Lo curn·nt tlrawu,g colour.
Select.Ob] ect (Ouf ferhDCMemory, hDT raj ls Pens [ DTr,ul PenColor) ) :
JI Plot 'dol' onto video swap buffer.
Rectanglc(flufferhDCMemory, Cx, Cy, C;,;tPEN THICK, Cy•PEN THICK);
DeleteObJ ect ( hDT r .i1-l:<Pens I DTr ,u l PenCol or l f; I I Release Colour-object.
Releaseoc (win, hdc): I I Release device conte:-:t handle.

/•=====-'===========~=======================~=~=======~~-==========~===~=====•/
/• FUNCTION: ShowSidePlane
/•
INPUTS: !!WND win
Handle to current window.
/•
WORD CenterX, CenterY
'Raw' co-ordinates for plot.
/• OUTPUTS: N/A
I• AFFECTED: N/A
/' PURPOSE: Displ,1ys the plot associat,:,d with the SIDE-\'H:w, originatlng
/•
from the center co-ord1-nates !C:-:, Cy).
/·
NOTE: Identical to previous function except in the way the ex o cy
/•
variables are 'cooked'.

•/
•/
•/
•/
•/
'/
•/
•/
•/

/•=========================r~=====================oo•~=~~===o========~-'~~=~=~•/
void ShowSidePlane(HWNO win,
WORD Cent,:,r:,:,
WORD Cent et Y)
HDC hdc;
int CY., Cy;
hdc
ex
Cy

~

GetDC(win);
TSVector.Z*ScaleFactorX t CenterX; // •.• Note the differences here!
Center~ - TSVector.Y•scaleFactor'!';

if (Cx > CenterX-CENTER_WiDTH

&& Cx < CenterX+CENTER_WIDTH &&
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Cy > Center'f-CENTER_HEIGUT

&&

Cy < CenterY+CENTER_HEIGHT)

SelectObject(hdc, hDTrailsPens{DTrailPenColor]J;
Rectangle(hdc, ex, cy, Cx+PEN_THICK, Cy+PEN_THICK);
DeleteObject(hDTrailsPens[DTrailPenColor]);
SelectObject(BufferhDCMemory, hDTrailsPens[DTrailPenColorJ);
Rectangle(BufferhDCMemory, ex, Cy, Cx+PEN THICK, Cy+PEN THICK);
DclcteObject(hDTrailsPens[DTrailPenColorJT1
RelcascDC(win, hdc);

I* FUNCTION: ShowTopPlanc
/•
INPUTS: HWND win
- Handle to current window.
I•
1':0RD CcnterX, Ccntcr'f - 'Raw' co-ordinates for plot.
/ • OUTPUTS: N/A
/• AFFECTED: N/A
/• PURPOSE: Displays the plot associated with the TOP-VIEW, originating
/*
from the center co-ordinates (ex, Cy).
/•
NOTE: Identical to previous function except in the way the ex & Cy
/•
Var iablcs <1 re 'cooked'.

*/

•/
•/
•/
'/
•/
*'/
•/
•/

void ShowTopPlane (Htmo wi.n,
WORD CenterX,
WORD CcnterY)
!!DC hdc;
int ex, Cy;
hdc

~

GetDC(win);

ex~ TSVector.X*ScaleFactorX + CenterX; // ..• Note the differences here!
Cy~ CenterY - TSVector.z•scaleFactorY;
if (CX > CenterX-CENTER WlD'rH &G C:,: < CenterX+CENTER WIDTH u
Cy> CenterY-CENTER=HEIGHT && Cy< CenterY+CENTER=HEIGHT)
SelectObjectlhdc, hDTrailsPens[DTrailPenColor));
Rectangle (hdc, ex, Cy, cx+PEN THICK, cy+PEN THICK];
DeleteObject(hDTrailsPens[DTrailPenColor]);SelectObject(BUfferhDCMemory, hDTrailsPens[DTrailPenColor));
Rectangle(BufferhDCMemory, CX, Cy, Cx+PEN THICK, Cyi·PEN THICK);
DeleteObject(hDTrailsPens(DTrailPenColorJT;
ReleaseDC(win, hdc);

5.6.3 About and Display Envelope

These two facets of our simulator don't really warrant a section of
their own, suffice to say that we have an 'about' box which accessed
via the main menu,
Figure 5.6.3
About Menu.
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Figure 5.6.3.1
About Dialog.
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and an envelope display, which is accessed via,

--

!!It~---Ei,..._

Figure 5.6.3.2
Envelope Menu.
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The envelope display is simply a 30 object which was specified in the
ROBOT.SPEC file. The actual range checking of the working
envelope is performed in the driver module, via the function
TIPinEnvelopc,
/•=======aa====c=================a~====~-=====~=====~====~i========~~=======*/
/• FUNCTION: TIPlnEnvelope
•/
/•
INPUTS: D3DVECTOR point
- The current (Y.,Y,Z) of the pointer.
•;
/•
D3DVECTOR EnvVector
- The envelope vector.
•/
/•
char
•coOrdstring - Variable containing Lhe pointer co-ord•/
/* OUTPUTS: bool
- TRUE ii pointer inside envelope.
•/
/ • AFFECTED: FutureVector.
*/
/• PURPOSE: This function uses the values in EnvVector and point to decide•/
/•
whether the pointer is inside the envelope. 1( it is, the
•/
/•
function returns TRUE, and Futurevector is updated, as well as•/
/•
CoOrdString, which forms part of the m~in window title.
•/

/•======~=============================~=-==~~--=~~~==~~====~==~=~~~==~======•/
bool TIPinEnvelope (D3DVECT0R point,
0301/ECTOR E,.vVector,
char
•coOrdString)
// Radius from pointer to (0,0,0).
double Pradius = sqrt((point.x•point.x)+(point.z•point.z));
// Radius of envelope to (0,0,0).
double Eradius = sqrt((EnVVector.dvX*EnvVector.dvXI+
(EnvVector.dvZ*EnvVector.dvZ));
char S1[5], S2[5], S3[5]; // Temporary strings for coOrdstring.
// Initialise CoOrdString with default value.
strcpy(CoOrdString, " .. Pointer= (X: E, Y: E, Z: EJ\0");
if ( (point. y < O I I point. y > EnvVector. y)

I I point. z > -0. 05)

(

return FALSE; // Pointer outside of envelope.
if (Pradius <~ Eradius) // Pointer inside envelope.
{

// Adjust FutureVector to suit.
Futurevector[Ol
point.x•sCREEN TO RTX Y.;
rutureVector[l) = point.z*SCREEN-TO-RTX-Z;
FutureVector[2] • point.y*SCREEN-TO-RTX-Y;
FutureVector(JJ ~ Pradius*SCREEN=TO=RTX=R;
// Convert values to strings.
itoa((int)FutureVector[O], Sl, 10);
itoa((int)FutureVector[ll, S2, 10);
itoa((int)FutureVector[21, SJ, J.O);
strcpy(CoOrdstring, " .. Pointer• (X: ");
strcat(CoOrdString, Sl);
strcat(CoOrdString, ", Y: ");
strcat(CoOrdstring, S2);
stccat(CoOcdString, ", Z: ");
strcat(CoOrdstring, S3);
strcat(CoOrdString, ")\0");
return TRUE; // All OK!
)

else
(

return FALSEr // Error occurred.

The envelope will resemble the following screen dump, when
activated,

...........................,,..,............,~...................,................,.........~,......,...,.........,...•.,..•..,.................................................,,......,..............................................,. .......................................

Figure 5.6.3.3
Envelope Display.
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6.0 Verification
To date in this document we have introduced theory, spoken about current application
technologies and implemented our code. At this time we come to the final testing
phase of the project.
We call this the 'final' phase because throughout the development of the software we
have been testing the individual modules, to check for functionality and bugs, but it is
now that we must declare the software a fully working solution. We achieve this by
introducing the programs tested with our software, their results and whether or not the
actual output coincided with the expected output. By stating exactly what is tested
and the expected results, we provide a basis for future development and debugging.

6.1 Verification expectations

Before entering into this project we first decided that this package should be
aimed directly at students studying robotics and so should be able to simulate,
at least, all of the companion programs that come bundled with the RTX
robot.
The rationalisation behind this concept is that we expect the bundled programs
to show the complete range of rroperties of the robot. Thus, if our simulator
can simulate all of the bundled programs then our simulator can be regarded
as functionally equivalent to the RTX; out-of-the-box at least.
It is impossible to be 100% certain to the functionality of our software. Every

piece of software goes through various stages of testing, usually starting at the
alpha stage, then following on to the beta stage and then, hopefully, the final
production stage.
Our simulator package can be thought of as being at the beta stage of testing.
That is, for complete testing the package must be installed at a number of sites
being used in everyday situations, attempting a range of operations, for a
period of time that we see as sufficient to 'draw out' the bugs.

6.2 The_comeanion prog_r_a_m_s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

In this subsection we name the companion programs bundled with the RTX
and examine the expected results and the steps followed in the testing phase
for a particular pro1::,rram.
The programs that will be tested are
•

START.COM
.. ...
~
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•
•
•
•

!NIT.COM
TEST.COM
DRIVE.COM
DEMO.COM

6.2.1 START.COM
Perhaps not surprisingly, this program is incompatible with our
software. When it is first executed it ovcnvritcs the vector at interrupt
781-IEX, leaving our inserted interrupt, for our DOS''" to Windows""
driver, inoperative.
This program will wreak havoc in simulating the robot and should be
avoided.

6.2.2 !NIT.COM
The purpose of the !NIT.COM program is to initialise the robot for use
and should be executed at least once every time the robot is first
switched on.
The relevance of such a program to our package is limited, as we can
simply initialise our robot by clicking on the RESET button in the
Windows''" driver window. However, the !NIT.COM program
introduces factors such as MANUAL_GO motor movements and range
checking, which arc not usually addressed through simpler programs,
which, more often than not, utilis1: the NUMERIC_GO method of
motor control.
After a successful run, the computer screen should resemble the
following screen dump,

I

•,.:

:. ~ ~:....,..

_}._;.

I f - • ,...-, ~

f .... · .
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igure 6.2.2
!NIT.COM
Screendump.

This program is non-interactive, in that it does not accept any user
input.
A typical program run would involve the following actions taking
place:
(i) The ZED axis is initialised by moving the shoulder up to its
limit, whereby the axis is reset.
(ii) The gripper is then closed.
(iii) The arm is first bent slightly to the left at the elbow and
then the wrist is rotated so that the gripper is pointing
down.
(iv) The shoulder is then moved to its limit, on its left.
(v) The elbow is moved to its limit by rotating towards the
center of the robot. That is, rotating to the robot's right.
(vi) The Z axis is once again checked.
(vii) Finally, the robot arm is moved to its initialised position
of a straight, horizontal arm.
6.2.3 TEST.COM

The TEST.COM program achieves what its name suggests; it is a
program to test all facets of the RTX robot arm.
When first executed, the screen should resemble,
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igure 6.2.3
TEST.COM
Screendump.

This menu links to other sub-menus, by pressing the respective key and
then hitting the enter key. As we explain the menu options, the words
(SIM OK!) appended to a menu item means that this option is
supported by the simulator and simulated perfectly.
Through option 1 we are presented with another menu,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initialisation, etc (SIM OK!)
Mode Control (SIM OK!)
Motor Stops (SIM OK!)
Turn Motor Drivers ON (SIM OK!)

Option 1 allows us to initialise the robot, 2 allows us to
change the mode control (force, position, etc.), 3
defines stop modes (dead stop, free stop, etc.), -I turns
motors on.
Through option 2 we are presented with another menu,
Elbow (SIM OK!)
Zed (SIM OK!)
Wrist-1 (SIM OK!)
Wrist-2 (SIM OK!)
5. Yaw (SIM OK!)
6. Gripper (SIM OK!)
1.
2.
3.
4.

This allows us to read and write the IP variables
associated with each motor in the menu.
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Through option 3 we are presented with another menu,
1. Manual Control (SIM OK!)
2. Numeric Control (SIM OK!)

These options allow the user to initiate a manual go, or
numeric go. That is, allows the user to make the arm
move by pressing the keypad keys or by entering a
position count.
Through option 4 we arc presented with another menu,

1. General Status (SIM OK!)
2. Motor status (SIM OK!)

Allows the user to view either the general status or the
status or a particular motor.
Through option 5 we arc presented with another menu,
1. Elbow (SIM OK!)
2. Zed (SIM OK!)
3. Wrist-1 (SIM OK!)
4. Wrist-2 (SIM OK!)
5. Yaw (SIM OK!)
6. Gripper (SIM OK!)

This menu allows us to select which motor we will be
performing interpolation on. Another menu will appear
with variables such as acceleration time and the like.
Remember we mentioned the problems in calculating
acceleration. As such, this simulation will not be an
accurate representation.
Through option 6 we are presented with another menu,
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initialise (SIM OK!)
Soak
Initialise & Soak
Stop Soak

From this menu we can initialise and soak test the robot
arm. Notice that options 2 to ./ are not supported in the
current version of our simulator. This has no bearing on
program development, with the simulator returning a
valid code, to make the calling program believe that the
action actually took place.
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Through option 7 we are presented with another menu,

1.
2.
3.
4.

Send
Send
Send
Send

1 Byte (SIM OK!)
N Bytes (SIM OK!)
1 Command (SIM OK!)
N Commands (SIM OK!)

This menu gives us the option of sending raw
commands and then receiving a raw response. Please
note that in the version of this program tested here
(version number given in screen dump) a bug exists, in
that it will keep reading raw responses even after the
valid number of responses have been read. This bug
does not show up when using on the real robot. This
just shows sloppy programming by the programmer who
originally coded the TEST.COM program.

6.2.4 DRIVE.COM
The DRIVE.COM program presents us with a menu allowing us to
change the encoder counts relating to each motor and then to perform
the movement. The screen should resemble,

llfliJ f3
-------------~----·---

1
'·

j MS-005 Prompt· DRIVE
Auto

igure 6.2.4

DRIVE.COM
Screendump.

This program was, in fact, the program used throughout the
construction of the simulator. Its operation is well-assured, with the
expected results occurring without flaw.
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6.2.5 DEMO.COM

The DEMO.COM program was just added to see the result of a reallife application, rather than just a test program. This program ran
tlawlessly in the test, and simulates the towers of Hanoi program even
dO\vn to the 1,rripper opening and closing, expecting a piece of the
puzzle to be there.
6.3 Custom Programs

In order to test fully the process of inte1polatio11 and raw commu11ications,· we
introduce two custom programs, programmed in PASCAL, entitled ·
Interpolate and RawCommunications.
The source files for these two programs arc listed here, together with a brief
explanation.
6.3.1 Interpolate program

Interpolation represents a unique situation in that it allows us to move
one or a number of motors by some increment. This has the effect of
allowing us to configure factors such as acceleration and path
generation.
The following commented source code is an example of interpolation,
whereby it simply sends some arbitrary number to the robot for us to
see what actually is happening.
PROGRAM Interpolate;
(******************************'*******************)

{*

FILE: Interpol.pas
AUTHOR: Anthony Rodriguez,
ECO STUDENT No. 0943335
DESCRIPTION: This file is simply a demonstration
program for use in testing the
interpolation function of the ToySim
robot simulator.
It simply passes an interpolation array
to the simulator to process and waits
for a key to exit.
*}

(**************************************************)

USES dos, crt;
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{$I ARMP.INC

{System variables.}
Var

OK

: Integer;
{Used for RTX error checking.

InterData : I DATA T;
{This is the intE!rpolation array.}
Ch

Char;
{Used in reading keyboard input.

{*=============================~==================*/
/*
/"
/*
/*
/*
/*

E'UNCTTON:
INPUTS:
OUTPUTS:
AFFECTED:
PURPOSE:

/*

LIBRARY INSTALLED

*/

N/A

*/

Boolean - True if library installed.*/
OK.
*/
Simple function to i:·,.:.t.i.alise
*/
communications with the robot and
*/
check if the library is installed. */

/*===--====-========================-====-====-===*}
Function LIBRARY INSTALLED: Boolean;
Begin
!NIT COMMS (TOGGLE OFF, 0, OK);
{Initialise comrnunications.}

ARM

If OK

~

-1

Then LIBRARY INSTALLED := False
{Library not installed.}
Else Begin
LIBRARY_INSTALLED := True;
{Library IS installed.}
If OK= ARM RESTARTED
Then Begin
Write ('Arm restarted');
OK:= O;
ARM_RESTART(OK);

{Restart the arm.}
End;
End;
End;

(*====-========================-==================*/
/* PROCEDURE: Main procedure

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

/*

INPUTS:
OUTPUTS:
AFFECTED:
PURPOSE:

*/

N/A
*/
N/A
*/
OK, InterData structure.
*/
This is the main procedure, which
*/
initialises the robot and then keeps*/
passing an interpolation array to
*/
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/*
the robot, until a key is pressed. */
/*==-==============-==============================*}
Begin
ClrScr;
Normvideo;
Writeln;
Writeln (' U.M.I. RTX Robot Arm 1 ) ;
Writeln (' ==================== ');
Wri teln;
Writeln ( 1 Interpolation Program Demo');
Wri teln;
Lowvideo;
If Not LIBRARY INS'rALLED
{Initialise the communications.}
Then Begin
Write
I 'GI;
Wri teln ('The library musl be');
Wri teln ( 'installeci with the');
Writeln ('START command for this');
Writeln ( 'program to run. ');
End

Else Begin
Writeln ('Interpolating');
Writeln('Press Any key to exit');
{Fill the interpolation array with}
{some dummy data, just to see
}
{something happening on screen.
)
OK :~ 0;

InterData[ELBOWJ
.- O;
InterData[SHOULDER] .- O;
InterData [ ZED]
.- -8;
InterData [YAW]
- O;
InterData[WRISTl]
.- O;
InterData [WR1ST2]
:= 0;
InterData [GRIP]
:= O;

.

Ch :~ #0;

While Ch= #0 Do
Begin
ARM_INTERPOLATE(InterData, OK);
{Send to robot. J
If Keypressed
Then Ch := Readkey;
{Wait for a keypress.}
End;
Writeln ('Done.');
End;
Writeln;
End.
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6.3.2 RawCommunications program

This program was designed to test the ARM_RAW_COMMAND and
ARM_RAW_RESPONSE functions inside the simulator.
As we know, we gave our simulator the ability to communicate with
the real robot through the RTX functions of ARM- RAW- COMMAND
and ARM_RAW_RESPONSE. As we noted, performing
communications this way meant that the program would run
'normally' on the real robot, but then on the simulated robot would
provide some way of exchanging information between the real robot
and the simulated robot.
Introducing robot communications meant we had a new set of
problems to deal with and subsequently test. Now we are dealing with
serial communications, having to take notice of such things as timing,
parity, error checking and protocols. For this reason we must have a
dedicated test program.
The commented source code below simply describes a way of reading
the current position from the real robot and then transferring the
information to the simulated robot, so that the simulated robot can
mimic the movements of the real robot.
Program Rawcommunications;
(**********************~***********~***************)
{*

FILE: RawComm.pas
AUTHOR: Anthony Rodriguez,
ECU STUDENT No. 0943335
DESCRIPTION: This file is simply a demonstration
program for use in testing the raw
communications capabilities of the
Toysim robot simulator.
It simply reads the position of the
motors from the real robot and then
passes on these values to the
simulated robot, which mimics the
real robot's movements.
*}

(**************************************************)

Uses Dos, Crt;
{$I ARMP. INC} {The RTX robot include file.}
{Constants that apply to the RTX corrunand bytes.}
Const
R TOGGLE OFF = $28;
- {Turn IP toggling off.}
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R TOGGLE ONCE• $29;
{Toggle the IP once.}
R_REQUEST_ID • $01;
{Get IP number.}
R

RESE'f IP
" $20;
{Reset the current IP. I

R STOP ALL
" $a0;
{Stop all motors. J
R

GO ACTIVE
{Go active.)

$00;

-- $21;
{Define current: pas] tion as home.)

R DEF'INE f!OME

RIMM READ
" $40;
{Code for an immediate read. J
RALL GO
$1555;
{Code for all motors moving. J
\Various variables used in this program.}
Var
Ch : Ciiar;

{Used to determine if a key was pressed.)
OK : Integer;
{Used by RTX for error signalling.}
: Integer;
Bytes Read
{Number of bytes read from cobot.}
Integer;
{Temp storage for R/W bytes. J

BJ , B2, B3

SP, EP, ZP, YP : Integer;
{Temp storage for motor values.}

!*=================~==============================*/
/* PROCEDURE: Raw!nitialise
*/
/*
/*
/*
/*

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

*/
*/
l\F'F'SCTED: Bl, 82, 83, OK
*/
PURPOSE: This procedure performs an
*/
initialisation of the simulated
*/
robot via raw commands. Rather than*/
storing the corrunand bytes in an
*/
array, we have left them as separate*/
commands to make it easy to read and*/
understand.
*/
INPUTS: Nil\
OUTPUTS: N/A
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/*================================================*}
Procedure Rawinitialise;
Begin
{Initialise error.}
OK := 0;
ARM INIT COMMS(TOGGLE ON, 0, OK);
Too conventiona1 reset.J
ARM RESTART(OK);
{Perform an initialisation using RAW methods.}
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R_TOGGLE_OFF, 0, 0, OK);

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE_ONCE, 0, 0, OK);
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE OFF

0, O, OK);

ARM RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R REQUEST_ID

0, O, OK);

ARM RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R RESET IP

0, 0,

ARM RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R STOP ALL

0, 0, OK) ;

OKI;

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R_TOGGLE_ONCE, 0 1 0, OK);
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R GO ACTIVE

0, 0, OK);

ARM_RAW COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE_ONCE, 0 1 0, OK);
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R RESET IP

0 1 O, OK);

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R STOP ALL

0 1 0, OK);

ARM RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE_ONCE, 0 1 0, OK);
ARM_RAW COMMAND(O, 1, R GO ACTIVE

0, 0, OK);

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE OFF

0, 0, OK);

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R_TOGGLE_ONCE, 0 1 0, OK);
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1 1 R TOGGLE OFF

0, 0, OK);

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R_REQUES'l'_ID

0 1 0, OK);

ARM_ RAW_COMMAND ( 0, 1, R TOGGLE OFF

'

0, 0,

OK);

ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R DEFINE HOME, 0, 0, OK);
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE- ONCE, 0, 0, OK);
ARM- RAW - COMMAND(O, 1, R TOGGLE OFF
--~'Tjf~:"lv"'.<i".~ ·--

..

~,--.,-_.~-··'·'--·"··--,f: ~:i,•<1,T·:i;;;.\'

0,

o,

OK);
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ARM RAW_COMMAND(O, 1, R_DEFINE_HOME, 0, 0, OK);
{Make sure we are currently on IPO.}
ARM RAW COMMAND(O, 1, R REQUEST ID, 0, 0, OK);
ARM=RAW=RESPONSE{O, BytesRead, Bl, 82, B3, OK);
If Bl <> 33
Then
ARM RAW_COMMAND(0,1,R_TOGGLE_ONCE,0,0,0K);
End;

(*==================================--============*/
*/
/* PROCEDURE: Main procedure
/*
INPUTS: N/A
*/
/*
OUTPUTS: N/A
*/
/* AFE'ECTED: Bl, 82, B3, SP, EP, ZP, YP, OK.
*/
/*
PURPOSE: This is the main procedure, which
*/
/*
calls Rawinitialise and then enters */
1~
a loop whereby it is constantly
*/
/*
polling the robot for changes in its*/
/*
position, sending the data back to */
/*
the simulator for interpretation.
*/
I r=======================""========================= *}
Begin
Clrscr;
Writeln ('Raw communications demo,');
Writeln ('Press any key to exit. ');
Ra~Jinitialise; {Perform initialisation.}
Ch :- #0;

While Ch = 110 Do
Begin
{Read RAW ELBOW motor counts.}
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(0,1,R_IMM_READ,0,0,0K);
ARM_RAW_RESPONSE(0,BytesRead,B1,B2,B3,0K);
EP :- -( (83 Shl 8)+82);
{Read RAW SHOULDER motor counts.)
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(O,l,R_IMM_READ Or 1,0,0,0K);
ARM_RAW_RESPONSE(O,BytesRead,Bl,82,83,0K);
SP :- -((83 Shl 8)+82);
{Read RAW ZED motor counts.)
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(0,1,R_IMM_READ Or 2,0,0,0K);
ARM_RAW_RESPONSE(O,BytesRead,Bl,B2,B3,0K);
ZP :- -((83 Shl 8)+82);
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{Read RAW YAW motor counts.}
ARM_RAW_COMMAND(0,1,R_IMM_READ Or 3,0,0,0K);
ARM_RAW_RESPONSE(O,BytesRead,Bl,82,83,0K);
YP : ~ - I I 83 Shl 8) +82) ;
{Write out motor counts to the simulator.)
ARM_WRITE (ELBOW,
NEW_POSJTION, EP, OK);
ARM_WRITE(SHOULDER, NEW_POSITION, SP, OK);
ARM_ WRITE (ZED,

NEW_POSITION, ZP, DK);

ARM_WRITE (YAW,

NEW_POSITION, YP, OK);

{Move the arm.}
ARM_GO(NUMERIC_GO, R_ALL __ GO, OK);
If Keypressed
Then Ch :~ Readkey;
{Wait for any key to be pressed.)
End;
End.
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7.0 Conclusion
This thesis has seen us journey from first principles, through to theory and finally to
implementation and verification of the ToySim project. Through the introduction we
assigned ourselves the tasks we wished to complete and throughout the project's life
have endeavoured to meet and fulfil those tasks. We've seen the project grow from a
set of objectives into a fully-functional robot simulator that not only meets the
objectives but, in some cases, surpasses them.
We remember the objectives we first decided on, before beginning the project, as
•
•
•
•
•

A graphical display
Immediate motion
Indirect motion
Robot specifications
Robot control

Taking a look back at the sections making up this thesis we remember that in sec/ion
1.0 we introduced the objectives, in section 2.0 we embarked on a literature search,
looking for ideas and alternate methods of satisfying the objectives and in Section 3.0
we once again introduced the above objectives, but this time in abstract terms,
whereby we attempted to apply theory and programming methods. Section 4.0 saw us
finally choose the platfonn the project would be based on, and saw us delve quite
deeply into the inner-workings of DirectX'~ and Direct3D"'. Implementation of the
project was undertaken in section 5.0, where we analysed important functions and
quoted from the supplied source code listing, following on to section 6.0 where we
perfonned verification, by being able to simulate the programs supplied with the RTX
robot and also our own programs.
At this point we draw near to the completion of the project and so can reflect on what
we've attempted and what we have actually achieved.
•

The graphical display was originally defined in the introduction as,

... a 3D environment (ie. J. Dimensional environment), allowing the
display of 3D objects in true 3D space. It should have the
capability of translation, rotation, scaling, and animation within
the 30 space, and should also show where the user is, within the
3D space, at any time, preferably using the easily recognisable
(X, Y,ZJ Cartesian coordinate format.

We accomplished the establishment of the 30 environment through DircctX"'
and Direct3DT>I and through the Obj Menu module we were able to, at the click
of a mouse button, manipulate the robot in 3 dimensions, providing the facets
of translation, rotation and scaling.
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With the addition of new concepts, such as the pointer and envelope display,
we were able to discover a method of obtaining the world coordinates of some
object referenced to the object coordinates of the pointer, and apply these to
the envelope display for range checking.

• Immediate motion was originally defined in the introduction as,
... the ability ta manipulate the simulated robot in an 'immediate'
fashion, so as to be able ta program it and see the results
immediately fa/lawing.
... should appear to the user as an information-rich graphical
display, and allow the user ta specify where they want the robot
to go.

This was achieved through the ObjMenu module, which we programmed to
construct a window with buttons representing the movements of pan up, pan
down, pan left, pan right, zoom in, zoom out, rotate up, rotate down, rotate
left, rotate right, rotate left diagonal and rotate right diagonal. We also
provided the display of the current Y and Z values, together v,:ith the zoom
factor and tk heading, pitch and banking values.
•

!ndirer.:t molion was originally defined in the introduction as,

... the ability to manipulate the simulated robot in an 'indirect'
fashion, so as to be able to program it and see the results
immediately fa/lawing.
... to satisfy the previous objective the user need not have a
formal program procedure, whereas this is required ta satisfy
/this) objective ...
... an information-rich graphical user interface should appear and
be a transparent interface between a user designed program and
the simulator, acting on the commands received, within the
graphical space.

... unobtrusive and not affect the user's program in any way. (ie. it
would be ideal if the same program that ran with the hardware
robot ran with the simulator, without alteration or recompilation).

We saw this objective come to fruition through the development of the
TSDriver module. Through this module we were able to simulate the 'real'
RTX robot and, with the introduction of our clipboard handling functions,
were able to interface with DOS and ultimately the user's program, to
exchange infonnation and complete the simulation cycle.
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We also saw the benefits of introducing new functions, such as the step
button, for debugging users' prOblfams, and the ACK button to prevent

lockups.
•

The Robot ~pecifications objective was addressed via the use of a script language,

organised into a configuration file called ROEOT.SPEC, prompted by the
definition of robot ,\pecifications given in the irnroduction, which read,

... the simulator should be as devi,:e-independent as possible,
allowing for the future injection of extra modules, for purposes
such as simulating different types of robots, and for more
manipulation tools.
... the simulator should be configurable, allowing a number of
different robots to be implemented by simply providing a new set
of design rules and 3D object modules;
We went through the process of identifying what exactly we needed to know
about our robot and its constituent objects, using the infonnation to design and
implement the script language. We have intentionally left this module open, to
facilitate the injection of new commands and data types into the script
language, for future robot updates.

•

Rohot control was originally defined as,

... able to use the information entered by the user, either indirectly
or immediately, to control the robot arm.
Starting off as a module in its own right we soon observed that it would be
impossible to achieve this, so we facilitated the metamorphosis of the robot
control system to a decentralised system of independent robot-specific
routines which, when combined, fonned a complete robot control system.
Looking at the above statements we can conclude that we have indeed met our
objectives and therefore qualify for ending our role in this project.
Now that we have completed our project we must turn to future developments and
implementations. To this end, we have supplied with this thesis a CD-ROM
comprising all of the files required to compile and build the ToySim project,
including all the object files and texture maps, and also the DircctX"" 5.0 software
development kit, which of course must be installed before any development takes
place.

For detailed information, please read the README. TXT file on the CD-ROM.
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